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Preface

Emphasis in this thesis is on the development of a

preliminary design for a flight control system using recently

evolved multivariable techniques and considering real world

constraints. Such an approach is important because of con-

cerns that exist in the engineering community about the

application of modern control system designs with high gains

and wide bandwidths.

The AFTI vehicle is chosen because of my experience

with the control law development and knowledge of the

implementation constraints. I would like to thank Mr. Jim

Ramage, Chief Engineer for the AFTI/F-16 ADPO, for sponsor-

ing this effort along with the ADPO Engineers for providing

assistance and guidance during the study.

The theoretical background is based on techniques

developed by Professor Brian Porter from the University of

Salford, England. I would like to express my appreciation

to Professors John J. D'Azzo and Constantine H. Houpis of

the Department of Electrical Engineering at the Air Force

Institute of Technology. The thesis would not have been

possible without their guidance and suggestions.

This research was accomplished in parallel with four

fellow students. I found the numerous and enlightening

discussions with this group to be most helpful during the
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thesis effort. My sincere thanks to Captain Jon Bauschlicker,

Lieutenant Tom Lewis, Captain Mike Masi and Lieutenant Dan

Russ who comprised this group.

Finally, I want to express my love and appreciation

to my wife, Diane, for her patience and understanding during

this research effort. I would also like to thank my parents

and my brother, Travis, for all their love and support.
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•-'Abstract

Recently evolved multivariable design techniques

are used to develop control laws for the AFTI/F-16. The

techniques were developed by Professor Brian Porter of the

University of Salford, England. In the study, designs are

investigated to provide pilot control of vehicle rotational

rates and accelerations. This line of inquiry is in con-

trast to the angle control concepts required in previous

applications of these new techniques. A computer-aided

design package called "MULTI" is used in refining the con-

trol laws to the preliminary design stage. It proves to be

invaluable.

Ap aircraft model is developed in state space form

for the AFTI vehicle from linearized aerodynamic data. This

is accomplished at several points in the flight envel pe.

After validation, these models are used for the esign and

evaluation of the control laws.

AFTI is equipped with additional control surfaces to

provide Direct Force (CCV) control.--_A requirement of the

design is to demonstrate specific CCV capabili-tlestr Major

emphasis is placed on the ability to properly blend CCV and

conventional control capabilities for combat maneuvering.,
The methods employed to obtain a design are presnted

along with the evaluations of the final control laws.

xxi
'..



Several instabilities encountered during the investigation

are discussed. The multivariable techniques are shown to

provide good designs with a very moderate expenditure of

manpower. Additional areas of research are discussed along

with proposed modifications to the "MULTI" package.

xxii
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MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL LAWS FOR

THE AFTI/F-16

I. Introduction

Background

The advent of digital fly-by-wire control on advanced

high performance aircraft has provided the pilot with control

over pertinent motion variables. A stick input no longer

simply commands a control surface deflection. The pilot's

task is not restricted by the basic aerodynamic characteris-

tics of the vehicle. The designer has the ability to develop

a system which allows the pilot to command the type of air-

craft response that has been found to be most useful. Such

developments have opened the door to tailoring the control

system for accomplishing specific mission phases with the

promise of significant performance improvements. For a num-

ber of years, control theory has been applied to the design

of limited authority augmentation systems to improve an air-

craft's inherent short period and dutch roll damping through-

out the flight envelope. Also, it has been employed in the

design of autopilots to perform functions such as altitude

hold, Mach hold, or heading hold and in the development of

automatic landing systems. In the 1960 time period, flight

°'.1



~.. testing on the TWeaD F-4 program demonstrated active control

could improve the ability of the pilot to use the aircraft

as a weapons platform (Ref 1).

Recent emphasis has been on the incorporation of

control concepts early in the aircraft design cycle to im-

prove flight performance. The aerodynamic design is no

longer restricted by requirements to provide natural damping

and stability. In the case of statically unstable aircraft,

the control system provides complete artificial stability

and acceptable flying qualities.

The use of fly-by-wire requires the "electrical

flight control system" to be as reliable and endurable as the

mechanical system it replaces. This establishes rather

severe requirements for the system, since flight safety is a

paramount issue. The flight control system has to be designed

to operate after several failures. In some cases this

results in the use of four identical (redundant) channels

within the flight control system so that monitoring and

majority voting can identify and isolate failures. The

required reliability is in the order of ix107 failures per

flight hour. Thus, only one failure is permitted for every

10 million flight hours (Ref 2).

Such stringent requirements result in the philosophy

of having very few signal sources external to the system.

Aircraft motion sensors used by the flight control system,

although not possessing great accuracy, are extremely

2



* 4

reliable. Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT)

which are magnetically coupled are used as position sensors.

Potentiometers are avoided because of their high failure

rates and tendency to generate noisy signals.

This type of reliability is not necessary for other

avionics systems or for limited authority outer-loop control

functions such as autopilots. In these cases a failure is

easily detected by the pilot and corrective action taken to

counter the failure until the system can be removed from

operation. This is not practical for full authority fly-by-

wire systems. Because of their high authority and fast

response, failures can result in aircraft loss.

Recent developments in Direct Force capabilities have

provided the pilot with an additional dimension in maneuver-

ing response resulting in a "new way to fly" (Ref 3). The

proper application of these new Control Configured Vehicle

(CCV) abilities to enhance combat effectiveness has been the

subject of several research programs (Ref 4; 5).

Control design has been complicated by these new

abilities. The designer is now faced with multiple input/

output systems and an ever incrEq.sing number of feedback

loops. Although classical methods can provide a means of

design, application of these methods is becoming more and

more time-consuming. Many iterations are required, as each

new loop is closed, to satisfy the many varied and sometimes

- conflicting requirements.

3
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*The CCV YF-16 program carried such a classical design

through flight testing with exceptionally good results.

Attempts to design with modern control techniques have given

less impressive results. This is unfortunate since these

methods offer the potential of improved performance with a
DI

reduction in the design complexity. Requirements such as use

of full state feedback, definition of a proper performance

index, or selection of desired eigenvectors leave much to

be desired in the currently available modern control tech-

niques.

Recent theoretical work by Professor Brian Porter at

the University of Salford, England, on high-gain error

actuated methods has shown promise of enabling the design of

exceptionally good performing systems without many of the

IIdrawbacks of current modern control methods. The theory of

Professor Porter's work is presented in Chapter III and can

also be found in Reference 6.

The problem undertaken in this thesis research is the

development of an air-to-air combat control system for the

AFTI/F-16 aircraft. Emphasis is placed on considerations

for a practical implementation. The design is accomplished

at several points in the flight envelope as shown in Figure 1.

The point at 0.9 Mach and 20,000 feet is the primary design

case. This is the condition where aerial combat generally

begins. The other points are chosen to give a good varia-

tion in both the aerodynamic characteristics and static

4
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stability. Only cursory data is collected at the 0.2 Mach,

sea level condition since combat capability is being

stressed. This condition is included in the evaluation

because it provides information on operation at elevated

angle of attack. The 1.6 Mach, 30,000 feet point is selected

due to the high " " condition and since some encounters

actually begin supersonically. However, for such encounters,

should a maneuvering engagement develop, airspeed drops

quickly, and the subsonic region is entered.

Assumptions

Basic assumptions in the design effort are established

to reduce the design complexity to a level equivalent to

that of a "preliminary design" effort. These assumptions

are listed below.

* The aircraft is a rigid body, and mass is constant.

* Thrust is not changing.

* The earth's surface is an inertial reference
frame.

* The atmosphere is assumed fixed with respect to
the earth.

* The equations of motion can be decoupled into a
longitudinal and a lateral-directional set of
equations.

* Linearization about an operating condition is
acceptable for point designs.

* Aerodynamics are fixed for Mach and altitude.

A rigid aircraft model is employed in which any two

points in the airframe remain fixed with respect to one

6



another. Flexibility due to structural modes of the air-

craft are not considered in this study. However, require-

ments are developed with a consideration of such effects.

As an example, flight control-structural interactions can

cause several problems ranging from unwanted vibrations or

control surface activity to structural failure and aircraft

loss. With this in mind, the design goals are established

- -~to provide good performance at a minimum gain and bandwidth.

In seeking to prevent structural interaction, the system is

* .* limited in bandwidth to only the range needed to do the job.

* . High frequencies, where structural resonances are usually

encountered, are attenuated. It is noted that flexibilized

*. aerodynamic data is used in developing the linear aircraft

"- model. In this way control surface deformation due to air

loads is accounted for as dynamic pressure changes.

Mass variations for the aircraft are fairly large

because of fuel usage during a mission. However, the control

system responses being studied are in the range of one to

ten seconds compared to a 1.5 hour mission. Fuel usage and

the resulting mass change during a specific maneuver are very

small and can be neglected.

Thrust is held constant throughout each maneuver to

reduce the number of variables being altered in the design.

It also provides a means of comparing design attempts. With

constant thrust, the variation in velocity provides an indi-

cation of the drag penalty and energy loss for the same

7
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maneuver for several candidate designs. In addition, an

apriori scheme for varying thrust during a maneuver is not

apparent. Although thrust adjustment can be added as an

input to control velocity, it is felt that pilot control of

thrust during combat maneuvering is very active and not

easily predicted for use in design studies of this level.

Such an extension can be examined for application to an auto-

mated or semi-automated attack system.

The inertial frame of reference is established as

the earth's surface. This greatly simplifies the equation

development and is valid for two reasons. First, the sensors

used for flight control systems, although highly reliable,

are not sensitive enough to detect the earth's rotational

rate or the coriolis acceleration. Secondly, the maneuvers

being considered have short durations compared to earth rate.

Relative to the earth they are also "local" responses, and

thus a flat earth with constant gravity gives fairly accurate

results.

For this design effort, the atmosphere is assumed

fixed to the surface of the earth. The limited scope of this

preliminary design did not cover random gust, steady winds,

or wind sheers during maneuvers. However, the effect of gust

upset is considered in establishing design restraints that

lead to a limited bandwidth control system with reduced

gains. It also directs the selection of feedback signals to

those which are not overly gust sensitive.

8



The full nonlinear equations of motion are developed

in Appendix B and then simplified for the study. The first

basic simplification is to assume that for this preliminary

design work the equations can be broken into a set of longi-

tudinal equations and a set of lateral-directional equations

which do not interact. Since air combat maneuvering is a

design goal, this assumption of being decoupled must be kept

in mind. At times the assumption is altered to allow for

consideration of special maneuvers such as the ability to

roll about the velocity vector of the aircraft. That ability

is very desirable for fighter aircraft and is addressed

later.

Multiple design points are established in the flight

* envelope, and the simplified equations are linearized at

these points. Perturbation equations about these points

are then employed in the design phase. Such a strategy

assumes that such point designs are fairly accurate repre-

sentations at the selected points. To accomplish a full

envelope design requires many such point designs with gain

scheduling between points. This approach has been used for

several existing aircraft control system designs and requires

a great many points to be considered. The further the devia-

tion from such "design" points, the less likely that the

design is adequate since the model used for such designs

becomes less and less realistic. In this study, only four

design points are used as shown in Figure 1. These are

9.- S -9"
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selected to provide a full range of aerodynamic variations

for the controller design effort. For a practical design,

a great many more points must be considered with a number of

trimmed acceleration levels at each point being studied.

Although perturbations in velocity and altitude about

trim are examined, the aerodynamic model is fixed at the

trim point. Aerodynamic coefficients are constant through-

out a maneuver. In general, the aerodynamic coefficients

vary rather slowly (except in the transonic region), and

the approximation is valid for reasonably small variations

about the trim point.

The above assumptions with their resulting restric-

tions are typical of simplifications used in developing a

preliminary design for an aircraft control system. They are

considered to be appropriate for this study.

Pertinent Observations

Previous efforts applying Professor Porter's method

have centered on the command of output functions such as

pitch angle, flight path angle, or roll angle. That approach

presents two problems for the application being considered

in this thesis. First, these angular quantities are ref-

erenced to inertial space which in this case is the local

earth coordinate system. Such measurements are usually

obtained from an inertial navigation system or inertial

measurements system which has a significantly lower relia-

bility and failure detection capability than the flight

10



control system. Second, the pilot feels aircraft body

angular rates and accelerations since he is physically

attached to the aircraft. In actuality, he controls these

quantities in flying the aircraft. For a right stick input,

a fighter pilot expects to develop a proportional "right

wing down" roll rate. Release of the stick input results

in zero roll rate while the aircraft roll angle remains at

a constant value. In pitch, the pilot expects constant

stick force to result in a constant acceleration with an

associated pitching rate. It is important to note that the

pilot actually feels (and desires to command) accelerations

at his position in the aircraft. This acceleration, An
p

is a combination of aircraft acceleration measured at the

center of gravity, Ancg , and rotational acceleration, ,

as shown in the following simplified equation. The k term

is the distance from the center of gravity to the pilot's

position.

A = A + £~ (4) (1.1)np nc+ x
p g

For rudder commands, yaw rate is developed with a corres-

ponding side acceleration (A ) and sideslip (8). Based on
y

such observations, the controller design strives to command

these same inputs.

-- Recent flight testing on a highly modified F-16 has

demonstrated some rather unique new capabilities. These

capabilities are provided to the pilot through the use of

11
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multiple control surfaces. The use of these control surfaces,

coupled with the flight control system, allow "direct forces"

to be developed by the aircraft (Figure 2). The direct

force term is meant to imply the development of forces which

are uncoupled from or not related to the aircraft's rotation.

Using direct forces, six new control modes are available to

the pilot as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

The "direct lift" mode provides a longitudinal

acceleration while holding angle of attack constant. In

this mode a pilot's command to the system causes the air-

craft to change its flight trajectory by developing an addi-

tional lift force without an angle of attack change.

The "pitch pointing" mode allows the pilot to command

an angle of attack change without developing an acceleration.

With this mode, the pilot can actually point the nose of the

aircraft up or down without changing the direction of flight.

"Longitudinal translation" results in the aircraft

changing altitude or translating upward without rotating.

A constant upward velocity is developed while maintaining a

zero pitch rate.

These same capabilities also exist in the lateral-

directional axis. The use of canards in conjunction with

the rudder and various control system feedbacks allows direct

force to be developed while moments are balanced on the air-

craft. Ailerons are also used to counter unwantcd rolling

moments.

12
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A "direct sideforce" mode provides lateral accelera-

tion to the pilot without inducing a sideslip angle. Using

such a mode allows wings level turns to be performed in

which a turn rate is developed without banking the aircraft

or developing a sideslip. As in the longitudinal case, the

• .aircraft is turning with the velocity vector as opposed to

leading it in conventional maneuvers.

"Yaw pointing" provides the pilot with independent

control over sideslip, beta. The aircraft's nose can be

pointed right or left without developing a side acceleration

or changing the direction of travel.

"Lateral translation" results in the aircraft being

able to execute side-step maneuvers without having to bank.

In this case, a constant side velocity is developed while

maintaining a zero yaw rate.

These modes of operation are called Control Configured

Vehicle (CCV) maneuvers in this report. It is acknowledged

that the CCV concept encompasses much more than unconven-

tional flight modes (Ref 7). The above descriptions of the

unconventional modes differ from the definitions found in

the open literature by the lack of the use of terms relative

to an inertial reference such as flight path angle or pitch

angle. This is deemed desirable since such definitions,

while being correct for limited portions of flight, are not

proper in maneuvering situations. As an example, consider

the case of pitch pointing. This can be defined as changing

16



the aircraft's pitch attitude while maintaining flight path

angle and heading angle. In wings level flight such a sys-

tem provides the desired fuselage pointing. Should the

aircraft be in a high "g" turn requiring a large bank angle,

such a system cannot be employed. Heading angle is contin-

ually changing due to the turn. For a descending turn,

flight path angle is also changing. Pitch attitude (6) is

defined as the angle between the local horizon and the x-axis

of the aircraft. Should the aircraft be banked at 88 or 89

degrees. changing theta results in a yawing motion. This

is clearly not what is intended. It is advantageous to

mechanize such CCV capabilities for "all aspect" operation.

This was accomplished for the majority of modes on the CCV

YF-16. Using the definitions specified in this report, a

system is specified which is able to develop a change in

angle of attack without an accompanying normal acceleration

change. In this way fuselage pointing can be obtained with-

out interfering with maneuvering turns. In fact, it can be

commanded simultaneously with the turn.

Study Approach and Design Requirements

The general approach for this study is to design a

multivariable control system for the AFTI/F-16 vehicle for

combat maneuvering. Major emphasis is on the development of

a controller with equivalent or improved performance as com-

pared with the current AFTI Air-to-Air gunnery control mode

.-,. but with reduced complexity. Each design attempt begins

17



with a very simple design and slowly increases in complexity

until a realistic result is obtained. For example, at the

0.9 Mach, 20,000 feet case a short period approximation of

the aircraft is initially employed in order to arrive at a

basic design with the fewest variables to adjust. The

design then proceeds to treating the full equations of motion

and includes actuator and sensor models. Any time an

unforeseen result or problem is encountered, the simplistic

model is reinvestigated. This allows determination of the

cause of such a result as either being inherent in the basic

design or as having been created in the manipulation of

variables or in the modeling of the more complex system.

It also results in a tremendous time saver in finding prob-

lems and errors as shown later in the report.

Early in the study, a set of general design require-

ments is established to form a basis for the work. These

requirements are listed below.

* The design will provide control and stability

augmentation.

* Responses are to be fast and well-behaved.

* Surface position and rate limits must not be

exceeded.

* Aircraft rates and accelerations will be

directly controlled.

* Feedbacks can be reliably obtained with

existing sensors.

* Conventional and specific CCV maneuver capa-

bilities are available.

18



A brief discussion on the development of each of these

requirements follows.

The controller is to augment the basic aircraft

stability and in some cases, such as in the subsonic

region, provide artificial stability for a statically

unstable aircraft. In addition, it should provide the pilot

with control over motion parameters that are important for

the specific mission task of air-to-air gunnery.

In target acquisition and tracking, certain basic

characteristics have been found to be advantageous. The

main pilot task is precise pointing. The task can be broken

into an acquisition phase and a fine tracking phase. Acqui-

sition requires large roll and pitch changes. This trans-

lates into being able to pull onto the target rapidly, and

thus, the acceleration response must be fast and well damped.

Fine tracking requires precise attitude control which indi-

cates that the pitch rate response must be fast and well

damped.

In conventional aircraft, the pitch and acceleration

responses are coupled, and this results in conflicting

requirements. Generally, a fast "g" response produces a

fast pitch rate response with large overshoots and low

damping. If the design emphasizes a fast and well-damped

pitch rate response, then it results in a relatively slow

"g" response. The actual design which is implemented is

usually a compromise of both responses, providing the best

" . 19



overall results. Direct lift provides the designer with the

capability of altering this basic relationship. Pitch rate

and normal acceleration can be "decoupled." In this way,

both responses can be tailored to provide fast well-damped

behavior within the direct lift capability limits. Once

these limits are exceeded, such decoupling is not possible.

The restrictions on surface position and rate

limiting are imposed at the preliminary design stage as

opposed to the conventional tendency for a new system to

include them later in the design cycle. This restriction

is established after a review of several applications of the

design technique. In those cases it has been apparent that

the exceptionally fast aircraft responses achieved were

developed through large and extremely fast surface movements.

A design is sought that results in surface activity

that does not encounter either of these limits. Running

into a position limit results in loss of decoupling and

prevents the required command from being reached. In cases

where the control system is providing artificial stability,

this results in loss of that stability. Rate limiting pre-

sents a problem that is a little more sinister but just as

dangerous. Rate limiting is a nonlinear function that can

result in a significant increase in phase lag in a feedback

system. Such phase lag has been shown to cause loss of

control and divergent oscillations that can result in air-

craft loss for a full authority fly-by-wire system.
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-* It is interesting to note that in early multivariable

designs such as the CCV YF-16 (in which classical design

techniques were used), aircraft stability and control, and

basic flying qualities were provided by conventional control

surfaces with appropriate feedbacks. Additional surfaces

were used to provide the direct force capabilities. Rate

or surface limiting of these additional surfaces resulted in

loss of the direct force function with less than the desired

responses, but augmentation was not impaired. Rate and posi-

tion limiting is important for the conventional surfaces and

such limiting is prevented in the design. In the current

multivariable designs, surface rate and position limiting is

an important consideration on all surfaces since the stabil-

ity function, as well as the direct force function, is per-

formed by the combination of all surfaces.

The desirability of controlling aircraft body rates

and accelerations becomes more apparent when considering the

complexity of interface to the pilot. The multivariable

theory applied in this thesis allows as many independent

aircraft states or linear combinations of states to be com-

manded as there are control surfaces (inputs). For the AFTI

vehicle there are two longitudinal surfaces, and thus, it is

possible to control two system outputs. It should be noted

that both must be commanded to some value even if that value

is zero. Suppose the command parameters are selected to be

angle of attack and pitch angle. In maneuvering flight,

21
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pitch angle is not completely a longitudinal parameter. In

the case of a constant altitude turn, theta stays at zero.

Additionally, how does the pilot know what value of these

two parameters to command in order to perform the maneuver

he desires? One answer is to develop a model of the air-

craft. Conventional pilot commands can be input, and the

resulting model parameters can provide the command inputs

to the multivariable controller. This requires that a

simple model must be developed which exhibits the response

desired of the actual aircraft. With the wide variation of

aerodynamic parameters, gain scheduling might be requi-ed

in the model. If the control system is to be tailored to

the specific task, the model must also be tailored.

If pitch rate and normal acceleration are employed

for the command parameters, the problem can be eliminated.

The pilot generally desires a specific "g" level and a

corresponding pitch rate can be determined from the follow-

ing relationship q = (1845/U)(An). The choice of raten

and acceleration makes sense as far as reliability, availa-

bility, pilot preference, interface complexity, and work-

load are concerned.

The required reliability of a flight control system

which provides stability and control augmentation is dis-

cussed earlier in this chapter. Rate gyros and acceler-

ometers that sense body motion can be incorporated in the

flight control system design where redundant electrical

22
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power and signal processing are available. They are low

enough in cost and size that multiple sensors can be used

for redundancy. Such redundancy considerations are not meant

to infer that selection of feedback signals is limited to

only rates and accelerations. It is to focus attention on

the careful selection of signals. In the F-16, angle of

attack is deemed necessary for use in the flight control

system. A means of developing multiple independent and

reliable sources has been found. In addition, the F-16

uses four longitudinal accelerometers, four lateral acceler-

ometers, four pitch rate gyros, and four roll rate gyros.

These are required to meet mission reliability and failure

tolerance requirements.

Through several research and development programs,

the CCV control modes have been examined for usefulness in

combat scenarios. From this work, several of the modes are

selected for design applications in this thesis.

The first of these is blending of the conventional

maneuvering capability of the aircraft with the direct lift

function in the longitudinal axis to provide improved per-

formance. The decoupling of direct lift from aircraft

rotation can be used to tailor the aircraft response in a

conventional maneuver to provide optimum response for both

acceleration and pitch rate. Thus, the longitudinal design

is aimed at using direct lift and conventional aircraft

blending. Fuselage pointing holds promise for automatically

23
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nulling small aiming errors during target tracking or in

obtaining a lock-on by the weapons system. The feasibility

of providing longitudinal fuselage pointing by commanding

rates and accelerations is examined. Direct sideforce has

also been shown to be promising in air-to-air gunnery and

may have possibilities for air-to-ground bombing applica-

tions. It may also be useful for evasive maneuvering or

* °limited terrain avoidance maneuvers. Thus, it is selected

for the directional design. Conventional roll rate control

is selected for the lateral design. The controller design

being sought is to provide the above combination of uncon-

ventional and conventional capabilities to the aircraft.

Presentation Sequence

The material in this thesis consists of a description

of the aircraft chosen for the study in Chapter II. The

process of developing a model for the design, and the means

of validating such a model is also presented. Chapter III
"..

contains a brief description of the multivariable design

theory developed by Professor Brian Porter of the University

of Salford, England. An important area of bounded stability

is included. The design method and representative results

at selected points in the flight envelope are presented in

Chapter IV. A proposed design procedure is established.

-. Inadequacies of the design method as well as advantages are

- I .discussed. The final design is evaluated in Chapter V against

several criteria and compared with current state-of-the-art
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designs. Conclusions are discussed in Chapter VI with

recommendations for future efforts. A complete set of aero-

dynamic and transformed aircraft model data is included in

Appendix A. Development of the equations of motion is

covered in detail in Appendix B . Controller responses to

the maximum estimated inputs to verify surface rate and

position limits are presented in Appendix C. The last

three Appendices document the three programs used in con-

junction with MULTI in the designs. The programs provide

methodsto: (1) convert and transform aerodynamic data into

the form necessary for developing a state space aircraft

model; (2) calculate transmission zeros; and (3) determine

the closed-loop system matrix. The last program is useful

in obtaining both closed-loop roots and system transfer

functions.

25
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II. The AFTI/F-16 Aircraft

Aircraft Description

The AFTI vehicle is a highly modified F-16 aircraft.

It has been changed to allow flight demonstration of the

benefits possible from the integration of advanced tech-

nology features. Among the advanced features selected for

demonstration are triple redundant digital flight control

computers, and a flight control system tailored to the spe-

cific mission phase. Tailoring has resulted in eight

separate control modes being implemented in the digital com-

puters with extensive gain scheduling to provide unprece-

dented performance. Asynchronous computer operation is

employed in which each of the three computers operates

independently in calculating the flight control laws. A

redundancy management system has been developed that uses

comparison monitoring of the three computers along with

internal self-test features to detect failed system elements,

and provides a two-fail/operate capability. This means the

system can withstand two similar failures and still continue

to operate.

AFTI's major external modifications to date have

been the addition of twin vertical canards mounted under

the engine inlet and the installation of a dorsal fairing

or "back pack" between the cockpit and vertical tail. The

dorsal fairing houses avionics and instrumentation necessary

26
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for the flight test effort. Although receiving an entirely

new flight control system, the original F-16 sensors are

retained. Body accelerations are measured at the pilot's

station by longitudinal and lateral accelerometers. There

are four identical sensors for each axis for redundancy.

The F-16 flight control system employs all four since it is

quadruply redundant. AFTI uses only three of these sensors

to provide essentially the same fail/operate capability as

the F-16. The fourth provides signals for flight test

instrumentation. Body rotational rates are sensed by rate

gyros located very close to the aircraft's center of gravity.

There are four identical pitch rate gyros, four roll rate

gyros, and four yaw rate gyros. In addition, angle of

attack is sensed by two fuselage side-mounted cones, as well

as, by a hemispherical differential pressure probe extending

from one side of the aircraft. Although sideslip angle,

beta, is not employed in the F-16, plans called for its use

in the AFTI system. The same type of conical sensors used

for angle of attack were to be installed to measure sideslip.

Unfortunately, a suitable location, free of airflow irregu-

larities around the fuselage, could not be found to provide

good sideslip information.

The aircraft is shown in the drawing in Figure 5.

The control surfaces used in this study are denoted by solid

black. These consist of two fully movable horizontal tail

surfaces which can be deflected symmetrically as an elevator

27
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r or asymmetrically for augmenting roll control. Flaperons on

the trailing edge of each wing can be moved symmetrically to

act as flaps or asymmetrically as ailerons for primary roll

control. The canards are used for sideforce control. Sign

convention used in this study is also displayed in the

figure.

Longitudinally the unaugmented aircraft (no control

system) is statically unstable at subsonic flight conditions

as illustrated in Figure 6. The center of gravity (CG) is

located behind the aerodynamic center (AC) by design. The

difference between the CG and AC is generally measured in

percent of the mean aerodynamic cord (MAC). The figure

shows the aircraft to be approximately three percent unstable

subsonically. In the transonic region, the aircraft is

neutrally stable. Although stable at supersonic speeds,

there is also a reduction in stability when compared to

conventional aircraft. The unstable condition eliminates

the requirements for the elevator to continually develop a

down load in trimmed flight. The tail is actually adding

lift to the aircraft. Because of this design feature, the

aircraft can obtain higher load factors and has reduced

drag. This translates into faster turn rates and longer

operational ranges. The unaugmented aircraft pitch angle-

to-elevator deflection transfer function for the 0.9 Mach

20,000 feet condition is shown below. It should be noted

that the short period roots of the aircraft are real, and
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Figure 6. Longitudinal Static Stability Plot
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one is unstable. This is the manner in which static insta-

bility is manifested.

q -24.06(s)(s+0.0126)(s+1.51)
(s+0.00757±jO.0543)(s-0.964)(s+3.222) (2.1)

Phugoid Short Period

In the lateral-directional axis, the aircraft has

very light dutch roll damping. This can be seen by examin-

in- the yaw rate-to-rudder deflection transfer function for

the aircraft computed at the 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet point.

r -5.81(s+0.323±jO.623)(s+2.482)
r = (s+0.0272)(s+0.391±j2.961)(s+2.697) (2.2)r

Spiral Dutch Roll Roll

In its smallest sense, the control system design

must provide longitudinal stability and improve dutch roll

damping. In a larger sense, this is desired while providing

an aircraft control system combination that is of most bene-

fit to the pilot in performing specific tasks during a

mission. The task considered in this study is air-to-air

gunnery.

Aerodynamic Model

An extensive aerodynamic data package was developed

by the General Dynamics Corporation of Fort Worth, Texas,

for the AFTI/F-16 vehicle. The work was performed under

contract to the AFTI/F-16 Advanced Development Program

Office (ADPO) of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory. Wind
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tunnel testing in both low and high speed tunnels provided

data throughout the flight envelope for angle of attack

ranges of 90 degrees to -40 degrees and large sideslip

angles. F-16 wind tunnel data and flight test data were

used as a baseline for the package.

A General Dynamics program was used to obtain

linearized aerodynamic coefficients by trimming the aircraft

at various flight conditions and load factors. Aircraft

weight and inertias were also provided by the program. This

data is listed in Table 1 for the major design point at 0.9

Mach and 20,000 feet. A complete set of data for all the

points considered in the study is given in Appendix A. It

should be noted that by convention, the static derivatives

(Cma , CLa , etc.) are listed in units of per degree (1/deg).

The dynamic derivatives, such as CLq , CL& , Cnp , are listed

in units of per radian (1/rad). Also by convention, the

aerodynamic derivatives are presented in the stability axis

while mass properties, such as moments and products of

inertias, and the position of the sensors, are referenced to

the body axis of the aircraft. Figure 7 provides a defini-

tion of the axis systems. The data must be converted to a

consistent reference frame to permit analyses to be con-

ducted.

For conditions where angle of attack is small, such

as in trimmed straight and level flight, the differences

between body and stability axes can usually be ignored. In
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Table 1

Aircraft Data for the 0.9 Mach and 20,000 Feet
Flight Condition

Aircraft Parameters

2(dynamic pressure - lbs/ft ) = 552.113

S (wing reference area - ft2) = 300.0

c (wing mean aerodynamic cord - ft) = 11.32

b (wing span - ft) = 30.0

VT (trim velocity - ft/sec) = 933.23

W (weight - lbs) = 21,018.0

Inertias: I x (slug - ft2) = 10,033.4

I (slug - ft2) - 53,876.3
yy

2
I. (slug - ft ) = 61,278.5

I z (slug - ft 2 ) = 282.132

Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients in the
Stability Axis

c(deg) = 1.86

C -- 0.1X2 C = 0.0 C - 0.02377

11
CL 0.09481 0.001938 ( )0.002636

(-) = 0.009578 -0.01209 CD= 0.000173C6eCL, gdeg deg deg
e e e

CL(-) =0.01572 C -) =-0.003280 CD =0.0003516L dg M, deg d eg
ff f
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Table 1 (continued)

CL iia =3. 1617 Cm n -2.3822rad radq q

1

CL.~a - -1.3578 C. -
m (r-d) = -1.3076

1 C 1
CL(t/sec = -0.000442 m(ft/sec = -0.00006 % ftsec) = 0.00016

C 11 1
C6( -) = -0.02205 C (-) = 0.001675 Cz - = -0.001901

yadgn ak deg
1 (1) 1

Cp( V) = 0.05756 Cp( =-0.005541 C (,-) = -0.3512
p p

C 0.5576 C -0.2791 C( 0.0294
Yrr ra r

11
C (( ) - 0.002377 1 = 0.001272 C£ .0003

rrr
1 1 1r'C (s. =-0.000088 C~ n ) =-0.00016s C£ k a- (Zi -0.001804

6 6"

a. a aeg - d -

C ~ (~ -0.001708 C~ ~ -0.000997 C£ ~ -0. 001816

DrDr Dr

C~ (--) = 0.001716 C -) =0.001256 C£ (---) = 0.00023
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stability analyses, it is often easier to convert a few

inertia terms into stability axis data than to convert all

of the aerodynamic derivatives into the body axis. Since

the characteristic equation and corresponding aircraft roots

are unaffected by this axis transformation, the determina-

tion of quantities such as short period damping can be made

in either axis system.

However, as is shown later, there are major draw-

backs to choosinL; the stability axis for design work. Con-

version of inertia data to the stability axis yields numbers

with no physical significance. In some cases, the converted

products of inertia are negative. Thus, valuable insight

into the mechanics of maneuvering flight needed by the design

engineer is lost.

In fighter aircraft, fast rolls about the body axis

at large angles of attack can result in unacceptably large

sideslip angles. The design problem is to use body-sensed

data in the flight control system to cause the aircraft to

roll about the velocity vector. In this way, alpha remains

essentially constant, and beta stays close to zero. If the

design is accomplished in the stability axis, which is

aligned with the velocity vector, rolling about the x axis

produces the desired results. The signal being fed back to

accomplish this is actually stability axis roll rate (a

quantity which is not usually available within the flight

control system). Thus, design in the stability axis can
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. lead to problems in implementation unless extreme care is

taken. Designing in the body axis yields the same results

but requires the engineer to explicitly attack the problem

of obtaining an appropriate feedback signal. The signal

must cause the proper rolling action with the available

sensor information. As is shown later, this is usually

accomplished by using body axis measurements of angle of

attack, roll rate, yaw rate and side acceleration.

In this research, maneuvering flight characteristics

are of primary interest. In elevated load factor or high

"g" maneuvers, angle of attack can be a relatively large

value, and the difference between body and stability axes

becomes more significant. The body axis is chosen for this

ew design for two main reasons in addition to those given in

the previous discussions. First, the sensors providing

feedback signals are actually measuring body accelerations

and rates. Second, the pilot desires to control variables

that he actually feels which are body accelerations and

rates.

The transformation equations to convert to the body

axis are based on data from Reference20 and are given in

Appendix B. The coefficients must also be dimensionalized

for use in the equations of motion. These calculations are

time-consuming and must be carried out for each flight con-

dition being investigated. To aid in the conversion and

transformation at a number of flight conditions, a computer
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V. ['program called Conversion And Transformation (CAT) is

developed to perform the necessary mathematical operations.

For the design effort, the equations of motion must

be written as state equations in the form x = Ax + Bu.

They represent a set of first-order differential equations.

This operation is also carried out by the CAT program. The

program's outputs are designated as primed derivatives.

They are of the proper form to be directly inserted into the

A matrix. The equations used in the conversion are presented

in Appendix B. The computer listing is given in Appendix D.

The states in these equations do not include accel-

eration. Additional transformations are manually performed

to obtain a state vector that includes accelerations at the

pilot's station. The results of these transformations for

the four flight conditions are listed in Appendix A. An

example of the transformation method is shown below for the

side velocity equation.

L=qs2 + {C + + vI C 6m yY ap Yr2VT , a
a

.y6 6r + C 6 -rU + pW + gcosesino (2.3)

J%.-r c

or

(Y )0 + (Y )p + (Yr)r + (Ya)6a + )

+ (Y6 )6c - rU + pW + gcosesin4 (2.4)
c
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V" Dividing by U and letting 8 = V/U, 6 = V/U, and a = W/U yields

Y8 Y YY6 Y6 Y

( a+(-P)p + ya )6+ (r) + C )6+(J r
+ U a U7F r + (- -)

- r + pa + Rcos9sin (2.5)

Also, let sine = in radians and a = 0.0, which gives

(Y8 Yp Yr Y )

+ (--)p + - 1)r +

Y Y 6

+ (-r) 6 r + (-)'c + (g U ) (2.6)

Redefining the coefficients yields

= (Y)S + (Y )p + (Yr)r + ( )6 a
a

+ (Y " 6r + (Y )6c + (YA)q (2.7)
r c

These equations are simplified, and the restrictions

discussed in Chapter I are applied. The resulting states

represented by the simplified equations are pitch angle,

theta, forward velocity, angle of attack, and pitch rate in

the longitudinal axis and roll angle, sideslip angle, roll

rate, and yaw rate in the lateral-directional axes. In

applying the restrictions, it is assumed that coupling

between longitudinal, and lateral-directional axes can be

neglected. Although this is not entirely correct for a

high-performance fighter, the assumption is still generally

applied in preliminary design efforts in order to simplify

the problem. Exceptions are taken when necessary. Once a
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preliminary design is complete, it is evaluated in a simula-

tion with full nonlinear coupled equations of motion.

Unfortunately, such an evaluation is beyond the scope of

this research effort.

Acceleration at the pilot station is not one of the

resulting states in the equations available for feedback

design. Since this is a function which must be commanded,

the solution to this dilemma is found by using the following

relationships. The longitudinal force equation in the z

body direction can be written as

F = m(W + pV - qU - gcosecosq) (2.8)
cg

thus

Fz

A - cg _ W + pV - qU - gcosecos (2.9)z mcg

This is longitudinal acceleration in the z direction at the

center of gravity. From Appendix B

W = (Z )a + (Z&)&t + (Z )q + (Zu)AU + (Za q (z6 )6e
e

+ (Z6f )6f - pV + qU + gsinecosq (2.10)
f

Letting a = W/U and a = W/U , this becomes

1

S[U] (Za) a + (Z) + (Z)q + (Zu)AU + (Z6 e

+ (Z6 )6 f - pV + qU + gsinecos4] (2.11)
f
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Gathering the terms with a on the left-hand side of the

equation yields

Z 1
[(Z )a + (Z )q + (Z )AU + (Z )6

Uaq UZ 6  
6e

e

+ (Z6 )Sf - pV + qU + gsinOcos ] (2.12)
f

Note: -U-is extremely small and is neglected.

From Equation (2.9)

A =u(a+pV-q - g cosOcos) (2.13)
z PU qU Ucg

and using Equation (2.12), gives

-. 
1

Szcg U{( )[(Zaa + z q + ZuAU + Z6 e 6e + Z6f6f -pV

qU + gsinecos )]+ !)V - -- - cosfcos¢} (2.14)U U U

Simplification by cancelling terms yields

,A = (Z a )a + (Zq )q + (Z u)U + (Z 6e)6e + (Z6f)6f (2.15)
4-g

.. Acceleration at the center of gravity can be

expressed as a combination of the available states previously

defined plus contributions from the control surfaces. At

this point, two methods of expressing acceleration in state

space format are apparent.
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The easiest and least complex method is to use the

previously developed k = Ax + Bu equations and form an

output equation y = Cx + Du where the output being sought

is acceleration. The contributions from the control sur-

faces are included in the D matrix. The state space model

has the form

0 0 0 1 a0 01
_ e X3  u xa + X e X6f 6

a q u F

0 1 u Z q (a Z 6 Z 6, 6

M M M M LM6e' Mfj (2.16)

A 0 o o o e o o 6

z 0 u a q 6e 6f

LA 0 0 L Z ] Z e]Z1e L f 6f

-- -(2.17)

Unfortunately, the design method used in this report

does not consider a D matrix. The problem is, therefore, to

develop the equations of motion with a zero D matrix but

with the contributions from the control surfaces included.

The method used in this design effort is to augment the A

matrix with the actuator states. In this manner an augmented

state vector is produced which includes surface deflection

as shown below. Using a first-order actuator transfer func-

tion model of [20/(s+20)] for both the elevator and
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flaperon surfaces results in the following equations.

20
5e + 20 ] 6ecmd (2.18)

6e(s + 20) = 20 6ecmd (2.19)

66 + 20 6e = 20 6ed (2.20)

6= -20 Se + 20 6ed (2.21)

In a similar computation, the flaperon actuator

S.model results in a first-order equation of 6f -20 6f

+ 20 6 fcmd" The input vector u is now the actuator command

instead of surface position as shown previously. The state

and output equations are

- 0 0 0 1 0 0 e 0 0

u ' Xu" V Xq' X6e' Xf' u 00

zZ U'Z AZ 'Z AZ 6 a 0 0 6e mS A u' q 0 0 6f 

4 MU M MA Mq M M 0 fad]

[ u t q Z~e Z6f" +

6e 0 0 0 0 -20 0 6e 20 0

6f 0 0 0 0 0 -20 6f 0 20

(2.22)

Z 9 u  aZ S fT[Oc ] ue u a q 6e 6f]

q0 0 0 1 0 0

(2.23)
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In this case, A can be controlled as an output
cg

of the system without having a D matrix. Unfortunately, to

develop the output requires a combination of all but one

longitudinal state. At this point a transformation is

employed to provide A z  as a state in place of angle of
cg

attack. As shown earlier,

A =Za+Zq+Z u6e + Zff (2.15)
Zcg a q u Ne

thus-
t 1 0 0 0 0 0 a

u 0 1 0 0 0 0 u

Az  0 Zu Z Zq Z6e Z f a
cg q

q 0 0 0 1 0 0 q

6e 0 0 0 0 1 0 6e

L6f L0 0 0 0 0 1 6f (2.24)

Z T x

z = Tx where T is a transformation matrix to develop

a z state vector containing A z from the original state
cg

vector x. The complete set of equations is transformed

using x = T z. Thus

= Ax + Bu (2.25)

T- AT-z + Bu (2.26)

S=TAT-z + TBu (2.27)
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and y Cx (2.28)

y CT- z (2.29)

The output equation is actually not needed. It

gives the relationship for expressing the old states as a

linearized combination of the new states. Since interest

is in the acceleration as an output and a state, a new C

matrix is formed to allow using Az as a feedback.
cg

Acceleration at another point on the aircraft other

than the center of gravity can be computed as follows:

- Note: A = -Azn z (2.30)

A = A - (2 )(pr - q) - (2y)(rq + p)n n cg X ycg

+ (z )(p2 + q2) (2.31)

- where x' y' and 2z are distances in the body axis from
z

- the point to the center of gravity.

Since k and k. are much smaller than 2 for they zx

AFTI vehiicle and since the assumption is made that the

longitudinal and lateral-directional axes can be decoupled,

the equation reduces to

SA n  + (k x)q (2.32)
An nx

cg

The units are ft/sec for acceleration, feet for the Z dis-

tance, and rad/sec for the rotational acceleration term (q).

In a simiiaz manner, the lateral acceleration at a poin
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other than the center of gravity is computed as

A = A (x )(pq r r) _ (y )(p2 + r2 )
cg

+ (z )(qr - p) (2.33)

which, using the same assumptions, becomes

A =A + (z) r (2.34)
Ycg

Equations (2.32) and (2.34) are used to develop relation-

ships for acceleration at the pilot's station in the air-

craft. Since acceleration at the center of gravity is now

a state and the equations developed from the last transfor-

mation give q as a summation of the new state vector z, a

final transformation can be made to obtain accelerations at

the pilot's station for the z and y axes.

An example of the transformations at the design

points of 0.9 Mach and 20,000 feet is presented below for

the longitudinal axis. The complete transformations for

this point are given in Appendix B. For the other flight

coaditions, only the final resulting state equations are

listed in the appendix in the interest oi brevity. The same

transformation method is used in each case.

Using the primed aerodynamic coefficients from the

CAT program, the following state equation is developed.
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Hi V 0 0 0 1 0 01 1 01 ~ L1'r
u -12. 1831 -0.0120748 38.2418 -30. 135 2.001 2. 3087 0 0 1

- -0.0011187 -0.000022 -I.4845 0.994789 -0.149227 -0.2449241 + 0 0 jed

jq 0.0003086 -0.00013 4.27172 -0.777221 -24.0581 -6.47269 q 0 0 d

L i 0 0 0 0 -20 0

6 L 0 0 0 0 0 -20 6fj o 20

(2.35)

From the unprimed dimensional coefficients, the T1

matrix is formed.

1 0 0 0. 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 -0.0207687 -1385.34 -4.86336 -139.263 -228.57
Li-

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
(2. 36)

Performing the transformation yields the following

state equations.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-32.18 -0.01265 -0.02760 -30.27 -1.843 -4.0 U 0 0

2.311 0.001208 -1.469 -1381 2904 4606 A -2785 -4571 ecmd]

q 0.000309 -0.000194 -0.003084 -0.7922 -24.49 -7.177 q0 0 fcmd

5, 0 0 0 0 -20 0 6e 20 0

020 0 0 0 0 0 20

(2.37)
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"K Using the q expression from this state matrix in

Eq. (2.32) results in the expression for acceleration at the

pilot's station.

A " A + [tx] [0.000309 -0.000194 0.003084 -0.7922 -24.49 -7.1771 A

p Cg n_.

(2.38)

where 9= 13.95 ft (2.39)

With Eq. (2.9), an expression can be developed for

& using the states available after the last transformation.

Assuming pV = 0 and = 0 results in

A W- qU - gcose (2.40)
z
eg

Dividing by forward velocity, U, and letting

a = gives

A
z

cg = _q R cose (2.41)
U U

Solving for & yields
Az

c + q (2.42)

U

Expressed using incremental acceleration from Ig trimmed

flight, the equation becomes

A
zc

6 = (2.43)

The & equation is added to the state equations, and

a second transformation matrix T2 is formed from Eq. (2.38).

.I 2
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Thus,

S 0 0 0 0.001072 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 00 0 1 0 0 e 0

0 ,0

K3 0 -32.18 -0.01265 -0.0276 -30.27 -1.83 -4.0 1 U 0 0 [e d0 2.311 0.001208 -1.469 -1387 2904 4606 Az + -2785 -4571 6L cmdj
0cg 0 0

ie 0 0 0 0 0 -20 0 6e20 0

6f P 0 0 0 0 0 -20 6f 0 20

(2.44)

and

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

-12 - 0 0.00043 -0.000271 1.043 -1.105 -341.64 -100.12

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

00 0 0 0 0 1 a

0O 0 0 0 0 0 1 (2.45)

The transformation results in

0 0 0 0.001027 1.001 0.3510 0.1029 a 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 0 0

ii 0 -32.18 -0.01266 -0.02646 -30.3 -10.88 -6.649 u 0 0

A -0 2.419 0.001801 -1.466 -1447 9388 6668 A + -9738 -6770 'Oe[ cu
q 0 0.00031 -0.000195 -0.002957 -.7955 -25.5 -7.473 q 0 0 d

6. 0 0 0 0 0 -20 0 6e 20 0

if [0 0 0 0 0 0 -20 df 0 20

(2.46)
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and the output equation is.

A0001 00
= [a e u A q Se df]T

z
qJ 0 0 0 1 0 P

(2.47)

The transformation to acceleration at the aircraft

center of gravity is performed as an intermediate step at

which point the & equation is added. The same results are

obtained by writing the & equation twice in the original

system equations and forming a combined transformation matrix

to directly obtain acceleration at the pilot's station from

Eqs.(2.15) and (2.32) as fellows:

A = A + £(6) (2.48)
n p n xp cg

and

A n - = -Zaa Z qq - Zuu - Z 6e - Z6f6f (2.49)
Acg cg

Both An  and 4 are expressed as combinations of the
cg

original state variables and can be combined to yield:

A =(kMo')e + ('xMu- Zu)AU + (xMa - Z,)a
n xe 6u

-- p

x q q x 6e 6e) 6+ (2.xM " - Zq)q + (2x. Ze

+ (zx M~f - z Zf)f (2.50)
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Thus,

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 a

S I 0 1 0 0 0 0 

u 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 u

A -n  0 (ZM ") (£xMu'Zu) (£tM -Z ) (xMq '-Zq ) (M 6 Z (xMf'-Z6f)

q 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 q

6e 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6e

6f 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6f

(2.51)

This method is used on all subsequent transformations

to develop pilot station acceleration as a state. In either

method of arriving at this final state vector, the addition

of the & equation results in a transmission zero at the

C origin. The significance of transmission zeros is discussed

in Chapter III. This does not affect the designs that are

developed. They are evaluated with and without the & equa-

tion. Transfer function checks show that with the inclusion

of the & equation both a pole and a zero are added to the

system at the origin. This pole-zero combination cancels

and contributes nothing to the output responses.

The equations are modified to have states, inputs

and outputs in convenient units such as "g" for accelera-

tions and degrees for surface deflections. In the resulting

system equations, the B matrix is partitioned as shown

below.
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I

0 0
o 0

0 0 B

B = -9738 -6770

0 0

20 0 B 2
0 20 (2.52)

The row dimension of B2 is equal to the number of inputs or,

in this case, surface commands. Thus, it is always a square

matrix. For the design work, the system is transformed once

more so that B is a zero matrix. Such an arrangement is

hereafter referred to as the zero-B2 form. Although not

necessary for application of the design principles, this

IV conversion is accomplished for the following reasons.

First, a knowledge of the location of transmission

zeros of the system is desired. A relatively simple and

reliable means of calculating transmission zeros is avail-

able for systems in the zero-B2 form (Ref 6). The method of

computation of transmission zeros is discussed in Chapter

III. This method is computerized using macro programming of

the TOTAL program. A listing of the macro program is

included in Appendix E.

The second reason is based on a previous unfortunate

implementation of the design equations in the MULTI program

". which has been corrected at the time of this report. The

problem is discussed in Chapter IV after the design
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equations are presented in Chapter III. With the original

MULTI program, the design obtained without this last trans-

formation results in a system that is not adequately

decoupled to meet the design objectives.

A note of caution is necessary at this point. Trans-

formation to the zero-B2 form results in a new set of states.

Unfortunately, pilot station acceleration is altered by the

transformation. Since this is one of the states to be used

for feedback, the design implementation is unduly complicated.

With the modified MULTI program, the same design results can

be obtained without transformation to this form. It is

advantageous to design with An and A as states and to
p Yp

transform the final design only to check for transmission

zeros which are not altered by such transformations.

Validation Methods

One major concern in the development of the linear

models for multivariable designs is the complexity of per-

forming multiple conversions and transformations. Each
operation can become a source of errors. Validation of the

final model as a true representation of the aircraft becomes

a paramount issue. Such validation is handled in the follow-

ing manner.

The linearized aerodynamic data obtained from General

Dynamics are checked for reasonableness of coefficient

values. Any discrepancies are checked with the nonlinear
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" "". data plots available in the AFTI/F-16 ADPO. All discrep-

ancies are resolved with the help of ADPO engineers.

The linearized data is used as input for the Trans-

-"fer Function Program (TRANSF). This is an ADPO program

that is available at AFIT. The program allows direct input

-: of the data and provides stability axis transfer functions

for each aircraft state to surface input. These are open-

loop or unaugmented aircraft transfer functions. The

results are compared with known aircraft data developed by

General Dynamics such as longitudinal static stability and

dutch roll damping at each flight condition.

Since linear transformations do not change a system's

characteristic equation, this provides a general test of

each transformation in the development of the desired state-

" space model. In addition, the transformations are hand

-' calculated for one case and used to check each computer

operation. The actual sequence consists of using the CAT

program to go from nondimensional coefficients to dimensional

'. body axis "primed" derivatives for the A matrix. The system

states available at this point are shown below.

8u e

x(Long.) = and x(Lat.-Dir.) =

a p

L q _ r ' (2.53)
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The A matrix is then augmented to include the actu-

ator states assuming a first-order actuator. The state

vectors are now

e

u

~p
x(Long.) = x(Lat.-Dir.) =

q r

6e 6a

L f 6r

6c (2.54)

This system is then transformed to include accelerations at

the center of gravity as previously discussed and finally

transformed to acceleration at the pilot's station. The last

transformations have replaced angle of attack and sideslip

with longitudinal and side acceleration. Both angle of

attack and sideslip are important parameters to monitor in

maneuvering flight. To allow this, two new equations are

added that express alpha and beta as a combination of the

existing states. The final resulting state vectors are

shown below.
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e

U A
Yp

x(Long.)= x(Lat.-Dir.) =

q r

6e 6a

6f Sr

t6c (2.55)

The TOTAL program is employed to perform the above trans-

formations. System transfer functions are checked after

every transformation. The transformations can be combined

to simplify the effort. This is also done for each of the

other flight conditions. Finally, prior to design, the

state model is altered to provide the states, inputs, and

outputs in convenient units. Accelerations are expressed

in "g" units; rates are given in degrees per second; angles

and surface deflections are in degrees; and velocities have

units of feet per second. Transformation to zero-B2 form

is accomplished and results in the following set of states.
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A +K6e +K 6fx(Long.) n 12
p

q

Se

S f (2.56)

A +K 6a K 6r +K 6r
p

xi(Lat.-Dir.) p

r

6a

S c (2.57)
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III. Multivariable Control Law Theory

Overview

The designs in this thesis are the result of the

application of control law methods developed by Professor

Brian Porter of the University of Salford, England. The tech-

niques are presented in Reference6. This chapter provides a

summary of the techniques used in the design of high per-

formance tracking systems for aircraft control. It also

includes a discussion of important facets in their applica-

tion. The theoretical discussions cover the discrete case

and the corresponding continuous design equations. This

approach is taken because, although the designs are for a

digital implementation, the insight and experience with

continuous design principles can be used effectively. The

methods are essentially identical for continuous and discrete

designs. It is often more meaningful to consider the

s-plane root locations and migrations as opposed to z-plane

analysis. For those cases where the continuous methods are

employed, it should be kept in mind that sampling effects

and discrete time delay must be examined prior to design

acceptance.

The plant to be controlled is described by first-

order linear differential equations written in state-space

format:
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x Ax + Bu (3.1)

y= Cx (3.2)

where

A = the continuous-time plant matrix (n x n)

B = the continuous-time control matrix (n x m)

C = the continuous--time output matrix (p x n)

The dimensions are defined as n being the number of states,

m the number of inputs, and p the number of outputs.

The A, B and C matrices are partitioned to yield

the following equations:

F-1 A11  A12] 2I B1r..1+ r1L 21  2  LJ LS2 (3.3)

2ix2 (3.4)

B2 is a square matrix with a row and column size

equal to the number of inputs in the vector u. C2 is also

square with the number of rows a:.d columns equal to the

number of outputs. The designation of "inputs" for the air-

craft model usually refers to the control surfaces, such as

the elevator or rudder, available to command changes in the

aircraft states. However, in designs where the A matrix is

augmented with surface actuator states, "inputs" denote the
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surface actuator input commands. Outputs are states or

combinations of states of the aircraft such as angle of

attack or pitch rate.

A requirement of the design method is that the num-

ber of inputs must equal the number of outputs, thus B 2 and

C2 have the same row and column dimensions. A9 , also has

the same dimensions. Knowing these dimensions allows the

system matrices to be easily partitioned as shown above.IN
Two design methods are applicable to the aircraft

under study using the regular and irregular designs. The

design method used is determined by the type of plant being

considered.

Regular Versus Irregular Design

i To be considered as a "regular" plant, the matrix

representing the first Markov parameter, [CB], must have rank

equal to the number of outputs. Since C is of order

(p x n), and B is of order (n x m) with p=m, [CB] is a

square matrix and must have full rank to fulfill the require-

ment of a regular plant. The gain matrix for feedback con-

trol is formed using the inverse of [CB]. This cannot be

accomplished without full rank.

Plants in which the first Markov parameter, [CB],

- . is rank deficient are designated as "irregular." To allow

• .the design to be accomplished, an F matrix is formed as

shown and used in place of the C matrix:
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p I

F= Ki 2  (3.5)
-- I

where

-1 [I + MA 1 1 ] (3.6)

F =

-2 =  2 + MA2 ] (3.7)

The elements of the measurements matrix M are selected to

obtain a matrix [FB] having full rank and thus being

invertable.

The control law is a proportional plus integral out-

put feedback law expressed as:

u(kT) = (1/T)[K0_(kT) + KlK(kT)] (3.8)

where

1/T is the sampling frequency

10 is the proportional gain matrix for the error
signal e(kT)

KI is the gain matrix for the backward difference of
the error signal, which is designated as z(kT).

For the continuous case, the law is expressed as

u = g(Koe + Klfe dt) (3.9)

where

g is the forward path gain

KO is the proportional gain for the error signal

- 1is the gain for the integral of the error signal.
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A block diagram of the system with this control

law is presented in Figures 8 and 9 for both the continuous

and discrete cases. The portion in broken lines is present

only for irregular designs.

The gain factor in the figure is the sampling fre-

quency (l/T) for the discrete system or a gain constant (g)

for the continuous system. For the regular design the

error vector e is expressed as e = v - y . Each command

in the v vector is summed with its corresponding output

element in the y vector and is the input for the proportional

plus integral gain paths. Thus, there exists a bank of

integrators, one for each error signal developed. These

integrators insure that the error signals are always driven

to zero, resulting in the final value of the output equaling

the input for step type commands.

In the irregular design the e vector is defined by

e =v -w (3.10)

where

w = + Mk (3.11)

These outputs w are developed with the measurement matrix M

and the derivatives x of the system states. Again for step

inputs, the error signal is driven to zero. Rates of the

system states also go to zero and, as before, the resulting

output equals the commanded input.
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At this point, the question of "do the state deriva-

tives always go to zero as desired" must be asked. The

answer is a qualified yes. For step commands to the system

in which the outputs are states or linear combinations of

states, the derivatives go to zero with one exception.

This is precisely the reason for the large effort in this

study developing state representation for quantities that

are to be commanded. By establishing acceleration and

pitch rate as system states, these quantities can be com-

manded, and for step inputs, the derivatives of the quanti-

ties go to zero in steady state. The exception concerns the

situation in which one of the state derivatives is set equal

to a state that is to be controlled. If the state is com-

manded to a constant value, the derivative reaches this

constant value in the steady state. For example, consider

a longitudinal design where, due to simplifying assumptions,

the rate of change of pitch angle 6 is set equal to body

axis pitch rate q. It is assumed that q is a state of the

system as well as an output. If it is desired to command

a step in q, the state derivative 6 will eventually reach

aonstant value. T his s 1ituto is one in wuI-ch the system

has a transmission zero at the origin. The significance of

transmission zeros is discussed later in this chapter. For

the time being, it is asserted that this situation provides

an acceptable design if the measurement matrix elements are

chosen so the system does not feed back the e state derivative.
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Output Feedback and the M Matrix

One of the major advantages of this design method

is that it uses output feedback. Thus, all the states of

the system are not required to be fed back for the design.

The outputs are usually quantities of interest that are

easily measured by existing sensors. Unfortunately, a

measurement matrix is needed for all but the simplest design

cases encountered. A number of points must be considered

in selecting this measurement matrix as discussed later in

this chapter. One such point relates to output feedback and

is examined at this time.

It is important to select matrix elements that cause

state derivatives to be fed back which can be either measured

or derived from existing measurements. If this cannot be

accomplished, the alternative is to form the derivative

-" " according to the state equation. In general, most of the

derivative state equations involve combinations of essen-

tially all the system states. Thus, to develop the proper

state derivative, full-state or essentially full-state feed-

back is needed. This eliminates the tremendous advantage of

output feedback and is avoided for design applications in

this report. For the designs considered here, elements in

the measurement matrix are selected to result in rotational

accelerations being used as the rate derivative signals to

be fed back. These signals are available from an inertial

measurement system; however, such an approach for obtaining
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rotational acceleration is not recommended due to reliability

considerations. The technique selected for this study is as

follows: considering the longitudinal case, 4 is selected

as the derivative to be fed back as shown in Chapter IV.

Equation (2.48) from Chapter II is repeated below:

A A + (-x)q (2.48)n n.-.:p ncg

The acceleration at the pilot station, An  is
p

sensed by flight control accelerometers. Acceleration at

the center of gravity, An  , can also be sensed by another
cgset of flight control accelerometers. Using the above

expression, a reasonably good approximation of 4 can be

developed for use in the system. This same technique is used

" in the lateral-directional design.

Movement of the CG during flight introduces errors

into the results. The CG variation in the x-body axis is

approximately one percent of the MAC or 1.1 feet. Another

source oi error exists in the simplification used to

develop Equation (2.48). Roll rate can be relatively large

on the aircraft and may have to be considered in developing

an expression for q using Equation (2.31). Time was not

available in this study to evaluate the effects of such

errors.
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Asymptotic Characteristics

For the design shown in Figure 8, as the gain factor

-1increases, the system transfer function G(s) = C(sI - A) B

assumes the asymptotic form

F)= P + r) (3.12)

where

1(X) is the "slow" transfer function matrix and

rO() is the "fast" transfer function matrix.

The poles of these transfer functions fall into three

groups designated Z., Z2 , and Z3. The slow modes correspond

to poles contained in Z and Z2 . As gain factor increases

towards infinity, the poles of Z become uncontrollable and

the poles of Z2 become unobservable. As this happens, the

system response is increasingly dominated by the fast modes

which correspond to the poles Z 3 . Expressions for the

asymptotic modes are given in Table 2.

As the gain factor is increased, tracking of the

system's output to input commands becomes increasingly

"tight." Reference 6 shows that with only moderate increases

in gain factor, the output resembles an extremely fast first-

order response. Although the dominant finite (fast) roots

can be made complex, much of the experience to date has been

with real roots.

The gain K is chosen such that
-0

CBKo = diagonal a,, a2, .. an }  (3.13)
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Equation (3.13) is used to calculate the proportional gain

matrix K 0 The elements of the E matrix, which is selected--
as a diagonal matrix, are chosen by the designer. These

values determine the respective gains or the weighting of

each error signal on the control surface or the system

input being commanded by the control law.

K.= [CB - _ (3.14)-0

The integral gain matrix K1 is often determined by a scalar

multiplication of the K0 matrix.

K 1 0 (3.15)

The system transfer function G(s) approaches a

diagonal asymptotic form of increasingly noninteracting

control. Thus, the output responses become decoupled as gain

increases. The asymptotic closed-'oop transfer function of

the digital system has the form:

1 2 nr[ (X) =diagonal {1+ X-l1+G (3.16)

For the continuous system, the asymptotic transfer function

has the form:

(g) d o g2 gan (3.17)
(A) =diagonal {X+ga , X+ga 2 ' X+ga n

For the irregular plant, the above equations are

applied by replacing the C matrix with an F matrix. The
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component Ci is replaced by F, and C2 is replaced by F2 as

calculated in Equations (3.6) and (3.7).

In the equations in Table 2 , the gain values K0

and Ki are the same as those developed from the equations

that are not in zero-B2 form. This is because

[CB] = [ or [FBI [F2 B2 ] (3.18)

The asymptotic closed-loop system roots can be cal-

culated from the equations in Table 2 and are composed of

the sets Z1 , Z2 and Z 3. In the limit as gain approaches

infinity, the following rules can be used to estimate root

locations in the s-plane.

The Z1 finite roots are m in number and equal to the

ratio of integral to proportional gain values. The Z 2

finite roots are n-m in number and located at transmission

zero locations.

The Z infinite roots are m in number and for the
3

continuous case they are located at a position on the real

axis equal to -go. where g is the gain factor and a. is the

respective weighting element selected by the designer in

the E matrix. For the discrete case the roots are located

at 1-a i and are located near the origin.
1

Transmission Zeros

Transmission zeros are considered as regions in

either the s-plane or the z-plane. These regions are asymp-

totic locations for certain finite or slow roots of the
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system. Output feedback does not alter the location of

transmission zeros (Ref 8). Such locations may coincide

with conventional single input/single output transfer func-

tion zeros, or they may simply be regions in the plane that

attract finite poles. Since the basic system transmission

zeros cannot be altered by the controller design and since

infinite gain cannot be used, the location of roots migrating

towards these zeros does produce an effect on the system

response.

Designing for a system with an unstable transmission

zero is possible, but it means an upper stability limit

must be established. Operation is possible only below that

limit. Increasing gain eventually results in a pole migrat-

ing to the unstable location.

Using the zero-B 2 form, transmission zeros can be

calculated from the equation in Table 2 where Z = Z2.

Although they cannot be altered by output feedback, trans-

- ' . mission zeros can be changed in two ways. First, should the

location of transmission zeros of the system be unacceptable,

it is sometimes possible to select another C matrix that is

acceptable for the design and yields different zero loca-

tions. Second, the measurement matrix modifies the trans-

mission zeros, and it may be possible to alter the matrix

elements to give both acceptable performance and acceptable

transmission zero location.
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-I.

Measurement Matrix Elements

Some guidelines are available for the selection of

the measurement matrix. Reference 9 presents a systematic

approach to their selection for optimum decoupling. In

addition, the following suggestions are offered:

1. make the measurement matrix as sparse as possible

adding only enough non-zero elements to yield an F matrix

and an [FBI matrix of full rank;

2. select values for the non-zero elements that

give acceptable transmission zeros. In most cases, the

values of the measurement elements result in transmission

zero locations that are equal to the reciprocal of the

element value. However, cases are encountered in this design

a effort in which this rule does not hold. This usually

occurs when more than the minimum number of elements is

" specified. In these cases, the macro program in Appendix E

proved to be a necessity in selecting proper elements; and

3. select the location of the non-zero elements to

use a state derivative that can be easily obtained and is

zero for steady-state step commands as discussed previously.

Closed-Loop Roots

The design technique does not guarantee stability of

the system unless it has stable transmission zeros and

infinite gain. Even with stable transmission zeros, the

root migrations can cross into the unstable region as the

: - gain increases, and then return to the stable transmission
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% - zero. With the desire to develop a system with only enough

gain to do the job and being unfamiliar with the effects of

design parameter variations on the system, it is desirable

to be able to evaluate the closed-loop system roots for each

design.

The equations for computing closed-loop roots are

presented below. They are given for both the zero-B2 and

non-zero-B 2 formats. The zero-B 2 format solution is mech-

anized using macro programming of TOTAL. A listing of the

program and instructions for its use are given in Appendix F.

Partitioning of the A and B system matrices is

accomplished as before to yield B2 and A2 2 of order (m x m),

where m is the number of inputs.

ll 12r
. .. x + U

22A21  -A 2 (3.3)

= C 1 C2 1 x (3.4)

or

-- = Alljl + A12 + B1l (3.19)

A2 = A 2 1x2 + A 22x2. + _2U (3.20)

- Ell, + C~x2  (3.21)

e = v - y and u = gKe + gKledt (3.22)
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let z=e and z=fedt (3.23)

then v (3.24)

-Cl~l .,9 2 + v (3.25)

u = g-oz + g-i- = gK 0 (-Ci 1 - C2 + v)

+ gKlZ (3.26)

u = -g9Cx - gK0 CZ 2 + gKv + gK.iz (3.27)

= :2+ - g= 1X1 B1 gK0C 2

+ BgK0 y + B gK1 z (3.28)

_ I = (All - BlgjKOC)x 1 + (A12 - BgK0 C2 )x2

+ (BgK)v + (B 1 gK1 )z (3.29)

-2 = 21 + A2 2A2  1!2- -12g-LK 2

+ B2 gv + B2 g _iz (3.30)

-2 = (A2 1 - B2 g- 1 )-xl + (A2 2 - B2 g K0 2 )x 2

+ (B2gKO)v + (B2 gKl )z (3.31)

Writing Equations (3.25), (3.29) and (3.31) in

matrix notation provides the description of the closed-loop

system where v is the input command vector to the control

system.
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-z 0 -C 1 I
1 _

,gU -1 _K

(3.32)

Note that z is a vector of dimension (number of inputs) x 1.

For irregular designs replace Ci and C2 with F1 and F2 ,

respectively.

Some caution should be exercised in using these

closed-loop equations. For the digital system, the control

is piecewise continuous between samples and thus, by letting

1/T = g , these equations can be used to evaluate stability

in a general sense. However, the effects of sampling such

as quantization and zero order hold are not considered.

Also, in any system using a real digital machine, such things

oas the computational time delay, harmonics generated by

sampling, and the apparent rate limiting due to maximum

sampling speed can cause instabilities. These effects are

not considered in these equations. Nevertheless, the compu-

tation of the closed-loop roots provides an understanding of

the effects of design changes on the system and can be the

basis for realistic stability checks.

MULTI Computer-Aided Design

The MULTI program was created by previous AFIT

thesis research (Ref 10) and allows real-time computer-aided

designs to be accomplished with the control law theories

presented in this chapter. A users' guide is presented in
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Reference 10. This design effort would have been impractical

without such a package, along with the TOTAL program.

Iterations and refinements are necessary as the design

progresses. Time response data provide the basis for

design decisions. The program allows on-line design changes

" and provides response plots to defined command inputs.

. There are several differences between the MULTI

program computations and the theoretical equations presented

. in this chapter which must be pointed out.

In the computation of the gain matrices, a number of

. f'exibilities are provided. The actual MULTI computations

*are shown below.

For the regular design case:

K = ICB 1-E (3.33)

0~=0

- - [CBJ- E (3.34)

Both W and e are scalars, and - is used to set the ratio

of proportional to integral gain. Unfortunately, it is

the inverse of the usual method of varying this relation-

ship. e is a scalar that can be used to change all the

gain elements by any desired amount. For the digital design

case, this proves useful for cases where the sampling fre-

quency has been fixed by other design considerations.

The system response can be altered by increasing e, result-

ing in the same effect as increasing liT.
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- For the irregular design:

K~ c _FB~ (3.35)

K 1 =c IF2B2 (3.36)

It should be noted that the [FBI matrix must be used for

the calculations if B is not in L2J torm.

A-S
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IV. Philosophy and Details of the

Design Method

Requirements

The following requirements must be satisfied in

applying the design method:

1. The number of inputs must equal the number of

outputs.

2. The system must be controllable and observable.

3. All transmission zeros must be stable.

4. Integral plus proportional control is applied

to all forward loop signals.

Each of these requirements is considered in detail in the

0following paragraphs.

Inputs and Outputs

The "inputs" refer to the number of controls that

can be commanded to alter the aircraft's states. These are

inputs to the aerodynamic (plant) model. For the AFTI/F-16

longitudinal case, the inputs consist uo the flaperon and

the horizontal tail (elevator) surface positions. For the

lateral-directional case, they are the canard, aileron and

rudder surface positions. These are designated by the u

vector in the system equation. The "outputs" are the vari-

ables contained in the y vector and are the responses which

are to be controlled. The outputs can be states of the

r * 80
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-' ,." system or linear combinations of states. For this study,

two sets of outputs for the longitudinal axis are considered.

-- The first set is angle of attack and pitch rate. The

second set consists of normal acceleration at the pilot's

station and pitch rate. The lateral-directional outputs are

chosen to be side acceleration at the pilot's station, roll

rate, and yaw rate. An explanation of this selection is

given in the design procedure section.

"* -,For each aircraft response that is to be independently

controlled, a separate surface must be available. This is a

requirement for a decoupled response and is independent of

the design method. For a conventional pull up, only one

surface is employed, the elevator, and the pilot has inde-

pendent control of one aircraft state, normal acceleration.

The angle of attack and pitch rate, which are developed,

are directly related to the normal acceleration being

commanded. In order to independently control both accelera-

tion and angle of attack for a decoupled response such as

Direct Lift, the use of an additional control surface, the

flaperon, is required. A direct lift force can be developed

with the flaps without rotating the aircraft, since the

moments generated by the flaps are balanced by the elevator.

Thus, to enable control of two outruts (responses), two

inputs (surfaces) are required. This holds true for the

. multivariable techniques employed in this thesis. The pro-

cedure for selection of the proper commands for each control
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parameter in order to perform specified maneuvers is dis-

cussed in detail later in the chapter.

Controllability and Observability

Controllability and observability are properties

of the state-space representation of a system. Controlla-

bility implies that the inputs can affect each mode of the

system. For a time invariant linear system, controllability

can be checked by evaluating the rank of the controllability

matrix M (Ref 11) where
-c

. • An-IB
Rank M -Rank [B AB ... A ] = n

* Observability implies that the outputs are affected

by every mode. It also implies that the effects on the out-

puts of one state variable can be distinguished from the

effects of other state variables. For a time invariant

* linear system, this property can be determined by evaluating

the rank of the observability matrix Mo, (Ref 11) where

T
RankM =Rank [C AT T ... A (n ) ] =n

Controllability and observability are evaluated for

. each design. This is accomplished by employing the CESA

(Ref 12) computer-aided design package available as an AFIT

program on the CDC6600 system. In cases where the criteria

are not met, the system model is redefined until controlla-

bility and observability are achieved. The majority of the
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cases under investigation are found to be controllable and

observable.

Transmission Zeros

As discussed in Chapter III, transmission zeros of

the system are considered as regions toward which system

roots migrate with increasing gain. As gain approaches

infinity or sampling time approaches zero, the affected

roots asymptotically approach the transmission zero Za-

tions. Output feedback does not alter transmission .is.

In the strictest sense, it is desired that all such

be stable in order to insure system stability with high gain.

Such a selection does not guarantee stability for all system

gain values since the locus of system roots may journey into

*the unstable region before arriving in the vicinity of the

transmission zeros. Thus, for stable transmission zeros,

stable operation is only assured for gain values approaching

infinity. A controller design for a system with unstable

transmission zeros can be developed with these techniques,

but in such cases an upper gain boundary is established to

prevent system roots from moving into the unstable region.

Thus, the restriction is not absolute; however, failing to

meet it does impose additional design considerations.

For irregular designs, when CB does not have full

rank, additional transmission zeros are introduced by the

measurement matrix M. These can be altered by changing the

matrix elements. If the measurement matrix is very sparse,
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the location of the additional transmission zeros in the

s-plane is the inverse of the values of the elements in the

measurement matrix. Thus, a 0.25 element in the measurement

matrix produces a transmission zero at -4.0 in the s-plane.

This simple relationship breaks down as the number of

measurement matrix elements increases. Reference 9 provides

a guide to the selection of the measurement matrix. A com-

puterized method to directly calculate the transmission zero

locations is developed using equations from Reference 6 and

macro programming of TOTAL. The program is discussed later

in the report and is listed in Appendix E.

At this point the concept of global stability is

considered, and its influence in the design method examined.

Global stability or "bounded input-bounded output" stability

implies that for any and all bounded inputs to a system, the

outputs are also bounded. Because of the assumptions made in

the equation development, controlling angular rate and

acceleration results in the existence of a transmission zero

at the origin. This is one of the major reasons previous

efforts have not pursued rate or acceleration controllers.

As discussed previously, controllers of this type are desired

for fighter aircraft, and classical experience shows that

such designs perform very well. The question that must be

answered is,"Is global stability necessary?" By carefully

"- -considering the dynamics of a maneuver, the answer is a

resounding no. For example, the transmission zero at the
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origin results in an unbounded pitch attitude (0) response

for a bounded pitch rate (q) input. This is exactly what is

sought. For the simplified equations, the pitch angle is

the integral of pitch rate, and thus a pitch rate step com-

mand should cause the pitch angle to ramp to infinity. For

all other conceivable inputs, this is the only "unbounded

output." The integration due to a pole located exactly at

the transmission zero causes the unbounded output and is

both predictable and desirable. In conventional fighter

aircraft, a step change or bounded output of pitch attitude

is manually obtained by the pilot developing a pitch rate

and then reducing it to zero through the use of a pulse

input.

In conclusion, for this application to the aircraft

control problem, a transmission zero at the origin is not

only acceptable but highly desirable. The system is con-

sidered conditionally stable, and such stability is appro-

priate for the designs under study. In all cases, any insta-

bility encountered during the design work is investigated to

define its cause. Also, gain and phase margins are estab-

lished for the system which must be met both analytically

and by test of the actual implementation. This approach

is used for classical designs, and the military specification

governing control system design, MIL-F-9490D, establishes

such margins for a system. Those margins are adopted for

use in this investigation.
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It is of interest to consider "guaranteed stability."

Much has been said in the literature about control design

methods that guarantee stability. If a set of conditions is

met, then the system is always stable. Such a guarantee has

been espoused as a major advantage for designs developed by

linear quadratic methods (either the deterministic LQR or

the nondeterministic LQG approach). In these approaches,

the stability is "guaranteed" only for full state feedback.

Such full state feedback is almost impossible to implement.

States not contributing significantly to the response are

generally eliminated to arrive at a practical design. In

addition, a model of the process to be controlled is devel-

oped for design. As long as the model and process are

exactly the same, and assuming full state feedback, stability

is guaranteed. For aircraft applications, such models are

only approximations to the real aircraft. Stability is not

guaranteed for processes which do not exactly match the

design model.

Early in a design cycle, such "guaranteed stability"

is useful since the engineer does not have to continually

check stability margins for each proposed concept. However,

at this point the models are usually very simple, and an

evaluation of stability is not a difficult task. Later in

the cycle, when the full plant is considered with its

inherent nonlinearities, stability checks must be made

irrespective of any implied guarantee. The advantage of
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guaranteed stability is more an academic nicety than a

practical design benefit. For any realistic flight control

application, gain and phase margins are specified, and testing

is accomplished to prove compliance.

Integral Plus Proportional Compensation

The requirement of integral plus proportional con-

trol on all forward loops is not considered a severe

restraint. In fighter aircraft applications, integral plus

porportional compensation is generally used in the pitch

axis for the primary variable controlled by the pilot. For

aircraft such as the F-16, this variable is normal accelera-

tion. Pitch rate and angle of attack are fed back to tailor

the response and to augment stability. Their values are not

0directly commanded by the pilot. The relationship between

pitch rate, angle of attack, and acceleration varies with

flight condition. This variation is natural for a pilot and

provides a cue to his operating point in the flight envelope.

Thus, use of integral plus proportional compensation is

generally not necessary for these feedbacks. In the roll

axis, a roll rate command system is used, but the response

to a pilot input changes with flight conditions. Again,

this variation is generally very natural for the pilot, and

such compensation is not needed.

In redundant control systems, the integrators must

be equalized. Consider the F-16 again as an example. The

pitch axis has four separate but identical control channels
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with exactly the same feedbacks. Four integral plus pro-

portional networks exist in the path from pilot input to

surface command; however, due to the signal selection

method, multiple duplicates of only one channel are actually

controlling the aircraft. The others are active and provide

comparison signals with the ability to instantaneously take

over control in the event of a failure. With such an

arrangement, only one of the integrators can actually drive

its input to zero by matching the aircraft's response to the

pilot 's command.

Although all the channels are trying to provide the

same control, tolerance differences in the components in each

channel cause the signals to be slightly different. The

inputs to the three integrators that are not in direct con-

trol never go completely to zero.

With a constant input, these integrators ramp to

infinity. In real applications, they simply saturate. The

solution of the dilemma is to have the integrators equalize

one another. Such equalization, although necessary, adds

complexity. It also creates points in an otherwise separated

system where failures can be propagated from one channel to

another.

Thus, the addition of integral plus proportional

compensation where it is not entirely necessary, increases

complexity, and may endanger redundancy. Only through more

complexity and a substantial amount of additional testing
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can the integrity of the redundant system be preserved. As

noted above, use of the compensation on all forward control

paths can remove useful cues from the pilot relating to

flight condition by forcing the steady-state response to

equal the command.

When decoupled operation is desired, the addition of

integrators to the forward paths is highly desirable. This

is because, in such decoupling, several parameters must be

exactly controlled. The use of integral plus proportional

compensation on each forward signal path insures that the

specified values commanded are reached in steady state.

Unfortunately, the decoupled capabilities are only

auxiliary flight modes that aid in certain specific tasks.

They are limited in authority and do not replace conventional

controls, only augment them. For this reason, the require-

ment for integral plus proportional compensation on all feed

forward paths may be a disadvantage.

A Design Procedure

A procedure for developing a design is established,

based on the efforts in this thesis. The basic steps in

this procedure are outlined below and are then discussed

in detail.

1. Formulate the aircraft design model into the

proper format.

2. Validate the model.
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- 3. Select the outputs to be controlled and the

feedback signals that are required.

4. Check controllability and observability.

5. Calculate the transmission zeros and select the

measurement matrix.

6. Estimate the maximum maneuvers.

7. Scale gains for stable response.

8. Vary weighting matrix elements for desired

responses and to meet control input restraints.

9. Adjust proportional plus integral gain for

timely steady-state behavior.

The Aircraft Model

Chapter II covers the formulation of an aircraft

model in state space format necessary for this design appli-

cation. It also covers the methods used to validate the

model. These are two extremely important and usually error

prone steps in the design process. Time spent in developing

a controller design is wasted effort if the model for the

plant is not an adequate representation. Each step in the

model development must be checked and rechecked for accuracy.

Automated methods are extremely useful in actual design

efforts since multiple point designs at a number of flight

conditions are accomplished. The model development for each

of these points is usually very similar. However, such

programs must themselves be adequately validated.
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Output Feedback Choices

Selection of the outputs to be commanded and the

feedbacks to be used is dependent on three main items:

1. Pilot interface requirements.

2. Reliability and redundancy considerations.

3. Practicality of measuring the feedback signals

required.

In the early design stage, selection of feedback signals is,

at times, an arbitrary decision. Such decisions can have a

dramatic impact on cost, complexity, and the reliable

operation of the resulting system when it enters production.

Use of easily obtained reliable signals is recommended.

Checking the System Properties

0Controllability and observability are checked for

both the open-loop aircraft and the closed-loop design model

prior to performing design variations. This is another area

prone to error due to the tedium of performing operations on

matrices with realistic elements. Automation can signifi-

cantly reduce the computational burden. The CESA program

available as an AFIT Library program is used throughout this

investigation to check controllability and observability.

Transmission Zeros and the M Matrix

The selection of measurement matrix elements and the

calculation of transmission zeros are steps that are inter-

related in the design. An initial selection is made for the
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'.- measurement matrix elements using data from Reference 6

and from previous study efforts. The transmission zeros

are then calculated. Based on their locations, refinement

of the measurement matrix elements is made. In some cases,

unstable transmission zeros that are not created by the

measurement matrix can be removed by redefining the C output

matrix. The calculation is performed using the matrix

methods of the TOTAL interactive program available at AFIT.
,o

A Macro program called AKEY 's employed on TOTAL when the

B matrix of the state equation is in the "zero-B2 " format

shown at the top of Table 2. After the system matrices

are stored, AKEY requires only the entering of the measure-

ment matrix elements for each trial calculation of transmis-

0 sion zeros. The equation implemented for irregular designs

is shown below:

t= I - 1 + 12 2 - 1i = 0 (4.1)

For regular designs, the same program is used except that

21 and C2 are entered in place of F, and F2, respectively.

A zero matrix of size n-i by Z is entered for the measure-

ment matrix. The program for TOTAL can be quickly created

and kept on a permanent computer file for access throughout

the design. A listing of the Macro steps is given in

Appendix E. An alternate program called ZERO is also avail-

able for determining transmission zeros, but has not been

completely debugged (Ref 13).
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-: For the first design attempt, the e, E and E

parameters are set to one in MULTI. In almost all cases,

this results in an unstable system. The gain is then

reduced by decreasing c until stable operation is obtained.

For those cases that are initially stable, gain is increased

' until the instability point is found. The gain is then

" reduced by the required margin.

Initial design attempts using the techniques of

Professor Porter usually result in systems that respond

rapidly to commands. The quickness of the response may

require large control surface deflections and excessive

surface rates. Therefore, the design must be modified. The

control surface limits for the AFTI/F-16 are shown in

Table 3.

Table 3

Surface Position and Rate Limits

Position Limit No Load Rate Limit
Surface (deg) (deg/sec)

Elevators ±25 60

Flaperons ±20 52

Rudder ±30 120

Canards ±27 100
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Maximum Maneuver Estimates

To stay within position limits, a method based on

maximum commands is developed. At each condition, the maxi-

mum maneuvers that can be commanded are estimated. These

estimated maximum maneuvers are used as inputs, and individual

* weighting matrix elements are varied until less than maximum

surface positions are reached. The weighting matrix elements

are also adjusted (ratioed with respect to one another) at

the same time to provide the type of responses desired.

Then, the proportional plus integral ratio (1/1) is adjusted

so that steady-state behavior is reached within a desired

time.

Maximum capability for conventional maneuvers may

be limited by structural ability, pilot physiological con-

straints, control authority or departure limits. Table 4

lists the maximum longitudinal and roll commands used in

the thesis.

Table 4

Maximum Command Estimates

Flight Condition Axis (units)

Mach Altitude (ft) Pitch (g) Roll (deg/sec)

0.2 30 +3.1 150

0.6 30000 +4.7 300

0.9 20000 +9.0 300

1.2 30000 +8.5 210

.19
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CCV maneuvers are limited by the direct force capa-

bility of the control surfaces. To develop the CCV maximum

estimates, the equations of motion are solved for each

maneuver of interest. Longitudinal authority is limited by

the maximum deflection of the symmetric flaperons for both

the direct lift and pitch pointing modes. In the lateral-

directional modes, the canard deflection sets the maximum

sideforce capability while the rudder deflection limit

establishes the maximum yaw pointing capability. For the

translational modes, a velocity is produced by developing a

direct force and then, after an established time, reducing

the force to zero. Thus, the maximum translational capa-

bilities are determined by the integral of the direct forces.

qSince the time for direct force to be commanded is an arbi-
trary design selection, maximum estimates for translation

are not shown. The solution of the system of equations for

the CCV maximum estimates is found at each flight condition.

Table 5 is a compilation of the results.

The input commands are very closely tracked by the

controllers developed using this design method. For step

inputs, the control surfaces are commanded instantaneously

to maximum deflection. This would result in rate limiting

in any actual implementation. Inclusion of an actuator model

reduces the surface rates, but not to values within accept-

able limits. Rates are kept below the limit by slowing down

the input command. It is recommended that this be
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Table 5 P

CCV Maximum Capabilities

Flight Condition

Mach Altitude (ft) Mode Capability

0.9 20000 A 2.07 g
n

a 2.72 deg

A 0.84 g
y

4.30 deg

0.2 0 A 0.16 g

n

a1 3.22 deg

Ay 0.05 g

81 2.77 deg

0.6 30000 A 0.70 g

n

aI 4.0 deg

A 0.20 g
y
1 4.68 deg

1.6 30000 A 0.94 gn .

aI 1.00 deg

A 0.60 g

81 1.48 deg
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accomplished by placing a first-order lag in each command

input path. Output from the lag device is a continuous,

well-behaved function that the controller tracks with good

accuracy. This approach is used in classical designs pres-

ently being flown. The lag or "pilot command prefilter"

does not interfere with the closed-loop stability but matches

the aircraft's response to the pilot's response. Time

delays from 1/4 second to 1/10 second are generally used.

Higher-order filters can be used, but they tend to increase

phase lag at higher frequencies. As discussed in Chapter V,

it is beneficial to keep the phase lag as low as possible

from such a filter in order to reduce pilot workload.

The MULTI computer-aided design program, at the time

of this research, does not have the ability to handle fil-

ters on the command inputs to the controller. In work on

a related thesis, a method has been developed to represent

command inputs as ramp hold waveforms (Ref 14). The ramp

hold input is used to approximate an input prefilter by

slowing down the command and providing acceptable surface

rates. This is not a one-to-one relationship since rates

are also affected by feedback signals. However, the tech-

nique does result in acceptable surface rates and output

responses. The time duration for the ramp is calculated

from the maximum surface position divided by the maximum

surface rate.
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Gain Scaling and the Weighting Matrix

Initially, responses are obtained for a given design

to a maximum step input, and the surface rates are examined.

The surface with the highest rate is used to establish the

ramp time for the input. Then interactive fine tuning is

performed to establish the fastest ramp that provides sur-

face rates below the specified limits. The same ramp is

used for all inputs.

Weighting matrix elements are varied to develop the

desired time responses. After selection of the matrix

elements, rate and position limits are again checked and

iterated to result in a system that meets the requirements

and provides the desired response.

At this point in a design attempt, it is very useful

to understand the designation of the elements in the gain

matrices. With such knowledge during the gain iteration

step, it is possible to trace an undesirable response to its

cause or to correct surface saturation problems with minimal

impact on performance.

Figure 10 illustrates the element designation for the

two input-two output longitudinal AFTI design, i.e.:

F11 "12] K L11 1121K%=P1P2 and K
2 22] 21 122 (4.2)

The C matri; specifies the outputs to be used as feedbacks.
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e
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L f (4.3)

Feedback number one is the longitudinal acceleration at the

pilot's station, An , and feedback number two is pitch rate.
p

The elevator surface position is determined by the equation:

Se = {(An  error)(Pll)} + ff(A n  error)(Il)}ecmd p1 1

+ {(q error)(P1 2)} + {f(q error)(l(2)} C4.4)

Integral Plus Proportional Adjustment

The proportional plus integral ratio is adjusted

until the system reaches the desired steady-state value in

the time required. It is important to realize that the d

parameter in MULTI is the inverse of the ratio of integral

to proportional gain. As shown in Chapter III:

K 0  ]- (4.5)

and

K B I (4.6)
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Varying a directly affects the proportional gains

.' and system stability. What is actually desired is to hold

the proportional gains constant while varying the integral

gains to improve steady-state response. The method developed

is to select the ratio of proportional to integral gain by

."- varying the 6 parameter and then modifying the gain matrix

* ."to return to the original proportional gain. This becomes

a time-consuming process and can be eliminated by altering

MULTI to move the parameter into the equation for the inte-

gral gains.

Gain and Phase Margins

Although not actually listed as part of the design

method, gain and phase margins must be checked for any

design. In real applications, there is no "guaranteed"

stability. The model used in a design is, as the name

states, just a model of the aircraft. All the inputs and

states of the aircraft are never included in any design

model. Aeroelastic interactions, gust disturbances, and

nonlinear characteristics of the aircraft or control system

can all result in unexpected instabilities.

The only guarantee is that produced by requiring a

margin be established and to base the margin on the best

estimate of the uncertainties in the model. The military

flight control design specification establishes such margins

for systems being developed. The table below is extracted

from Reference 15. One of the easier methods to check gain
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and phase margins is to use frequency domain analysis

methods (Bode plots or Nyquist plots). These are not pres-

ently available within MULTI but may be achieved with other

programs such as TOTAL.

Note that the required margins in Table 6 are

specified for all aerodynamically closed loops of the flight

control system. In multiple loop systems, variations are

made with all gain and phase values in the feedback paths

held at nominal values except for the path under investiga-

tion.

In preliminary designs, since structural mode data

may not be available, a general guideline is to use ±6db gain

margin and ±45 degrees phase margin. The specified gain

margin must be large enough to account for: (1) uncertain-

ties in the aircraft model, and (2) system changes from age

through the operating life. As more testing is accomplished

with the aircraft and the uncertainties are removed, the

margins may be reduced. In recent years, airframes have

become more efficient, being manufactured with less strength

and weight. At the same time, control system designs have

increased in authority and gain. This trend has signifi-

cantly increased the possibility of adverse interactions

between the control system and the structure (servoelastic

problems). At times such interactions include the aerody-

namic feedback paths resulting in aeroservoelastic insta-

bilities (Ref 21).
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* As a guard against such instabilities, it is prudent

to limit the control system bandwidth. Most structural

modes occur at higher frequencies than the functions of the

control system. Thus, once a control bandwidth is found

that provides acceptable performance, it is advisable to

provide gain attenuation at all higher frequencies. Struc-

tural modes or interactions within the control system band-

width must be handled with either notch filters or phase

compensation techniques.

For this study, the ±6db gain margin and 45 degrees

phase margin are specified. Bandwidth limiting is seen as a

desirable characteristic for the system. This limiting is

accomplished with the actuators. Compensation is not

allowed to counter the gain roll off above the actuator

break frequency in order to provide the desired bandwidth

limiting. Even with this concept, it should be noted that

both the F-16 and the AFTI/F-16 control system designs

require the addition of notch filters to alleviate struc-

tural interactions.

As a final note on stability margins, the MULTI

design package does not provide ameans for altering individual

system gains. The elements of the weighting matrix change

all the gains associated with each output being fed back.

Thus, to check stability, the elements of the gain matrix

must be manually changed outside the MULTI program. Although

not difficult, this is a time-consuming process. The
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unavailability of frequency domain analysis methods in the

MULTI package make phase measurements very difficult.

One method used in actual on-aircraft testing is to

insert a compensation element of the form [1-Ts]/[l+Ts] into

each loop being tested. The time constant is increased

until divergence occurs or until the 45 degree phase margin

is demonstrated. It is desirable to include compensation

filters within the MULTI design package. Presently, use of this

approach requires regeneration of the aircraft model to

include the compensation. The model has to be modified to

allow evaluation with this element in each individual feed-

back loop. This addition to MULTI can provide a convenient

means of measuring gain and phase margins. Only cursory

phase margin checks are accomplished for the designs due to

this limitation.

Evolution of a Final Design

The design procedure is illustrated with a simple

case in order to develop an understanding of the method

being applied. Several interesting facts come to light from

this approach. Many details of the design process are in-

cluded in order to show the evolutionary process which leads

to a successful design.

Trial 1. The longitudinal equations at 0.9 Mach and

20,000 feet are considered first. By arranging the equations

with theta as the first state and by neglecting the drag
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equation, a short period approximation is developed which is

in the zero-B 2 form:

,-8 0 0 e 0 0 6e= 0.001187 -1.4845 0.9948 + [10.1492 -0.2249

L .O0 4.2717 -0.7772(4.7)Ej I- _ ji
y 010 1] C[qJ = 0

(4.8)

The system is controllable and observable with a transmission

zero at the origin. The C matrix is created to provide con-

trol of angle of attack and pitch rate. The concept is to

control pitch rate and longitudinal acceleration. Rewriting

Equation (2.43)

A = (& - q)U (4.9)zcg

Remembering that A = -A z and using Equation (2.32) yields

n

An = (q - &)U + (x)i (4.10)
np

In a steady state pitch maneuver with constant acceleration,

and i are zero. Converting the equation to the desired

units of "g" and "degrees per second" yields

A (g) =[ 145 .]q(deg/sec)
p (4.11)
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This method can be applied to the lateral-directional axes

giving a similar expression relating sideforce and yaw rate.

Ayp~) = U ( f t / s e c )

A (g) r(deg/sec) (4.12)

p

These two relationships are useful in meeting pilot inter-

* - face requirements discussed later in this chapter. Since

longitudinal acceleration is directly related to pitch rate,

it is assumed that acceptable acceleration results by exer-

"-. cising proper control over pitch rate.

An initial value of one is selected for 'N, E and the

c elements. This results in an unstable design as shown in

Figures 11 and 12. Adjustment of the weighting matrix

elements produces the responses shown in Figures 13 and 14.

In this case, the design parameters are:

= 1.0 (4.13)

= 1.0 (4.14)

S= [ 230.5 0.0

0.0 2. 35 (4.15)

The inputs are step commands for angle of attack

and pitch rate. The steps are not applied instantaneously.

They are ramped in over a 0.4 second time interval. The

interval is established by the flaperon rate limit and

position limit.
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R te rate limitRamp time =

position limit (4.16)

The steady-state angle of attack command is determined by

solving the aircraft equations for a trim solution at the

desired acceleration level. This is a necessary calculation

to obtain a coupled longitudinal maneuver with this type of

design.

The responses appear acceptable,but two problems

are evident. First, the required alpha command must be

computed. Thus, pilot inputs must be converted into pitch

rate and angle of attack commands through an aircraft model

prior to input to the controller.

Second, the flaperons are deflecting in the wrong

direction in Figure 14. The flaps are intended to aid in

the maneuver by creating a positive instantaneous direct

lift. For positive direct lift the flaps must be commanded

to a positive position. By driving the flaperon in a nega-

tive directi,4 n, as shown, the controller is rotating the

aircraft as rapidly as possible to develop the commanded

pitch rate and angle of attack. The negative flaps are

decreasing lift and adversely affecting acceleration. This

appears to be contrary to tne intend 9 operation. Actually,

the controller designed is responding Pxaitly as specified.

The step commands of angle of attack and pitch rate are in

effect saying to rotate the aircraft rapidly. This is

* __ exactly what is being achieved.
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Trial 2. The problem is in the concept of what

should be happening. The concept assumes that by commanding

alpha and q, acceleration is adequately controlled, based

on Equation (4.11). However, the equation assumes a coupled

aircraft, and this design method develops an essentially

decoupled aircraft. Care must be exercised in selecting the

states to be commanded, and in developing the proper rela-

tionship of these commands to recoupling the aircraft. The

other problem is that the concept assumes for a specific load

factor there is a unique value for both a, q, and the ele-

vator position in steady state. With two surfaces, there

are multiple solutions to the steady-state trim problem.

What is actually desired is a crisp, well-behaved step in

pitch rate and acceleration with a corresponding step in

angle of attack. What is commanded is a quick step in alpha

and q irrespective of the acceleration. In other words, fast

rotation is commanded and provided by the design, but it is

really not desired.

The solution is to restructure the problem to

actively command acceleration and pitch rate. Angle of

attack is still important, and is monitored in the responses.

The speed of response of acceleration and pitch rate deter-

mine the resulting angle of attack. Using Equation (2.43)

and (2.32), the relationship can A. d hv

An

CL= - (4.17)
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7

In the steady state q is zero, thus

A n

n +(4.18)U

This solution requires a transformation of states

to obtain acceleration. When performing the transformation

as outlined in Chapter II, the angle of attack state is

replaced by acceleration as a state. The importance of

angle of attack must not be overlooked in the design. Too

large a value can result in loss of directional stability

and departure from controlled flight. Too small an angle of

attack results in the use of a larger flaperon deflection

than necessary to perform the desired maneuver. To allow

angle of attack to be observed in the design attempts, it

can be added as a redundant state equation as outlined in

Chapter II, although this complicates the design. It

increases the dimensions of the system matrices, adds a

transmission zero at the origin, and results in the addition

of a pole and a zero at the origin in the system transfer

function. An alternative is to establish the proper C matrix

which produces an acceleration output as well as an angle of

attack output. This eliminates the need for augmenting the

system matrix with redundant equations. MULTI cannot pres-

ently accept such a C matrix, since only those outputs that

are commanded can be obtained. This is a proposed modifica-

tion for MULTI.
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A design with acceleration as a state is shown in

Figures 15, 16 and 17. This illustrates that the same

undesired response is obtained if care is not exercised in

selecting elements of the measurement matrix. In the case

shown, acceleration can now be observed and is initially

negative. This is definitely not desirable. It is a result

of the use of the flaps in the wrong direction causing an

instantaneous loss of lift as the aircraft rotates. Rota-

tion eventually results in an increase in alpha and an

associated increase in lift. Figures 18 through 20 show

-* response to a step for the same system with a measurement

matrix selected to be as sparse as possible. The desired

responses are obtained.

A cautionary note is provided. The maneuvers shown

thus far are for step commands approximating the maximum

aircraft capability. This is not to imply that the linear-

ized perturbation equations used for the design are accurate

for these maneuvers. It is only meant to give a general

indication of the maximum surface rates and surface deflec-

tions commanded by the controller. Much smaller step

- .responses are used to demonstrate the design. Responses

with the full equations of motion and a Ig command are

shown in Figures 21 through 25.

A pointing system is developed by using the same

rate and acceleration commands. For fuselage pointing, a

pulse command is input for pitch rate while a zero
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acceleration command is simultaneously sent to the controller.

Pitch rate develops and then reduces to zero, in the steady

state, while acceleration is held at zero. The aircraft

rotates, developing an angle of attack, without experiencing

longitudinal acceleration. The aircraft nose is pointed

upward without altering the flight trajectory (Figures 26

through 29).

With the design, pointing can be accomplished while

in an accelerated turn. For example, a 4 "g" turn can be

commanded with the appropriate acceleration and pitch rate

steps. Pointing during the turn can be accomplished by

adding a pitch rate pulse on top of the steady-state command

.N while keeping the acceleration command at its steady-state

value. This same technique is successfully applied in the

lateral-directional axis to develop yaw pointing. A pulse

yaw rate command is applied while side acceleration is held

constant.

A trade-off exists between speed of response and

pureness of the maneuver. As illustrated by Figure 27, the

pointing maneuver is not completely decoupled, and a small

amount of acceleration is generated. Pointing can be quick-

ened by making the command pulse larger in amplitude while

reducing its duration. However, as larger pulses are com-

manded, more acceleration results. If duration is not

reduced, a larger pointing angle is commanded than can be

generated. The surfaces then saturate while attempting to
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7 1

satisfy the command, and thus decoupling is lost. If these

surfaces are providing stability augmentation, that is also

lost. As can be seen in Figure 28, surface rate limiting

is not a problem for this design. Maximum Pointing of 2.7

degrees is achieved with a full upward flap deflection of

-20 degrees.

The final design sets the pulse peak at a point

determined by a compromise between quickness and purity.

Pulse duration is selected so that the product of the pulse

peak and pulse duration does not exceed the maximum pointing

capability. Proportional control of pointing is obtained by

varying the pulse value from zero to this peak value while

holding the pulse width constant.

The final lateral-directional design results in a

system in which roll rate, yaw rate, and side acceleration

are commanded. The system provides conventional roll rate

response and direct sideforce control. Lateral pointing

can be accomplished in the same manner as employed for

longitudinal pointing. The roll rate system requires fur-

ther discussion. The equation for side force, including

the gravitational force, can be written as:

F = m(V + Ur - pW) - gmcosOsin (4.19)
y cg

U
Dividing by m, m Itiplying the right hand side by ,an

letting A Ycg yields:
Ycg m
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*"A = U( + r - pa - (sinpcosO)) (4.20)
Ycg U

I,

The desire is to roll about the velocity vector without

developing a sideslip angle or side acceleration on the

aircraft. Conventionally, the method employed is to feed

back an estimate of 6 to the rudder so that as the aircraft

rolls, 6 is driven to zero. Equation (4.20) is solved for

A
_ Ycg r + pa + Ksin~cosO (4.21)

U U

Using Equation (2.34):

AY (.x)r r + pa + sin~cosG (4.22)
U U U

For steady state rolls, r is a constant and r is zero;

therefore

Ay

= U- r + pa + -sinPcosO (4.23)
U U

A

- r + pa (4.24)
U

The approximation comes about in the following way.

If the aircraft is simply rolling, the sin~cose term
U

should be included. Usually, rolling is a means of develop-

ing a desired bank angle to develop a turn. In such cases

the longitudinal lift force is increased by the pilot to

hold altitude constant (assuming a level turn). Thus, the
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Rsin~cos6 term is exactly cancelled by a portion of the

lift force. In the analyses in this thesis, the longitudi-

nqi and lateral-directional axes are decoupled. Thus,

there is no way of including that portion of the lift force

into the lateral-directional equations.

If the aircraft is rolled into a bank without

inclusion of the lift force, the rudder is deflected to

counter the side acceleration component developed by the

gravitational force. This is not desired for a turn. For

the investigation at hand, this poses a problem. How to

simulate a 360 degree roll and a banked turn with the equa-

tions that have been developed? For pure rolling maneuvers,

such as 360 degree rolls, the full equations should be used

since generally no additional lift force is developed to

counter the gravity term. However, the assumption that

sinp = 1(radians) is used in the equations developed for

the aircraft model. This assumption is used to simplify

the equations, but above a roll angle of ten degrees, it is

invalid. Thus, for both 360 degree rolls and turns, the

gravity term is dropped from both the 2 and sideforce equa-

tions.

The controller developed for rolling response

commands the acceleration A to zero, roll rate to the
y

desired level, and yaw rate to a value developed by solving

Equation (4.23) for r assuming 6 is zero.
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A

r = - + pa + -Up + Ysin~cosO (4.25)

A
y

r = pa + + Esin~cose (4.26)
U U

For turning flight, this becomes:

A
r UpI + Ayp (4.27)U

Assuming sideforce is kept close to zero, the Ayp term can

be neglected. Figures 30 and 31 are the results of the

roll rate design for maximum inputs at 0.9 Mach and

20,000 feet. Responses for a 10 degree per second command

at the same flight condition are shown in Figures 32 and 33.

Sideforce is developed by commanding A to a con-
y
p

stant value and roll rate to zero. Yaw rate is commanded

to the value developed using Equation (4.12)

r= [ Ay p (4.28)

A maximum sideforce maneuver is commanded at 0.9 Mach

20,000 feet for this design in Figures 34 through 37.

As in the longitudinal axis, sideforce can be

developed while the aircraft is in turning flight or during

a combat maneuver with the design by superimposing those

commands over the normal roll commands.
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Pilot Interface

A major design consideration for any control system

is the means by which the pilot injects his commands. In

current fighter aircraft, the pilot is usually flying with

one hand on the stick and the other on the throttle.

Because of the highly maneuverable nature of combat with

the associated high workload and the criticality of fast

response, it is important to provide complete control with-

out requiring the pilot to release either stick or throttle.

At last count, the pilot had six functions to perform with

switches on the throttle (not including thrust control

itself) and up to seven functions on the stick in addition

to conventional pitch and roll control. It is not practical

to add extra input devices and expect anything but reduced

performance.

The approach taken in this study is to preserve the

conventional pilot control input methods. This is accom-

plished by an interface computation that provides the digital

controller with the proper inputs for normal operation. In

all cases, these interface computations are kept extremely

simple. Note that in each case, all inputs to the controller

must be specified. Two are required for pitch, while three

are needed for the lateral-directional controller. In pitch

control, the conventional stick input is accepted as a "g"

command, and the two inputs needed by the controller are

developed from Equation (4.11) as shown in Figure 38. In
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roll, the commands to the controller are developed as illus-

trated in Figure 39. For sideforce control, the rudder

pedal input is used as illustrated in Figure 40. The

development of a yaw rate input is from Equation (4.12).

Roll and sideforce command methods can be combined

for the lateral-directional system. The zero input to the

A command path, needed fc- a roll rate response system,
Yp

can be supplied by the rudder pedal transducer when no

force is applied by the pilot. The same can be said for

the zero roll rate command for the sideforce system. The

zero input can be provided by the roll stick transducer.

Pointing is assumed to be commanded from an auto-

mated fire control system. However, manual control can be

provided using a twist throttle for pitch pointing command

and switching the rudder pedal signal so that it provides

an input to the lateral pointing system.

The complete control system block diagrams are

shown in Figures 41 and 42 with the pilot interface and

controller separated by the dot-dash line. The portion in

dashed lines indicates the pointing system.

Instabilities

As discussed in Chapter I, because of the need for

a controller that commands rates and accelerations, condi-

tional stability is accepted for the designs. However, care

is exercised to identify all instabilities encountered in

the design process. Two general types of instabilities are
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Figure 40. Pilot Interface for the Sideforce System
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found. These consist of a low gain instability and a high

gain instability. The low gain stability is seen in the

longitudinal designs and is the result of having a statically

unstable aircraft. As control system gain is reduced, a

point is reached where the unstable aircraft reappears;

adequate augmentation is not being provided. This estab-

lishes a lower gain boundary for all subsonic longitudinal

designs.

In both longitudinal and lateral-directional designs,

an oscillation is consistently encountered for high gains.

An example is shown in Figures 43 and 44. This is the

longitudinal design at 0.9 Mach and 20,000 feet with para-

meters of i = 1.0 , e = 1.0 , and E elements equal to

(- p one. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the same high gain insta-

bility in the very simple regular design discussed earlier

in this chapter. It is apparent that the instability occurs

regardless of the inclusion of sensor or actuator dynamics

or a measurement matrix. The observed frequency of the

oscillation is always a subharmonic of the sampling fre-

quency. Further investigation is warranted to enable the

setting of boundaries for such an instability. The system

roots are checked and are stable for the system responses

shown. The initial attempt of each design generally results

in this instability. As gain is reduced, the oscillation

dies out. It is fortunate that this high gain limit usually

does not compromise performance of the designs. The gain
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reductions required to meet surface rate limit requirements

prevent the instability. However, as faster actuators

become available, this should be considered as a limiting

condition in design performance.

* 1
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V. Evaluation

Time Response Analysis

For the longitudinal designs, time responses for

1 g step commands are presented for each flight condition

under study. Five degree per second roll rate pulses are

used to evaluate the roll rate design. Maximum step com-

mands are used for the sideforce design demonstrations. In

addition, fuselage pitch pointing is shown at the 0.9 Mach

20,000 feet condition for a pitch rate step command.

The time responses presented exhibit the properties

desired of the design. Stability is adequate, and the sys-

tem provides proper, fast, well-behaved responses. The out-

puts are free of ringing or oscillations. Control surface

deflections are within both rate and position limits for all

maneuvers. Control of body rates and accelerations is pro-

vided using reliable feedbacks.

The designs are established using maximum estimated

commands for each flight condition to provide system gains

which do not exceed surface rate or position limits.

Responses for maximum commands are presented in Appendix C.

Such maximum maneuvers are not meant to imply that the air-

craft model is an adequate representation for such large

commands; they are used only to give an indication of the

maximum acceptable system gains to prevent exceeding hard-

ware limits.
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Prior to each set of responses, the design values,

controller gains, and measurement matrix elements are

specified.

Design Data for the G-Command System

Flight Condition: 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet

T = 0.02

=1. 0

r.i 0 .0

00 2.35

M= 1.0

0 0 0 0

ro0 0 U 0.1

-0.01299 
-0.03534]

10.04827 -0.05016]

Input ramp time: 0.4 seconds

Input commands: A = 1g stepP

q = L -j ,A n 1.977 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a specified
time. This time is designated as the "input ramp time"
given above.
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Design Data for the Pitch Pointing System

Flight Condition: 0.9 Mach 20,000 fee,

T = 0.02

c = 0.5

[5 
0

0 1.01

= 1.0

:if!': M = iO 0 0 0 0 I

.o 0 00 0 .1

-o.1623 -0.007519]

o L 0.6034 -0.010671

0 347 0.01504]

207 -0.02135

Input ramp time: 0.0 seconds

Input command: A = 0.0
p

q = 1.0 deg/sec step

NOTE: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Design Data for the Roll Rate Command System

Flight Condition: 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet

T = 0.02

-= 1.0

100

E 1.0

0 00 0 0

M= 0J 00 0.25 0

0 0 0 0 0.25]

0.377 -0.0030510 -0.0120-

KO K .460 0.0008075 -0.0583
1.601-0.0005162 -0.0287

Input ramp time: 0.4 seconds

Input command: A =0.0

y p

p = 5 deg/sec pulse for 3 sec duration

r = pa where a~ = 0.0325 radians

NOTE: 1. Pulse inputs are ramped to a maximum value over a
specified time. This time is designated as the
input ramp time given above. The input is held
at a maximum value for a duration time and then
ramped back to zero. Both ramp times have the

2. same value.
2.Rolls are performed about the velocity vector.
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Design Data for the Sideforce System

Flight Condition: 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet

T = 0.02

= 1.0

1.0 0 0

E 0 2.3 0

-0 0 1.0

E= 1.0

M= 0 0 0.25 0
00 0 0 0.25

0.377 -0.007018 -0.01207

Ko = K 1 460 0.001857 -0.0583

1.601 -0.001187 -0.0287j

Input ramp time: 0.5 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.8g step
yp

p =0.0

r = l? 5]An = 1.5816 deg/sec

p

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a speci-
fied time. This time is designated as the input
ramp time given above.
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Figure 48a. Sideforce System Response to a 0.8g Step
Command (0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Figure 48c. Sideforce System Response to a 0.8g Step
Command (0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Design Data for the G-Command System

Flight Condition: 1.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T =0.02

a 0.2

L 0 4 5  0

- = 2.5

.2.

K:= F-.00425 -0.01493]
SL 0.02389 -0.10841

K, 0.0125 -0.07464]""K1 = 19
'0.1195 -0.5419]

Input ramp time: 0.4 seconds

Input commands: A n  ig steppn

q LUIAn = 1.159 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a speci-
fied time. This time is designated as the input
ramp time given above.
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Figure 49a. G-Command System Response to a ig Step
Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 49b. G-Comrnand System Response to a Ig Step
Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 49c. G-Cornmand System Response to a ig Step
Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 49d. G-Command System Response to a ig Step
Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Design Data for the Roll Rate Command System

Flight Condition: 1.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T = 0.02

a = 1.0

0. 0 I.

,_.0 0 1.0.

1.0

M( 0- 0 0 0.25 0E0 0 0:2 0.21

0.8775 -0.006716 -0.02719]

O= K, 2.0680 0.005948 -0.09214

L1.0260 -0.0002461 -0.020241

Input ramp time: 0.3 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.0
y p

p = 5 deg/sec pulse for 3 sec dura-
tion

r = pa where a = 0.02932 radians

NOTE: 1. Pulse inputs are ramped to a maximum value over a
specific time. This time is designated as the
input ramp time above. The input is held at a
maximum value for a duration time and then ramped
back to zero. Both ramp times have the same value.

2. Rolls are performed about the velocity vector.
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Figure 50a. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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- . Figure 50b. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Command (.1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 50e. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Command (1.6 Machl 30,000 feet)
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Design Data for the Sideforce System

Flight Condition: 1.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T = 0.02

" = 1.0

1.0 0 0

_= 1.0

000 0
M= 0oo0o.1 0

00 0 0 0.100

0.8775 -0.016790 -0.06799'
K = = 0680 0.014870 -0.23040

0260 -0.0006154 -0.05060

Input ramp time: 0.5 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.6g step
yp

p = 0.0

r = [184] A 0.7 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a specific
time. This time is designated as the input ramp time
given above.
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Figure 51a. Sideforce System Response to a 0.6g Step
Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 51b. Sideforce System Response to a 0.6g Step
Command (.1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 51d. Sideforce System Response to a 0.6g Step
Command (.1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Design Data for the G-Command System

V.Flight Condition: 0.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T = 0.02

a= 1.0

[02 
0

E 1.0

= [ 0 0 00.1671

K= K, 0-.00102 -0.0499

V 0.02827 -0.03316]

Input ramnp time: 0.4 seconds

Input commands: A~ 1 g step
p

q [ 184 jA =3.091 deg/sec
L _ np

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a speci-
fi~rI 1-imp Thi.q timp i~q diP.iprnatedi n thp~ inniit

* ramp time given above.
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Figure 52a. G-Command System Response to a 1g Step
Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 52b. G-Commnand System Response to a ig Step
Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 52d. G-Command System Response to a ig Step
Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Design Data for the Roll Rate Command System

.1 Flight Condition: 0.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T = 0.02

= 1.0

r.0 0 01
0o 0.24 0

- Lo 0 o.j

"s =0.25

"0t 0 0 0 0o

M = 0 0 0 . 0
0.: 0 0 0 0 0.1

0.2589 -0.001383 -0.01103

KO= K= 1.19". 0.000319 -0.05492

L1.6'.-O -0.000175 -0.03482[

Input ramp time: 0.3 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.0
y p

p = 5 deg/see nilse for 3 sec dura-
tion

r = pa where a = 0.082115 radians

NOTE: 1. Pulse inputs are ramped to a maximum value over a

specific time. This time is designated as the

input ramp time above. The input is held at a

maximum value for a duration time and then ramped

back to zero. Both ramp times are the same value.

2. Rolls are performed about the velocity vector.
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Figure 53d. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
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Design Data for the Sideforce System

Flight Condition: 0.6 Mach 30,000 feet

T = 0.02

a = 1.0

1.0 0 0
E- . 01

04 0 1.0

S1.

0 0 0

M 0 00 0.1 0
So0oo:i

0 0 0 0.1

F1.036 -0.02305 -0.08824

KO E -=4.794 0.05318 -0.43930

L..684 -0.02917 -0.27850

Input ramp time: 0.5 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.2g step
Y p

r = 0.0 yp=0.1
pA = 0.0 0.618 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a specific
time. This time is designated as the input ramp time
given above.
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Figure 54a. Sideforce System Response to a 0.2g Step
* Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 54c. Sideforce System Response to a 0.2g Step
Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure 54d. Sideforce System Response to a 0.2g Step
Command (0.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Design Data for the G-Command System

Flight Condition: 0.2 Mach 30 feet

T = 0.02

a= 1.0

[0.1 0

= 1.0

0 0000.25]L -- 0 0 0

E = _= 10.06429 -0.098591

10.5943o -o.08450J

Input ramp time: 0.4 seconds

pp
- '.Input coimnands: An = 0.Z5g step

q - 1.0 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a
specific time. This time is designated as the input

- ramp time given above.
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Figure 55a. G-Command System Response to a 0.15g
Step Command (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Figure 55b. G-Command System Response to a 0.15g
Step Command (0.2 Mdach 30 feet)
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Figure 55c. G-Command System Response to a 0.15g
Step Command (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Design Data for the Roll Rate Command System

Flight Condition: 0.2 Mach 30 feet

T - 0.02

= 1.0

1.0 0 0

Z 0 1.0 01

_: 1.0

000 0.

M 0 0 0 0.25 0

0 0 0 0 0.25

[1.291 -0.03368 -0.048751

= = 10.520 0.01574 -0.24040

6.420 0.03132 -0.24260

Input ramp time: 0.3 seconds

Input commands: A = 0.0
Yp

p = 5 deg/sec pulse for 3 sec dura-
tion

r = pa where a = 0.26143 radians

NOTE: 1. Pulse inputs are ramped to a maximum value over a
specific time. This time is designated as the
input ramp time above. The input is held at a
maximum value for a duration time and then ramped
back to zero. Both ramp times are the same value.

S2. Rolls are performed about the velocity vector.
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Figure 56a. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Command (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Figure 56b. Roll Rate Command System Response to a

5 deg/sec Pulse Command (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Figure 56c. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Command (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Figure 56d. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
5 deg/sec Pulse Commnand (0.2 Mach 30 feet)
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Design Data for the Sideforce SystemU Flight Condition: 0.2 Mach 30 feet

T - 0.02

= 1.0

1.0 0 0

0-- 1.0 0
-0 0 1.0%B

N s=1.0

r1.291 -0.08420 -0.2031]

KO =10.520 0.03936 -1.0020
26.420 0.07829 -1.0110

Input ramp time: 0.3 seconds

Input commands: A 0.053g step

p =0.0

r = - A 0 438 deg/sec

NOTE: Step inputs are ramped to steady state over a specific
time. This time is designated as the input ramp time
given above.

I18
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• -Neal-Smith Criterion

The acceptance of a design by the pilot is always an

issue of utmost importance that must be addressed in any

flight control work. Professor Porter's method, as applied

in this effort, results in a closed-loop system with either

all real roots or complex conjugate pairs with very high

damping ratios. In light of this fact, a means of assessing

pilot acceptance is needed.

One method of predicting pilot ratings for a longi-

tudinal compensatory tracking task was suggested by Peter

Neal and Roger Smith in Reference 16. The complete theo-

retical basis and the data used for the criterion develop-

ment are provided in the reference. A summary of the tech-

nique is presented here. The assumption is made that the

acceptability of an aircraft's maneuvering response in per-

forming a specific task can be expressed in terms of the

pilot compensation needed to achieve some "minimum standard

of performance" with the least tendency to develop a pilot

induced oscillation (PIO). The standard of performance is

established by the task which is required of the pilot. For

the final phase of a fighter's combat maneuvering, precise

control of pitch attitude is assumed to be the critical task

in the reference. The control of pitch attitude is modelled

as shown in Figure 58. This model and the definitions pre-

sented are direct extracts from Reference 16.
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AIRFRAMEPILOT Pus Fcs

Using this model, the following terms are defined:

Bandwidth (BW): Bandwidth is defined as the frequency for

which the closed-loop Bode phase, 4 (0/00) , is equal

to -90 degrees. It is a measure of how quickly the pilot
can move the airplane's nose toward the target.

Droop: Droop is defined as the maximum excursion of

closed-loop Bode amplitude, 10/l0 . below the 0 dB
line for frequencies less than BW. In the absence of large
oscillations, droop is a measure of how slowly the nose
settles down on target.

Standard of Performance: A minimum bandwidth, (BW).

of 3.5 rad/sec, and a maximum droop of 3 dB:

(a/0) greater than (-90) degree
* ~for w less

and I /0o greater than (-3) dB than 3. 5

PIO Tendency:. The tendency to oscillate or PIO is

derined in terms of the Bode magnitude of any closed-loop

resonant peak, Iele, max' that results from the pilot's

efforts to achieve the performance standards.

Pilot Compensation: The pilot's physical and mental workload
required to achieve the standard of performance is defined

in terms of the phase of his compensation at Wo = (BW)min

Figure 58. Neal-Smith Model for Pitch
Attitude Control
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To evaluate a design, the engineer selects values of

Kp T pl, and Tp2 in the pilot model that yield the smallest

maximum value for Ie/ecI for the closed-loop system while

maintaining a minimum bandwidth of 3.5 radians per second

and a maximum droop of -3 dB. The method of this selection

is covered later.

For each specific selection of pilot model parameters,

the maximum value of le/ecl and the phase angle at the 3.5

rad/sec frequency are determined for the closed-loop system

using a Nichols chart. These values are plotted in Figure 59

and evaluated against the boundaries in the figure to deter-

mine a prediction of a pilot rating (PR) and the accepta-

bility of the design. The PR boundaries in the figure

0correspond to the Cooper-Harper Pilot Ratings given in
Table 7.

To employ this method, the airframe plus flight con-

trol system transfer function, 8/Fs , must first be deter-

mined for the longitudinal system. With two inputs and two

outputs, G(s) is a two-by-two transfer function matrix as

expressed below.

An A

p- vI  v2

G(s)

qq
vI  v221 _j (5.1)
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Table 7

Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale

AM@0UACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFT CliMAND3 ON THF PILOT PILOT
REQUIRED OPERATION" CHARACtEItSTlCS IN SELECICO TASK OR REQU;IRED OPERATION' RATING

jet No [IIIIII~~~ I ghly esrayobletobe de-le PeryoranCequ
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,~gbefCtofl I" bu deire Performancere reetege
Soeildly inia pilot co mpen~fsatio n eure o
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Is omit e No Deficiencies oeaeyajc~nbo Aodeouatet erotminc quies
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,. and

A+ . F1845]
F Vl v2  (5.4)

6 1 __q + _ 1q_ (1845)}
Fs  s v2 (5.5)

At the 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet flight condition, this transfer

function is

e 929.5(s + 1)(s + 1.4)
F s(s + 1.065 j 0.4189)(s + 3.75)(s + 133.8) (5.6)

5

Magnitude and phase values are calculated for frequencies

between 0.1 and 10 radians per second from this transfer

function. The next step is to establish values for the

pilot model that allow the standard of performance to be met.

Initially, a check is made to find if varying only

Kp, the pilot's gain, can provide a solution. This is

accomplished by letting T and T p2 equal zero and setting

K to one. The phase angle from the exponential term in
p

the pilot model is (57.3)(0.3)(w) and is added to the phase

values of 9/Fs . This establishes the open-loop 6/e magni-

tude and phase information.

The standard of performance (closed-loop) boundaries

are established on a Nichols chart (Figure 60). The open-

loop amplitude-phase plot of 6/e is then overlaid and

moved vertically to determine if any value of Kp allows the

closed-loop tracking system 0/0 to meet the standards.
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-.- This plot indicates that K alone can not satisfy the stan-
p

" dard. The 3.5 radian per second point on the amplitude-

phase plot needs a reduction in phase angle indicating lead

compensation by the pilot.

Reference 16 provides a plot of amplitude-phase

curves for optimum pilot compensation which simplifies the

selection of T and Tp2 . Two pilot models are selected for

the design being analyzed. The first with T = 0.94 and

T = 0.0 meets both the bandwidth and droop requirements.

This means that the pilot must generate over 73 degrees of

lead at the 3.5 rad/sec frequency. The resulting Je/Oc

max is plotted (as a dot) versus pilot compensation angle

on the criterion graph in Figure 61. The point falls out-
, -. -

side the desired PR = 3.5 boundary. A second pilot compensa-

tion is found with T = 0.57 and Tp2 = 0.0 that requires
the pilot to generate 62 degrees of lead at 3.5 rad/sec and

meets the bandwidth requirement while exceeding the droop

requirement. This point is also plotted (as a dot) in

Figure 61. Although moving closer to the desired region,

both are outside the "good response area." The lead angle

required by the pilot must be reduced if the design is to

receive good pilot ratings from this evaluation technique.

An examination of the transfer function reveals that

the root at -3.75 contributes slightly over 45 degrees of

phase lag at the 3.5 rad/sec bandwidth frequency used to

__ select the pilot compensation. This root is of interest
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because its location is determined by the elements of the

measurement matrix. The elements of M are changed to 0.1,

and the system responses that result are shown in Figure 45.

In this case, the first-order root is very close to -10 in

the s-plane. Again, two pilot models are chosen and plotted

as triangles in Figure 61. The first with T = 0.34 and

T = 0.0 meets both constraints. It requires 50 degrees of

pilot lead. The second meets the bandwidth condition and

exceeds the droop requirement. For this case with Tpl = 0.23

and T p2 = 0.0, a pilot lead of 37 degrees is required.

The last choice yields a design which gives a pilot

rating of 3.5 or less. Thus, after several well-placed

changes, it appears that this design may be very useful for

tracking cases. However, several cautionary notes are pro-

vided. The phase lag due to digital computer implementation

and the lag from a pilot prefilter have not been included in

this evaluation. An estimate for the digital design can be

established by using a first-order Pad6 approximation for a

zero-order hold and a factor of (l/T) for the sampling action

(Ref 22). This indicates a phase lag of approximately 2 de-

grees at the 3.5 rad/sec bandwidth. The prefilter is of the

order of 7.5/(s + 7.5) and adds as much as 25 degrees to the

system. These additions again place the design outside the

desired boundary. The prefilter may be increased to

10/(s + 10) or slightly higher depending on the actual sur-

face rates encountered. The current design is conservative
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since this is an indirect way to limit such rates, and the

ramp times are calculated based on estimated maximum rates.

Fine tuning of the prefilter has not been accomplished and

can reduce the phase lag considerably.

These additional factors (which are present for any

digital controller implementation) tend to cause the design

points to fall to the lower right of the 3.5 PR boundary.

This may not be a serious deficiency. Review of similar

evaluations of both the F-16 and the AFTI/F-16 designs shows

they fall in the same general region outside the 3.5 PR

boundary.

The Neal-Smith Criterion is only one of several

currently being proposed for flight control design evalua-

tions (Refs 17, 18 and 19). Its use has highlighted areas

of improvement for the current design; however, its validity

in predicting pilot ratings is by no means unquestioned.

Thus, further analyses with other criteria are needed to

properly evaluate the designs. Ideally, conclusions on the

acceptability of the design from these criteria should

eventually be validated in a realistic piloted simulation

evaluation.

Bandwidth Comparison

Chapter IV includes a discussion of the desirability

of limiting the control system bandwidth. The major reason

for this is to reduce undesirable effects from structural

interaction. Designs with Professor Porter's techniques
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can result in extremely fast responses. It is, therefore,

important to assess the bandwidth of the designs under con-

sideration. Time permitted only one such assessment in this

study. The longitudinal design is compared with the F-16

and AFTI/F-16 control systems. Figures 62 and 63 are plots

for the open-loop control system from sensor input to ele-

vator position output. The MULTI Designs (MD) exhibit

slightly less bandwidth at high frequencies than either the

F-16 or the AFTI/F-16 systems for this path. In the accel-

eration path the MULTI Design falls between the other two

systems and matches AFTI for very high frequencies. The

plot for the AFTI design is for the air-to-air mode.

The plots were completed after the design gains had

been established. Thus, they illustrate that the Porter de-

sign method employing maximum estimated maneuvers and con-

sidering limits on surface position and rates results in de-

signs with acceptable bandwidths. The initial designs ob-

tained before such considerations were taken into account had

much higher gain values and would indeed have resulted in large

bandwidths.

The high gain at low frequencies is due to integral

compensation on all MULTI Design feedforward paths. Note that

AFTI uses this compensation only in the pitch rate path, and

the F-16 uses it only in the normal acceleration path.

A final word of caution must be given. Although the

bandwidth of the longitudinal design compares favorably with
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• the F-16 and the AFTI/F-16 systems, both of these systems

have been modified with notch filters to eliminate struc-

tural interaction problems. The center frequency of the

AFTI double notch filter is marked on Figure 63. Thus, even

with the present system design, notch filters may be

required once installation and testing begin. The design

must be able to accept such filters without undue degrada-

tion. The ability to evaluate such filter additions is

needed in the computer-aided design package and is recom-

mended in Chapter VI.

The comparisons are accomplished for only one sur-

face at one flight condition. A complete survey is needed

for all sensor-to-surface paths at all flight conditions

so that a realistic overall bandwidth assessment can be

made. Such an extensive evaluation is recommended for any

future efforts with these designs.

PO Robustness versus Tailoring

One measure of robustness is the ability of a control

system design, with fixed gains, to provide acceptable per-

formance over a wide range of flight conditions. However,

in this study, emphasis is placed on tailoring the control

system design at each flight condition to provide responses

that improve the accomplishment of a specific task. The

specific task of concern is air-to-air gunnery. To estab-

lish one set of gains for all flight conditions results in
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a compromise in performance for the sake of reduced complex-

ity. Two points need to be considered. First, gain sched-

uling is easily accomplished with current digital flight

hardware. Second, since flight conditions change rather

slowly, the update rate for gain scheduling is relatively

low. In the AFTI system, the control commands are solved

64 times per second, but the gains are calculated only once

a second. Considering both of these points and the desire

for improved performance, a compromise in performance is not

acceptable.

In this report, a design is considered robust if it

can tolerate uncertainties in the aircraft model. A design

to give specific performance is based on an aircraft model

developed from wind tunnel data with an accuracy of 3 to 5

percent. A test of robustness is the ability of a design to

yield acceptable performance for an inaccurate parameter in

the aircraft model. Such an ability significantly reduces

the fine tuning and redesign at late stages in the develop-

ment of a new system.

To illustrate the robustness, the design developed

for the 0.9 Mach 20,000 feet condition is evaluated with an

aircraft model in which the pitching moment coefficient of

the elevator (Cmde) is decreased by 15 percent. The results

are shown in the comparison responses in Figures 64 and 65.

The aircraft responses are essentially the same although
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some difference in the surface positions are apparent.

Using this measure, these designs are considered robust.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Design Results

Very good performance is obtained from the controller

designs developed with Professor Porter's techniques in this

study. The time responses exhibit the desired characteris-

tics and meet the established requirements. The techniques

are found to be extremely flexible. A design method is

formulated that can be used in the synthesis of conventional

multivariable control laws and decoupled (CCV) control laws.

Controllers are developed that provide the pilot with pre-

cise control over aircraft body rates and accelerations

without increasing workload. The interactive capability of

the MULTI program results in an efficient and cost effective

design method.

The flight control design structure consists of a

g-command system in the longitudinal axis. It accepts

inputs in the form of acceleration commands from the pilot's
4.!

sidestick and provides a blend of direct lift and conven-

tional aircraft control. In the lateral axis, a roll rate

system accepts pilot commands from lateral forces on the

sidestick and develops the desired roll rate about the air-

craft's velocity vector. For directional control, direct

sideforce is available through the rudder pedals. In addi-

tion, independent fuselage pointing in both the pitch and

yaw axes can be commanded through this same structure.
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It is acknowledged that the designs are not optimum

in every sense; however, the design method is a viable

alternative and has many advantages compared with the cur-

rently available multivariable techniques. These advantages

become more attractive when recognizing that the iterative

process of fine tuning is an inherent requirement of any

design method. The major advantages are:

1. The ease of design and the ability to fine tune

to specific requirements.

2. The use of output feedback without the need of

full state information.

3. The high degree of decoupling available.

4. The similarity in developing continuous and

7discrete designs.

It must be noted that these conclusions are based

on a "preliminary design" effort. Because the techniques

may result in high gain controllers, caution must be exer-

cised in selecting final design values. It is recommended

that surface rate and position limits be considered in the

early design work. Use of estimated maximum maneuvers at

each design point provides a means of scaling gains to pre-

vent exceeding surface position limits.

Considerable effort is expended in the development

of a proper aircraft model for the design. However, this

problem is encountered with any design method. Once the

modelling is achieved, the designs in this report are
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: accomplished in a simple. straightforward manner. An under-

standing of the fundamental physics of the aircraft's

response cannot be overemphasized. It is through such an

understanding that a realistic and desirable system design

is established.

Simplifying and Improving the Design Process

From the experience gained in this research, several

changes are suggested to simplify the design process. First,

the use of s-plane closed-loop root migrations and open-loop

frequency response data can reduce trial and error design

time and allow conventional gain and phase margin testing.

Second, the ability to directly observe the influ-

ences of surface rate limits provides valuable insight into

the implementation restrictions imposed on a design. With

such an ability, gain values can be quickly determined which

yield acceptable and practical designs.

Third, a means of including compensation filters in

the design process allows a more realistic assessment to be

made. The ability of a chosen design to accept such filter

additions can then be determined early in the synthesis

process.

Fourth, a way to directly v".,y the integral gains

without altering proportional gains can simplify the design

process.
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- -Finally, considerable effort and implementation

complexity can be saved by designing in a non zero-B 2 for-

mat with nonredundant equations.

MULTI Improvements

All of the simplifications and improvements for the

design process relate directly to changes in the MULTI

package. To be able to use frequency domain techniqueL in

the design, MULTI has been altered to provide both open-loop

and closed-loop transfer functions. However, it is neces-

sary at present to go to another program (TOTAL) to obtain

frequency response plots. In addition, it will be beneficial

to calculate the closed-loop roots for each design iteration.

A plot from these iterations will provide a pseudo closed-

loop root locus for the system. In this way, the powerful

frequency domain techniques can be utilized.

To provide the ability to observe the effects of

surface rate limits, the actuator model option must be

altered to include these nonlinearities in thesameway that

position limits are currently provided. In this way, insta-

bilities that might be encountered due to rate limits can

be seen immediately. Designs with reduced but practical

gains will result.

An option is needed to allow compensation filters

to be added at the system inputs and to allow notch filters

to be inserted between the controller outputs and the
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actuator models. The influence of such filters (that will

almost certainly be added during flight test) can be evalu-

ated at this early design stage.

As MULTI is presently configured, changing the Y

parameter varies the proportional gains, directly affecting

stability, while holding the integral gains constant.

When the integral-to-proportional gain ratio is varied to

alter the time to reach steady state, Z is changed and E

must be adjusted to return the proportional gain to its

original value. This unnecessarily complicates the design

effort. Only a minor modification to MULTI is needed to

eliminate this problem.

The method of calculating gains with [F2B2 ] requires

an additional transformation to zero-B 2 form if a design is

to be developed with a minimum number of measurement matrix

elements. This transformation results in feedback states

L' h i include components of surface deflections for the

designs in this study. Although an adequate design can be

obtained, this adds complexity to the system. Equivalent

performance and decoupling can be achieved without this

complication if [FB] is used for gain calculations. (Note:

This change is currently being made to the MULTI program.)

The use of redundant equations results in unneces-

sary complexity in the design activity and can cause numeri-

cal computation problems. The equations are included so

that pertinent aircraft parameters such as angle of attack
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- and sideslip angle can be evaluated while controlling rates

and accelerations. This requires that MULTI be modified

to plot any combination of states instead of only those

output which are being controlled. In this same light, it

will be advantageous to provide a means to plot state

derivatives or combinations of state derivatives and states.

With such an expanded capability, almost any aircraft param-

eter of interest can be monitored during the design.

Currently, this requires significant modifications to the

matrix of system equations.

Proposed Future Work

The major uncertainty with the designs presented in

this report concerns their performance in a real world

environment. The effects of gust inputs, sensor measure-

ment noise, and structural mode interference need to be

evaluated. The system's behavior with digital time delays,

quantization effects and nonlinear aerodynamics must be

ascertained. It is proposed that the current designs be

carried into a nonlinear simulation evaluation where a

realistic operational environment can be provided.

The Neal-Smith Criterion is applied to obtain an

indication of pilot rating in a compensatory tracking task

for one longitudinal design. This is only a cursory check

with one of several methods. Recent work has been accom-

plished on a modified flying qualities evaluation method

(Ref 19). Several other evaluation methods such as the step
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target tracking technique and the bandwidth criteria are

also available (Ref 17and18). The current designs should

be evaluated using these methods.

The high gain instabilities illustrated in Figures

43 and 44 of Chapter IV should be examined in detail and a

method developed to accurately predict the stability bound-

aries. This work can be a part of the simulation evaluation

discussed previously.

-.
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Appendix A

Aircraft Aerodynamic Data

At each design flight condition, three types of data

are presented for the aircraft.

1. Aircraft parameters and stability axis aero-

dynamic coefficients are provided in table form.

2. Body axis primed dimensional derivatives from

the CAT program (see Appendix D) for use in setting up a

state-space model are listed. Chapter II and Appendix B

describe the primed derivatives. The units are radians for

angles, radians per second for angular rates, feet per

second for velocity, and feet per second squared for accel-

eration.

3. Aircraft model files used for input to the MULTI

program are givea. (These have been converted to yield

acceleration at the pilot's station as a state, and they are

in convenient units.) The units are degrees for angular

quantities, degrees per second for angular rates, feet per

sccond for velocity, and g's for acceleration. The states

are augmented with an actuator model of 20/(s+20) for all

control surfaces.

In the data for the lateral-directional axis, 6 DT

represents the differential deflection of the horizontal

tail used to augment roll control. For this study, the ratio

of aileron to differential tail is set to 0.25; thus when
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an aileron deflection is shown, it is a combination of the

two surfaces.

a = 6aileron + 0.25 5DT

For all designs, an actuator model on all control

surfaces and a sensor model on all feed back signals of

500/(s + 500) is used.

2
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Table A-i

Aircraft Data for the 0.9 Mach and 20,000 Feet
Flight Condition

Aircraft Parameters

(dynamic pressure - lbs/ft2) = 552.11295

28 (wing reference area - ft 2 ) = 300.0

c (wing mean aerodynamic cord - ft) = 11.32

b (wing span - ft) = 30.0

VT (trim velocity - ft/sec) = 933.23

W (weight - lbs) = 21,018.0

Inertias: Ix (slug - ft 2 ) = 10,033.4

I (slug- ft2) 53,876.3
yy

Izz (slug- ft2) = 61,278.4

I (slug- ft2 ) = 282.132

Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients in the

Stability Axis

a (deg) = 1.86

L - 0.126186 C - 0.0 = 0.023766
CL ) = o~982 = 0.001938 ( ) = 0.002636

1

e(g) = 0.009578 Cm  (-) =-0.012086 CD( =0.0001
e e e

)~,- -- -0.0028 CD _) --ooo
6f Cf gf
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Table A-i (continued)

CL (-) = 3.161717 Cm (i-& = -2.382199
q q

-1.CL. ( ) -1.357762 C -- ) -1.307597

CL ( t/SeC-) =-0.000442 C -0.000060 u 0.000160

c -0.022052 C (-) - 0.001675 C( ) =-0.001901nde Lde,

-) 0.057563 ) -0.005541 C2p() =--0.351217

yp p p

C ~ 0. 557635 C~ -0. 279120 C re = 0.021937
r rdnr kra

1 10.002377 C= -0.001272 C= 0.000331

r r r

1 11C-6 (&) = -0.000088 C (g) = -0.00016 CX Teg = -0.001804

a a a

C ( ) = 0.001708 Cn (-) =-0.000997 C2, D( ) =-0.001816

111C.? ( ) 0.001716 C 0. 001256 C 0.000230
Y(Sc
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0.9 Mach 20,000 Feet Flight Condition

Longitudinal Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

Z = -1.48446 M " = 4.27171 X " = 38.2906

Z = -0.149227 M6  = -24.0581 X6  = 2.00593
e e e

Z - = -0.244924 M - -6.47269 X - = 2.31681
6f (f (f

Z - = 0.994789 M - -0.777221 X - = -30.1376
q q q

Z =-0.000022 M = -0.000130 X " -0.012075U U U

Z0 "  = -0.001120 M - 0.000309 Xo  = -32.1830

Lateral-Directional Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

N = 7.2370 LB =--55.2526 Y " = -0.343554

N =-0.023184 = -2.80004 = 0.032636
p 1p p

N - = -0.362530 L " = 0.145674 Y " = -0.997556
r r r

N -5.80890 L6  = 10.3955 Y = 0.037032

N~a"6r 6r 6r

N6  -1.25006 L6 = -51.0502 Y = -0.001371
a a

N6 = -5.13710 LU r = -50.7290 YU r = 0.026609

N = 5.89254 L = 5.53185 Y = 0.026734
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MULTI Input File

Longitudinal Axis (0.9 Mach 20,000 Feet)

110=-7 2 2

I 0n0 0 ,) o 1 0 0
14n-0) -.5617 -.01?5R .R522 -.5212 .03402 .0403
15')-0 -. n21- 7P2F-4 -1.50? .7764 -.01891 -.17n6
160-0 .3213F-3 -.01068 5.455 -.75n5 -24.06 -6.473
170=0 0 0 n 0 -20 n~
180-0 0 0 0 0 0 -20
190=0) 0
200-0 0
210=0 o
220=0 0
230=0 n

240-20 n
25n=0 20
260-0 0 0 1 0 -.1064 .07496
270=0 0 0 0 I 0 0

290-NO

The state vector is:

cs(deg)
e(deg)
u(ft/sec)
A + 0.1064 5e 0.07496 6 g

q (deg/sec)

6 (deg)
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MULTI Input File

Lateral-Directional Axis (0.9 Mach 20,000 Feet)

100=1
110-R,1,3"I ?n _% .3144 QE- 1, 2. RR',. 3 2P SF- 1, - n32,. 52 817 - 7, .3 70 IE- , .?6 71E- I

13~n 0, 0, 1,0,0,n,0
140F 2 a, 3. 5'.-2,.lP q,. 87Q6r-.9 3426r-2,-.1254F-1
150=-,n,464.1,-2.7O.441,-63.73,10.3q,5.533
160-0,0,-60.79,-.02R53,-.454,-2.534,-5.ROQ, 5.802

" 170-0,OO,,,0,-20,0,O

•9 , o, , n , , , ,-20

"'O1 21I0-0,0, 0
220-0,0,0

230-0,0,0
24n-0,0,0
250-20, n, 0
26n-0,20,0
270-0,0,20
2R0-0,0,1,n,0,-. 01649,-.2510,. 05807
290-0,0,0,1 ,n,0,0,0
300-0,0,0,0,1,0,O,0
310-NO

-.- 320-NO
* 330-NO

The state vector is:

"(deg)FA + 0.01649 6 + 0.02519 6 - 0.05807 6(g)
y a r c
p

x p(deg/sec)
r(deg/sec)
.a (deg)

.r(deg)

Sc (deg)

NOTE: For the Roll Rate System, the gravity term in the 8 and A equa-
tions is dropped, and the yaw rate command drives r-pc to zero.
To accomplish this, the 2nd term in lines 120 and 140 must be set
to zero, and the fourth term in line 300 is changed from zero to
a value of -0.0325 to account for the pa expression.
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V ~.Tab le A-2

Aircraft Data for the 1.6 Mach and 30,000 Feet
Flight Condition

Aircraft Parameters

(dynamic pressure - lbs/ft 2 1129.3126

2S (wing reference area - ft 2 ) - 300.0

c (wing mean aerodynamic cord - ft) = 11.32

b (wing span - ft) = 30.0

VT (trim velccity - ft/sec) = 1591.75

W (weight - lbs) = 21,018.0

Inertias: Ix (slug - ft 2 ) = 10,033.4

2
I (slug - ft 2 ) = 53,876.3yy

Izz (slug - ft2 ) = 61,278.5

Ix (slug - ft2 ) = 282.132

Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients in the
Stability Axis

a(deg) = 1.68

CL = 0.060695 Cm = 0.0 CD = 0.046574
1C 1

CL = 0.066129 C - -0.010705 C = 0.001457
amdeea g dg

0.006180 Cme = -0.008061 C (-) -0.000135

e e

CL( ( _ ) = 0.004004 C ( ) =-0.001432 CD(1) = 0.000565
de egdeg
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Table A-2 (continued)

3.458724 Cm (r-d) -1.889366

q q

CL-(i~-) -2.974699 C m.Fl) 0.501981
111

C~t~ec) 0.000027 -0004 Cf/e,) ~ftsc 0.000002

1C 1

C -0.019192 C (-) 0.00088 C d -0.001702
ydgn deg deg

."C p(1-) 1 1( 0273

= 0.026463 Cn (-) = 0.004371 C -0.257331
p p

-(--) 0.516864 =-0.246367 C2 ( ) = 0.018261

Y~r r ra 1r a

C.. (-) 0.000552 C (g) =-0.000349 C9,r(i-) 0.000077

r r

(C 0.000362 C (.~) -0.000236 C 0.005

-. e C, 0.005aa a

11 1c (- 0.000281 Cn (-) -0.000317 c(2,(-) = -0.000811

Sc g
1C 0.001541 C -) =0.000973 C 0.000232

y6 'deg' n 6 deg 922 6 e
c C C
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1.6 Mach 30,000 Feet Flight Condition

Longitudinal Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

Z = -1.25100 M = -43.8012 X = 45.1941

Z = -0.115337 M " = -32.8919 X = 9.40431
e e e

Z f = -0.075084 M = -5.85004 X f = -13.3021
(f (f 6f

Z " = 0.995991 M = -0.351737 X " = -46.5132q q q

Z = -0.000002 M - 0.000802 =-0.030046

z "  = -0.000593 M "  = -0.000075 X - -32.1861

Lateral-Directional Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

N = 7.42422 L -- -100.032 Y = -0.358564

N = -0.005040 L " = -2.46287 Y " 0.029374
p p p

Nr - = -0.383316 L = 0.160287 Y -0.998410rr r

N = -3.27086 L " = 4.96942 Y r" 0.010313
r ~rr

N6 = -2.37673 L6 = -14.1689 Y a" 0.006763
a a

N = -3.45190 L - -46.6078 Y - 0.005250
Dur 'DT D

N = 9.36290 L(c 12.0662 Y - = 0.028790
C CC
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MULTI Input File

Longitudinal Axis (1.6 Mach 30,000 Feet)

I110-7 22
120=0 -.5'n44F-3 .6413F.-3 -1.672 .00 73 -. 1151 -. n75n9

140=0 -. 5617 -. 030n54 1.054 -. Q126 .1641 -. 2321
15n-0 -. 7057E-3 . 524F-3 -1. 207 . 7495 -. 1125 -. 06nni
160=0 -.1087F-~3 .07118 -5q.55 -.305 -32.PQ -5.P5
170=0 n 0 0 0 -2n n
190-0 0 0 0 0 0 -20
]PO0 0
201-0 0
21n-0 0
220-0 0
230-0 0
240-20 0
250-0 ?0
260-0 0 n 1 0 -.14c)182 .0)20547
270-0 0 0 n 1 n 0

290-NO
___ 300-NO

The state vector is:

a(deg)
0(deg)
u(ft/sec)
A + 0.149182 6 -0.020547 

6 ~ (g)n ef
X p

q(deg/sec)
6 (deg)
e
a~ (deg)

9,L f
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MULTI Input File

Lateral-Directional Axis (1.6 Mach 30,000 Feet)

. 110=s 3 3

12o)=0 .020?? 1.416 .0203c -.0962 .00P076 .01031 .0219
S30 =0 0 n 1 n 0 0 0
140=0 -. 0512 -.3170 -.0074' - .252Q 003112 .00232 -.02157
151=0 0 305.1 -2.46 .7634 -?5.92 4.Q69 12.07
160= 0 -20.32 -. 0052P -.4281 -3.24 -3.271 Q.363

" 170=o 00 n 0-2n o n
180-0 0 0 0 0 0 -2n 0

n0o=0 0 0 n 0 0 0 -20200=00 0

21n-=0 0
220=0 0 0
23n=0 0 n
1f40-n 0 n

250=20 1 0
260=0 20 n
270-0 0 20

20=0 0 1 0 0 -.0175279q53 -.0159341734 .0056337463
200=0 0 0 1 0 n 0 0
300=0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
310=NO

32n-Nn'
330=0yn

The state vector is:

B(deg)
* C(deg)
A + 0.017528 6 + 0.015834 6 - 0.095634 6 (g)
y a r c

p(deg/sec)

X r(deg/sec)

6 a (deg)

6r (deg)

6 (deg)

NOTE: For the Roll Rate System, the gravity term in the 6 and A equa-
tions is dropped, and the yaw rate command drives r-pa to zero.
To accomplish this, the 2nd term in lines 120 and 140 must be set
to zero, and the fourth term in line 300 is changed from zero to a
value of -0.02932 to account for the pa expression.
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Table A-3

Aircratr Data for the 0.6 Mach and 30,000 Feet
Flight Condition

Aircraft Parameters

(dynamic pressure - lbs/ft2) = 158.81 p

S (wing reference area - ft 2 ) = 300.0

c (wing mean aerodynamic cord - ft) = 11.32

b (wing span - ft) = 30.0

VT (trim velocity - ft/sec) = 596.91

W (weight - ibs) 21,018.0

Inertias: Ix (slug - ft2) = 10,033.4

I (slug - ft2) = 53,876.3
yy
Izz (slug - ft2) = 61,278.5

I, (slug- ft 2 ) = 282.132

Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients in the
Stability Axis

a(deg) = 4.705

CL = 0.439013 Cm = 0.0 = 0.044151
1 0 C = 0.004356 = 0.008210

CL adg L mdog a-

0.009473 C -0.010229C e  e() 0 9 deg - 1 CD eg) = 0.000019
e e e

CL ) f 0.015850 = -0.000383 CD = 0.001808

,gf f
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Table A-3 (continued)

1 1

CL. -1) .432896 C () =-2.74794
-.-. q q

M& rad

S0.00018 ) = -0.000106 CD(ft/e) = 0.000050
ft/sec m ft/sec secu u uu

C •11 1
( ' ) = -0.021995 C () = 0.001972 C£ ( ) -0.002209

Cy 7eg n k de

S(-d) 0.1102 C ( ) = -0.013813 Cz ( ) = -0.243246
,' p p

Cr (-) 0 0.536904 Cr( ) =-0.484330 c, (-) = 0.071941
Yr r r

1 1
C (&) = 0.003021 C (&g = -0.001520 C (g) = 0.000364

r r r

-- I

C (-.- =0.000051 C 6 ) 0.000035 (2,C a-k -0. 002141
y 6  deg n6  6 deg

a a a

C--1 1( ) = 0.000 C -0.000940 C -0.001742

0.00104'*7 Cn( ) = 0.00112 C (-) = 0.000138

C C C
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0.6 Mach 30,000 Feet Flight Condition

Longitudinal Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

Z - - -0.526422 M a = 2.52708 X - = 23.0402

Z - 0.066156 M - 5.86214 X- = 3.17035
e ~ee

Z " = -0.111711 = -0.211773 X A = -2.09855
f f f

Z - = 0.997184 M q = -0.341902 X = -48.8785
q q q

Z A -0.000109 M A -0.000337 : -0.005142

Z = -0.004425 Me = 0.000313 Xe = -32.0915

lateral-Directional Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

N = 2.29583 La- = -19.2246 Y = -0.154099

N = -0.000888 L = -0.893601 = 0.082387

Nr- = -0.278676 L r  = 0.318845 Y- = -0.998322

NS = -1.96651 L = 3.92325 Y = 0.021165
r r r

Na = -0.268403 = -17.4468 Y a = 0.0003576aa

N61* = -1.50547 L6U = -13.5832 Y6 = 0.014398

N6 fi 1.51008 L = 0.414519 Y 6 = 0.007335
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MULTI Input File

Longitudinal Axis (0.6 Mach 30,000 Feet)

I110-7 2 2
12n-,, -.0044]R -. 001035 -2.77n .Pn25 -.06s6l5 -. 1117
130n-0 0 o n 1 0 a
140-0 -. 5611 -. 000114 2.121 -. P4')5 .05513 -. n3AO
15n-=0 -.00l$Pq5 .fOlQ-.5449 . 6n -.00264 -. 02064
160=0 n00n2PI2 -. 044?fl 13.34 -.3100; -5.P62 -. 2116
170-0 0 0 0 0 -20 0
180-0 0 0 o 0 0 -20
190-00
200-0 0
210-0 0
220-0 0
230-00
240-20 0
250=n 20
2-60-0 0 0 1 0 -. 02207 0.0345517
270-0 0 n n 1 o n
280-NO
290-NO
300-NO

The state vector is:

ct(deg)
e(deg)
u(ft/sec)
A + 0.022921 6 -0.034552 

6~ (g)
X n e

q (deg/sec)
6 e (deg)
6~ (deg)
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MULTI Tnput File

Lateral-Directional Axis (0.6 Mach 30,000 Feet)

inn-1
:"?' 1o-.q3 3

12n-n .n5376 4.742 .n?nl -. n .nnioj .02116 .nn711,R

. O-O 0 0 1 0 n n 0

140-0 -.001747 .0n3976 -.n0274,, .02nj -.o002 .002603 -.0o255R

150-0 0 501.6 -.041" 1.244 -?r. 04 3.023 .4140

160-0 0 -70.65 .0047q1 -.390? -.6447 -1.966 1.51

170-0 0 0 0 n -n n 0
180-0 0 0 0 0 n -20 n
1On n n 0 o o 0 -20

200-0 ) 0
210-0 0 0
220-0 0 0
23n-0 0 0
240-0 0 0

250-20 0 0
260-0 2n 0
270-0 0 20
2Rn 0 1 0 o -.0035061 -.00802142 .01370n9

20-O 0 00 1 0 0 00
'"" 300-0 00 0 100 0

3 10-NO
3 20n-P&
330-NO

The state vector is:

$(deg)
.(deg)
A + 0.003596 6 + 0.008021 6 - 0.013791 6 (g)
y a r c
p

. p(deg/sec)x ffi r(deg/sec)

6 a (deg)
6 r (deg)

6 (deg)-C
NOTE: For the Roll Rate System, the gravity term in the $ and A equa-

tions is dropped, and the yaw rate command drives r-pa toYzero.
To accomplish this, the 2nd term in lines 120 and 140 must be set
to zero,and the fourth term in line 300 is changed from zero to
a value of -0.082115 to account for the pa expression.
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Table A-4

Aircraft Data for the 0.2 Mach and 30 Feet
Flight Condition

Aircraft Parameters

q (dynamic pressure - lbs/ft 2 ) = 59.18

S (wing reference area - ft 2 ) = 300.0

c (wing man aerodynamic cord - ft) = 11.32

b (wing span - ft) = 30.0

VT (trim velocity - ft/sec) = 223.26

W (weight - Ibs) = 21,018.0

Inertias: Ixx (slug - ft 2 ) = 10,033.4

I (slug - ft 2 ) = 53,876.3
yy

17 1 zI (slug _ ft2) = 61,278.5

I x2 (slug - ft 2 ) = 282.132

Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients in the

Stability Axis

a(deg) = 14.98

C - 1.161817 C - 0.0 % = 0.237224

CL -) =0.053031 C (1) =0.002630 C( ) = 0.027636

S 1
1 0.010306 C -) =-0.010462 C T =0.002519mn deg d eg

= 0.008187 Cmf= 0.001132 ( ) = 0.003501

CL6 g, def g e
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Table A-4 (continued)

1 1
CL () =1. 428587 C -) -6.716322

q mq rad

C.= -0.775892 C (-) = 0.017115
ram. rada a

1 C 0 1 1
1 C.(--) =-0001CL (.ft/sec) m 00018 i ft/sec C u (ft-/sec =

c0-0) =-0.020613 Cn(-) = 0.02824 C -0.003015
Ya ~g a degkde

1. 1 1

-0.214209 C= -0.065499 C2 (j- ) = -0.201582
11radk a

yp p p
11

0.60d4 2, -0.5954 0.224680

C ( = 0.003103 C =-0.001716 C 0.000033
Y, deg 16deg k e

r r r

C 0.0049 C1 -00037
Y6c eg = .4 C g-) -0.000566 C9.C -0.00o3

aa

( ) = 0.003154 Cn  (4) =-0.000769 C =-0.001658

yC- = 0.0003 - = 0.000665 C2  (-) = 0.000074

Y6c  ( k de

C C c
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0.2 ach 30 Feet Flight Condition

Longitudinal Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

Z = -0.459802 M 0.542375 X = 12.5375

Z X -0.074045 M - -2.23634 X = 0.357830
e e e

Z( = -0.061526 M " 0.241866 X = -1.97404
f f f

Z = 0.995737 M " --- 0.633651 X - = -58.0974

q q q

Z -0.000786 "  = -0.000651 "  = 0.002886

Z e  -0.037268 M = -0.000058 Xe  = -31.1064

Lateral-Directional Body Axis Primed Dimensional Derivatives

N = 0.919806 L = -11.0532 Y = -0.143895

N = -0.003864 L = -0.934188 Y " = 0.261703
p p p

Nr "  = -0.257624 Lr  = 1.03044 Y -0.994485

r r rN~r" = -0.814818 L~r = 1. 42280 Y~"= 0.021662

N = 0.075009 La= -4.47725 Y = 0.010422

ND " = -0.603086 L6DT  = -4.28449 YD T = 0.022018

Na C = 0.328110 LS = -0.296006 Y = 0.006234
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MULTI Input File

Longitudinal Axis (0.2 Mach 30 Feet)

I110=7 -

12n=0 -. 01727 -. 00520;5 -7.607 .062A -. 07405 -. 06152

140=0 -. 542() -. (01605 1.663 -. 00RI *006?46 -. 03445
150=0 -. 005033 -.nnn,)3727 -.4707 n054Ql .005177 -. O4RC)1
160=0 -. 0000542P -. nS426 0*07fl -. 5Q4R -2.236 .2410
170=0 0 0 0 0 -20 0
180=n n 0 0 0 0 -2n
190=0 0
20n00
210-0 n
220=0 0

240=20 0
25n-0 20
260=0 0 n I n -.007%R251 .0002734112
270-0) 0 0 0 1 0 0

'7 300-NO

The state vector is:

cx(deg)
e(deg)
A + 0.007948 6 -0.009273 

6 f (g)
n e

q(deglsec)

65 (deg)

45f(deg)
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MULTI Input File

Lateral-Directional Axis (0.2 Mach 30 Feet)

1 Yn=9 13
1 1n=Q 3 3

120= .1303 13.76 .2615 -. n760 .015n1 .02167 .006242

130=f 0 1 1 n 0 o 0
140=o -. no]457 -.01R'; -. n)?743 .0107? -.0n00145 .00030q -.onnO7hQ
150=n 0 1057 -. 046Q 2.3P4 -5.54Q 1.413 -. 2n54
160=) I -P7.06 -.O02ql7 -.37n2 -.07577 -.8148 .328I

170-n 11 0 0 0 -20 n 0
n-0= 0 0 o 0 0 -20 0

10o=0 0 0 n ) 0 n -20
2nn-o n 0
2001=0 0 0
2 10-t) 0
220=0 0 0
230=0 0 0

24n=o n n
250-2n n n

260n= 2n n

?70-0 0 20

2P=0 0 1 0 0 .nn135443 -.n, 353nI .03215c7

200=0 0 0 n1 0) 0 0
30=00000

320=NO3

330-NO

The state vector is:

"(deg)

-(deg)
A - 0.001354 6 + 0.003539 6 - 0.003236 6 (g)
y a r c
p

= p (deg/sec)
x= r(deg/sec)

6 (deg)
a

6 r(deg)

6C (deg)

NOTE: For the Roll Rate System, the gravity term in the 6 and A equa-

tions is dropped and the yaw rate command drives r-pa to ero.

To accomplish this, the 2nd term in lines 120 and 140 must be set

to zero, and the fourth term in line 300 is changed from zero to

a value of -0.26143 to account for the pa expression.
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Appendix B

Aircraft Equations of Motion

Longitudinal Equations - Body Axes

F = M (W + pV - qU) - mg cose cosb (B-1)zcg

thus

F
z

, = g pV + qU + g cosO cos4 (B-2)
m

+ C 6e + C 6f (B-3)

* * Substituting Eq. (B-3) into (B-2) gives:

*Sm [ O + +Ca +C + C } T +  CZuVT

+v. + Ce6e + C6f] - pV + qU + g cosO cosl (B-4)

To develop perturbation equations, a 1g wings level

trim flight condition is examined where =0 , T=O , q=O

6f=O , AU=O , p=O , and cose is approximately one. The trim

angle of attack and elevator position are aT and 6 eT respec-

tively.
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0 S + C a + C 65el + g (B-5)m Lzo0 z T z 6eT

Thus, the aerodynamic forces balance the vehicle's

weight. To account for small variations from this trim con-

dition, perturbation angle of attack a and elevator posi-(p

tion 6e are added to the equation. A term for small changes
p

in sensed g is also included.

= .. [Zo + Cz,(aT + ap) + z 6 eT + 6ep]

+ g - (g sineT)6 (B-6)

Cancelling the terms that are equal from Eq. (B-5)

yields:

W [CqS P C &e - (g sineT)@ (B-7)
S za Z~e

The equation is expanded to include perturbations in &, q,

U and 6f by referring to Eq. (B-4).

+{C a+ C+ CzA T + C 6em za Z a Zq 2VT zU.VT Z6e P

+ Cz6f] + qU - (g sineT)e (B-8)

The p subscript is dropped and U=V AU is expressed as

u. Thus, the perturbation equation is:
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= z  m2U z + m2U)Cz q + ()Cza a q u

+ ( _S )C 6e + (m-L)C 6f + qU- (g sineT)e (B-9)

8 e mz6f

or

iv= (Za )a + (Z&)a + (Zq )q + (Zu )u + (Z6e)6e

+ (ZWf)6f + qU - (g sineT)e (B-10)

Dividing by U, letting and gathering the a terms

on the left-hand side of the equation gives:

Z. z z z z
= + (--q)q + (-U-)u + )6e

g sineT
+Z( )6f + q -( )e (B-li)

Z.
a.
- is very small and is ignored. Using the primed

notation and noting that all states are perturbations from

the trim condition, the equation can be expressed as:

(Za )a + (Zq'Z)q + (Zu )u + (Z6e)6e

+ (zef) f + (Ze6)e (B-12)

where Z _ _S C (B-13)a U mU z

Z 1 + _q= 1 + qSc (B-14)

Z

u U 2 zmU u (B-15)
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z -
6e IS (B-16)

6e U mU

-z-~sn (B-i17)

e UU T

In a similar manner, the force equation in the x-axis is

reduced to a perturbation equation.

F =m(U + qW -rV) + mg sine (B-19)xcg

thus
F
x
m W+rV gsn (B-20)

Fx

m m 0 xaxq 2

+C x e 6ce +C 6f6f] (B-21)

m = [x 0  OXc + f q 2VT+Cx~

+ C 6e +C 6f -qW +rV-gsine (B-22)
x x
6e 6f]

For trimmed flight, thrust exactly equals the drag

forces.

T = S x 0 + C xO T + C X eT]e (B-23)
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The perturbation equation is:

u=q-L ct+ Cq + -- C u+ 2-SC 6em x m2U x mU x m x

+ _C 6f qWM U1+r gc e (-4m X 6 f U + - gcsT)O B-4

By letting at T and U the equation can be

written as:

u=(Xa )az + (Xq )q + (X~ )U + (X e)6e + (X f)6f

qaTU+r (B-25)

Assuming only longitudinal motion, a and r are zero

and noting that all states are perturbations from trim con-

ditions, the equation is expressed as:

(X= CX )a + (X u)U + (Xe )6 e + (X6  )6 f

+- (X q')q + (Xe)6 (B-26)

where X =X L9. C (B-27)OL a m X

XA =X qSC(B-28)u u mx
u

XCeLSX6 C (B-29)

X L=X =-C (B-30)
6f 6~f m xf
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S - Ua C -Ua (B-31)
q q T m2U x Tq

X = -g COSOT (B-32)

The pitching moment equation is used to develop the perturb-

ation q equation.

2 2
m 1 + pr(I _ zz) ) (r p2 (B-33)- i: i My 4 yy x

2 2 (x4
q Iyy M y - pr(Ixx I zz + (r - (B34

For longitudinal motion only, r and p are zero and the

equation becomes:

M

I y = (B-35)I~yy

and

= S C  + Cma + {Cm&& + Cmq} 2 T

+ u VT + Cm 6 e + Cm 6f] (B-36)

In trimmed flight, the moments are assumed to be zero.

m =Sc Cm +Cm aT + Cm eT =0 (B-37)My 0S mo Ca 6me  T

Letting VT = U , introducing perturbation angle of attack

and elevator position variables, and cancelling the above
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terms that add to zero, gives the perturbation equation:

C
Mrs + cq} -S + um AM =~ Lma +CM.a Cm 2U u U

+ C 6e + C ] (B-38)me m

Substituting Eq. (B-38) into (B-35)

q S C a +Qc c S q+4 c A
I m 2UI m& 2UI m UI mUyy a yy ayy q yy

+ - SC C 6e + dSc 6 f (B-39)
I m ~ I i~

yy 6eyy 6

In dimensional form, this is written as follows:

(M a)a + (M&)a + (M q)q +- (M u)AU

+ (M )6e + (M 6cf (B-40)

Substituting Eq (B-12) for ainto Eq. (B-40) and letting AU

be represented by perturbation u yields:

q=(Ma + MjZ )a + (M -M )q+( +MZ ua a q a q au

+ (M +MZ )de + (Mf + M&Zf)Sf
6e a &~'6

N
+ (M&ZO) (B-41)

Using the primed notation, the equation is represented as:

q (Ma a + (M )q + (M u )u + (M A )6e
q 6

.4w+ (M W)6 + (Me )8 (B-42)
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where
_Sc Scqc CZ

Ma I (y m )b + UIy (Cm&)b] zc (B-43)

% m lc ) + (C ) z (B44
Mq 2UIy mq b m- b q J(-4

. s2
uC +m U (C u (B-45)

=UI m b +2U yy M& ]
yy u y

M6e = QSC (Cm )b + Cm.) Z(e (B-46)

yy e L2 YY

-6 = Iy Cm 6eb 2 (Cm)b] (B-47)

yy z ?-
-2c

g S-c (C ) - (B-48)

mI (C(B48

Note: b denotes coefficients that are expressed in the

body axes.

Lateral-Directional Equation - Body Axes

The sideforce equation is:

F - m(V + rU - pW) - mg cosesino (B-49)
Ycg

thus
F

V= Ycg rU + pW + g cosesino (B-50)
m
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+ r + + C+
J y CpYrri2 b T c Y a

+ +0 6r +C 6c] (B-51)

Substituting Eq. (8-51) into (B-50) and letting U V VT

* yields:

V O 8 + m2U ~ry ~y y m~b +~c 6

C 5r + -C 6cc
m 6r m 6c

-rU + pW + g cos~sin (B-52)

Written with dimensional derivatives, this becomes:

v(Y )+ (Y p)p +(Yr )r +(Y 6a )Sa + (YSr )6r

+ (Y 6c)6c -rU + pW + g cosesino (B-53)

Dividing by-U, letting 8 ,c sino = in

radians, and gathering terms together yields:

+ Y ~ + r -1)r + 6~a)6
UU 8 + - cU

g coseT
+ (-yj-)6r + (-6-) 6c + (- ) (B-54)

Using the primed notation, the equation is represented as:

=(Y Oa + (Y p)p + (Yr' )r + (Y6a')6a + (Y 6r')r

+ (Y 6)6c + (Y)o (8-55)
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where

Y d = (C (B-56)

Y S (C~ ) + CLT (B-57)
n2U 2  p

qSb (C b-1(-8
Yr' m2U 2 r)b(-8

- (B-59)
6a mU (Ca )

mU Y6r

- - (Cy~ ~ (B-61)

Y g coseT (B-62)
6 U

The yawing moment equation can be expressed as:

M =iI + qp(I -I ) ~ qr)I (-3

*Assuming q =0 ,this reduces to:

I M + I(B-64)

=z jSb cs+ IC P + Cnr} b+C 6a

+ C 6r +C cl (B-65)
n r n6C
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Combining Eqs. (B-64) and (B-65) and solving for r with

U VT gives:

= Sb 0 Cn6+qSb
2  q~Sb2 Cn r +i 6a

n z Izz 2 U Cn P + I 2U nr n 6a.,' pz zz r zz 6na

+ qSb C n6r +Sbn 5c+I x z  (B-66)
Izz + Izz 6c zz

In dimensional derivative notation, this is:

S= (N )a + (N )p + (Nr )r + (Na )6a + (N r)Sr

+ (N 6 c + Ixz (B-67)+ N6C I -
zz

The rolling moment equation is written as:

M =pI + qr(I -I -(pq + r)I (B-68)x xx zz yy xz

Assuming q = 0 , the equation reduces to:

I x M Ixz (B-69)

= CSb + {Ct p + C.rr} + C.6

+ C 6r + C 1 (B-70)
z. 6r z 6 C c
C(Sr (Sc j

Combining Eqs. (B-69) and (B-70) and solving for p with

U = VT gives:
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LS'" 1 "-C£ + qb C£ p + S 2 C£ r + qSb c a
= I xx k Ixx 2U 9p I xx 2U 9r I xx 9C£6a

p r|

I

+ 6 r+Q4bC 6c+ xz(..
+xx r6r I xx 916c 1 xx (B-71)

(L )B + (Lp)p + (Lr)r + (L 6 a)ta + (L 6 r )6r

I
+ (L )6c + j -- (B-72)

Sc I xx
lp

Equations (B-67) and (B-72) are solved to give expressions

for i and W. Written in primed derivatives, these are:

N = + (N p)p + (N ')r + (N 6  )6a
p6

+ (N )Sr + (N )6c (B-73)
6r 6c

where

Ixz
- zz

N" I 2 for i , P, r, 6a, 6r, 6c
I xz-

xx zz (B-74)

and

(Lo) + (L p)p + (Lr. )r + (L 6a)6a

+ (Lr)6r + (L 6 )6c (B-75)
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where

L+ I N.

LX for i a , p, r, 6a, 6r, 6c

(I )2
xx ZZ) (B-76)

The State Equations

Equations (B-12), (B-26) and (B-42) are combined

with an expression for 0and first-order actuator models

(developed in Chapter II) to form the longitudinal state

equations.

0=q coso - r sino (B-77)

Assuming is small and r is zero, this Ilecomes:

8 q (B-78)

Thus, the longitudinal state equations are:

O 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0

xX 0' x.' Xa Xq x~e - u 0 0

UU a q 6re S5f m

de 0 0 a 0 20 0 6e 20 0

f 0 0 0 0 -20 6f 0 20

(B-79)
Units are radians, feet per second, and radians per second.
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Equations (B-55), (B-73) and (B-75) are combined witih

an expression for ( and first-order actuator models to form

the lateral-directional state equations.

p = p + q sine tanO + r coso tane (B-80)

Assuming 6 = 0 , this becomes:

( = p (B-S1)

Thus, the lateral-directional state equations are:

* I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SYO, Y ' Y" Y  . . .Y o o 0 "o

p r 6a 6dr Y6c
B p r 6a L6r L6C d

0 N N N N N N r + 0 0 0 Sr
B p r 6. Sr 6c cmd

0a 0 0 0 0 -20 0 0 6a 20 0 0 6Socod

Sr 0 0 0 0 0 -20 0 6r 0 20 0

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 -20 6c 0 0 20

(B-82)

These state equations must still be transformed as

shown in Chapter II to obtain longitudinal and lateral

accelerations as states. The stability axes coefficients

must be converted to body axes coefficients for use in the

equations previously developed. The conversion equations

are:

2 .2
Cz  (-CL -CDD) cos aT + (-CD -c sin 2 T

- + (-CL -CLCD ) cosaT sinaT (s-83)

uci
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C = -CL.COS2 aT (B-83a)
a a

SZ= -CL CosaT (B-84)
q q

C = (-CL -2 CL) C2OaT + (CD CL) sin 2aTU U

+ (CL -CD -CD) cosaT sinaT (B-85)

C7  = -CT CosaT, - C- sina / 0^%

Cx a (-CD +CL) Cos aT + (CL +2 CL) sin 2aTa u

+ (-CD CD+CL ) Cosa T sinaT (B-87)
Ua

CX = CL sinaT (B-88)q q

C = (-C 2C2 + (-C C 2XD- D ) Cos aT L D) sin aT

+ (CD +CL +CL) cosaT sinaT (B-89)
a u

CX - cosaT + C sina (B-90)
x D6 L6 T

(CM )b =CM CosaT + (CM +2 CM) sinaT (B-91)a u

(CM')b = CM. cosaT 
(B-92)

(m ab = (M. T
a a

(C (CM +2 CM) cosaT - cM sinaT (B-93)
u u a
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(CM )b =CM (B-94)
q q

(CM b CM (B-95)

where b is used to distinguish body axes from stability

axes when necessary.

The equations for converting the lateral derivatives

to body axes are:

(C C cT - C sinaT (B-96)

( b2z Tbn0T

(C -)b Ck cos 2 aT + Cn  sin 2T

p p r

- (C +Cnp) sinaT cosaT (B-97)
r p

2

(C~~ b 
= C~r costT - (Cn-C sina Cosa(Z2 ~b XT n0 2k s(Tc T

r r I* p
.2

- n  sin a T (B-98)
p

cosT - C sinaT (B-99)
(02, )b =0C2.n

(C n)b cosa T +0 sinT (B-100)

(C b = Cnp cos2 aT - (Cnr-Cp) sinaT cosaT

2,
r
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) =c 2
(C ~ b Csca + (C~ +C )siflct Cosa~

nr b nr T .r npT T

+ C, sin 2 a (B-102)

(Cn )b b C n Cosa T + C z sina T (B-103)

(C )=C (B-104)
V, b V,

(C ~ C b=y CosaT C~ sina (B-105)
pp r

(cyrb Cy Cosat~ + C sinaT (B-106)
r y

p

(C C (B-107)

All of the computations to develop the body axes

primed derivatives from stability axes coefficients are per-

formed by the CAT program (see Appendix D).

Miscellaneous Equations

To convert inertias from the body axes to the sta-

bility axes, the following equations are used.

xxS (1 xx)B cos aT +(1z)B sin~h

-
2 (1 xz)B cosaT sinctT (B-108)F.( (I I )sinca + (I Co)zz S xx B T zz B T

+ 2 (IXZ)B cosczT sinctT (B-109)
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(Ixz) s  [(Ixx)B (I zz) B CosaT sinaT

+ (I xz)B [cos2aT sin 2 aT (B-l1)

where ( )S is used to denote the stability axes.

Accelerations at points other than the center of

gravity are calculated using:

£x q27+3r2 + £y

Ax = Ax (1-8 5+)( ) 18(4 pq - r)

+ z -pr + q) (B-ill)
9. 2 . 2 2

=AP-45 5"- )- Y)PX
Ay Ay + + r) (- )(

eg

+1845 57.3 - P) B1

A Ax (pr q) (ky 4)( rq + P)
An An -45 57.3 1 57.3

cg
2. 2 2--. + -) (P-

1 845  5 7 .3  (B-113)

Accelerations are in units of g, angular rates are in units

of degrees per second, and angular accelerations are in

2degrees per second2 . The distances Lx, 2. z.Z are measured

in feet. The kx distance is positive moving forward from

the CG along the x-axis. The 2y distance is positive along

the y-axis moving out the right wing from the center of

.- gravity. The k z distance is positive along the z-axis or

down from the CG.
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Angle of attack and angle of sideslip are expressed

as:

-1 W -lv
a= tan (y) and = sin (VT-) (B-114)

where VT = (U2 + V2 + W2 (B-115)
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Appendix C

Maximum Command Responses

This appendix contains responses to maximum estimated

commands used to select system gains that do not cause con-

trol surface position or rate limits to be exceeded. Point-

ing and sideforce system plots are not included since the

maximum commanded responses are presented in Chapter V.

The responses in this appendix are not intended to

indicate adequacy of the aircraft model in properly repre-

senting such large maneuvers. They are simply used as a

guideline in establishing realistic gains.

The design parameters given in Chapter V for each

flight condition and system apply to these responses with

the exception that the inputs have been appropriately

increased.
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Figure C-la. G-Comnand System Response to a 9g Step
Command (0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Figure C-lb. G-Command System Response to a 9g Step
Command (0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Figure C-2a. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
308 deg/sec Pulse Command (0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Figure C-2b. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
308 deg/sec Pulse Command (.0.9 Mach 20,000 feet)
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Figure C-2d. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
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Figure C-2e. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
308 deg/see Pulse Command (0.9 Mah 20,000 feet)

NOTE: Points in the figure indicate the time to roll

to 900 and time to roll to 360* for a maximum

command input.
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2T. .3

Figure C-3a. G-Command System Response to a 8.5g
Step Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure C-3b. G-Command System Response to a 8.5g
Step Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure C-3d. G-Command System Response to a 8.5g
Step Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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200 deg/sec Pulse Command (1.6 Mach 30,000 feet)
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Figure C-4d. Roll Rate Command System Response to a
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Appendix D

Conversion And Transformation (CAT) Program

.41.

Results of the CAT program for the 0.9 Mach 20,000

feet flight condition are given as a sample of the program's

output. A listing of the program is also included in this

appendix.

CAT is an interactive program requiring 27K of com-

puter memory and 0.16 seconds of CP time for execution. The

program performs an axis transformation on nondimensional

aircraft data from the stability to the body axis. If

requested it also dimensionalizes the data and converts it

to primed body axis derivatives for direct use in a state-

space model representation for the aircraft. (Refer to

Chapter II or Appendix B for an explanation of the primed

derivatives.) The program can perform these calculations on

longitudinal data, lateral-directional data, or both simul-

taneously as specified by the user in answer to questions

at the beginning of the program.

It should be noted that aerodynamic data are entered

in terms of the stability axis and inertias are entered in

body axis by convention. The proper units for each input

are specified when the input is requested by the program.

Theta is requested as an input. For trimmed level flight,

theta should be set equal to the trim angle of attack.
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1

Sample Run for the CAT Program

*** AXIS TRANSFOILATION PROGRAM *

ENTER STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIEUTS FOR TRA:SFO*1ATION

TO BODY AXIS. TRIM ALPIA IS NEEDED FOP CONVERSION.
11OtIENT COEFFICIENTS AND SIDEFORCE COEFFICIENTS NOT

REQUE-STED REMAIN UNCHANGED.
NOTE: ALL COEFFICIENTS ARE REQUESTED WHEN CO4PUTING
DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES.

TO TRANSFORMl ONLY LONGITUDINAL DATA - TYPE LONG
TO TRANSFO! ONLY LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA - TYPE LAT
TO TRANSFORM BOTH LONG AND LAT-DIR DATA - TYPE BOTH

KEYWORD =BOTII
ARE DIMENSIONAL BODY AXIS DERIVATIVES REQUIRED ? (YES/NO)YES

Q (DYNAMIC PRESSURE - LBS/FT2) - 552.11295
S (WING REFERENCE AREA - FT2) = 300.0
C (WING MEAN AERODYNAMIC CORD - FT) - 11.32
B (WING SPAN - FT) - 30.0
VT (TRIM VELOCITY - FT/SEC) - 933.23
THETA (PITCH ANGLE - DECS) = 1.86
W (WEIGHT - LBS) - 21018.0
INERTIAS MUST BE INPUT IN BODY AXIS.
IXX (SLUG-FT2) - 10033.429
IYY (SLUG-FT2) - 53876.269
IZZ (SLLUG-FT2) - 61278.452
IXZ (SLUG-FT2) - 282.13217

AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS
Q (DYNAMIC PRESSURE - LBS/FT2) = 552. 113
S (WING REFERENCE AREA - FT2) = 300.000
C (WING MEAN AERODYNAMIC CORD - FT) - 11.3200
B (WING SPAN - FT) = 30.0000
VT (TRIM VELOCITY - FT/SEC) - 933.230
THETA - 1.86000
W (WEIGHT - LBS) - 21018.0
IXX (SLUG-FT2) - 10033.4
IYY (SLUG-FT2) - 53876.3
IZZ (SLUG-FT2) - 61278.5
IXZ (SLUG-FT2) - 282.132

IS THE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO)YES

ALPHA (DEG) - 1.86
CL - 0.12618613

CLA (I/DEG) = 0.094812
CLDE (1/DEG) - 0.009578
CLDF (1/DEC) - 0.015718
CLQ (1/RAD) = 3.161717
CLAD (1/RAD) = -1.357762
CLU (1/(FT/SEC)) - -0.000442
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CD- 0.023765548
CDA (1/DEG) - 0.002636
CDDr (1/nEC) - 0.000173
CDDF (1/DEC) - 0.000351
CDL' (1/(FT/SEC)) - 0.00016

CM-0.0
0C!A (I/DEC) - 0.001938
CXDE (1/DZG) - -0.012086
010~F (1/DEG) - -0.00328
CN;Q (1/RAD) - -2.382 199
CHAD (1/RAD) - -1.307597
CMlU (1/(FT/SEC)) - -0.00006

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIENTS
ALPHA - 1.86000

CL - .126186 CH - 0. CD - .237655E-O1
CLA - .948120E-01 CMA - .193800E-02 CDA - .263600E-02

CLDE - .957800E-02 CMDE - -.120860E-01 CDDE - .173000E-03
CLDF - .157180E-01 CHDF - -.328000E-02 CDDF - .351000E-03
CLQ - 3. 16172 C'IQ - -2.38220

CLAD - -1.35776 CMAD - -1.30760
CLU - -.442000E-03 CMU - -. 600000E-04 CDU - .160000E-03

IS THlE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO)YES

LONGITUDINAL BODY AXIS COEFFICIENTS (1/RAD)
CZ - -.126891 CX - -. 196573E-01

CZA - -5.45937 CHA - .110979 CXA - .150896
CZDE - -.548812 CXDE - .790500E-02
CZDF - -. 900753 CXDF - .913012E-02

CZQ - -3.16005 CXQ - .102621
CZAD - 1.35633 CMAD - -1.30691 CXAD - -. 440462E-01
CZL1 - -. 761884E-01 Oil) - -. 366402E-02 CXU - -. 444101E-O1

LONG BODY AXIS DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES
Z - -21017.5 M - 0. X - -3255.92

ZA - -1385.34 MA - 3.86223 XA - 38.2906
LZZDF. - -139.263 KDE - -24.0992 XDE - 2.00593

ZDF - -228.570 KDF - -6.54025 XDF - 2.31681
ZQ - -4.86335 MQ - -.502810 XQ - .157935

ZAD - 2.08741 MAD - -. 275849 XAD - -.677876E-01I
ZL' - -. 207164E-01 HU - -. 136636E-03 XU - -. 120755E-01

LONG BODY AXIS PRIMED DIMENSONAL DERIVATIVES
ZA' - -1.48446 MA' - 4.27 171 XA' 38.2906

ZDE' - -.149227 MDE' - -24.0581 XDE' - 2.00593
ZDF' n -.244924 MDF' - -6.47269 XDF' - 2.31681

ZQ' - .994789 MQ' - -.777221 XQ' - -30.1376
ZU' - -. 221986E-04 MU' - -. 130513E-03 XU' -.120755E-01

ZTHETA' -. 111991E-02 MTHETA' -. 308924E-03 XTHETA' -- 32. 1830
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CNB (1/DEG) - 0.001675
CNP (1/RAD) - -0.005541
CNR (1/RAD) - -0.27912
CNDR (1/DEC) - -0.001272
CNDA (I/DEG) a -0.00016
CNDDT (I/DEG) - -0.000997
CNDC (I/DEC) - 0.001256
CLB (I/DEG) - -0.001901
CLP (1/RAD) = -0.351217
CLR (1/RAD) = 0.021937
CLDR (1/DEG) = 0.000331
CLDA (I/DEC) - -0.001804
CLDDT (l/DEG) - -0.001816
CLDC (l/DEG) - 0.00023
CYB (I/DEG) - -0.022052
CYP (1/RAD) - 0.057563
CYR (1/RAD) - 0.557635
CYDR (1/DEG) - 0.002377
CYDA (I/DEG) - -0.000098

CYDDT (I/DEG) = 0.001708
CYDC (1/DEG) - 0.001716

LAT-DIR STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIENTS
CNB - .167500E-02 CLB - -. 1901OOE-02 CYB - -. 220520E-OI
CNP - -. 554100E-02 CLP - -.351217 CYP - .575630E-01
CNR -.279120 CLR - .219370E-O1 CYR - .557635

CNDR -. 127200E-02 CLDR - .33100Z-03 CYDR - .237700E-02
CNDA -. 160000E-03 CLDA - -. 180400E-02 CYDA - -. 880000E-O4

CNDDT -. 9970OOE-03 CLDDT - -. 181600E-02 CYDDT - . 170800E-02
CNDC .125600E-02 CLDC - .23000OE-03 CYDC - .171600E-02

IS THE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO)YES

*AT-DIR BODY AXIS COEFFICIENTS
CNB - .923846E-O1 CLB - -. 111977 CYB - -1.26349
CNP - -.789712E-02 CLP - -.351673 CYP - .394333E-01
CNR - -.278664 CLR - .195809E-O1 CYR - .559210

CNDR - -.722263E-01 CLDR - .213204E-01 CYDR - .136192
CNDA - -. 125173E-01 CLDA - -. 103010 CYDA - -.504203E-02

CNDDT - -.6047IOE-01 CLDDT - -. 102140 CYDDT - .978612E-01
CNDC - .723533E-O1 CLDC - .108353E-01 CYDC - .983196E-O1

LAT-DIR BODY AXIS DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES
NB - 7.49139 LB - -55.4561 YB - -320.615
NP - -. 102928E-O1 LP - -2.79938 YP - .160834
NR - -.363200 LR - .155868 YR - 2.28082

NDR - -5.85677 LDR - 10.5589 YDR - 34.5593
NDA - -1.01502 LDA - -51.0151 YDA - -1.27944

NDiT - -4.90354 LDDT - -50.5845 YDDT - 24.8327
NDC - 5.86707 LDC - 5.36616 YDC - 24.9490
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LAT-DIR BODY AXIS PRIED DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES
INB 7.23700 L3' -55.2526 YB' -.343554

NP' -. 231845E-01I LP' -2.80004 YP' .326355E-0 1

NR' -.362530 LRI - .145674 YR' -.997556
NDR' -5.80890 LDR' 10.3955 YDR' .370320E-01
NDA' -1.25006 LDAI -51.0502 YDA' -. 137098E-02

NDDT' -- 5. 13710 LDDT' -- 50.7290 YDDT' - .266094E-01
NDC' - 5.89254 LDC' - 5.53185 YD)C' .267341IE-01

IS ANOTHER PROGRAM RUN DESIRED ? (YES/NO)NO

END CAT
027000 MtAXIMUM EXECUTION FL.
0.242 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.

COMMAND-

28.
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Program Listing for the Conversion and Transformation
(CAT) Program

100- PROGRAN CAT (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5-INPUT, TAPE6OITrPUT)
110- REAL AL NA, CL, CLA, CLDE, CLDF, CLQ, CLAD, CLU,
120- 1CD, CDA, CDDF, CD)F, CDU,
130- 2CZ, CZA,CZDE,CZDF,CZQ,CZAD,CZU,
140- 3CX, CXA, CXOE, CXDF, CXU, DAL PIA, DPR,
150- 4CNB, CNP, CNTR,
160- 5CNDR, C.-DA, CNDDT, CNDC,
170- 6CLB,CLP,CLR,
180- 7CLDR, CLDA, CLDDT, CLDC,
190- 8CYP, CYR, L, N,
200- 9M, f 1, MA, MAD, MQ, MU, MDE, NIDF
210- DPR - 57.2957795
220- WRITE(6,5)
230- 5 FORMAT( lX, *****************************************************)
240- WRITE(6, 10)
250- 10 FO.RMAT( lX, "******** AXIS TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM ***************)

260- WRITE(6,20)
270- 20 FOMAT( lX,****************************************************)
280- WRITE(6, 100)
290- 100 FORlIAT(IX,*ENrTER STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIENTS FOR TRANSFORl.ATION*)
300- WRITE(6, 101)
310- 101 FOIMAT(IX,*TO BODY AXIS. TRIM ALPHA IS NEEDED FOR CONVERSION.*)
320- WRITE(6,102)
330- 102 FORMAT(1X,*MOMENT COEFFICIENTS AND SIDEFORCE COEFFICIENTS UOT*)
340- WRITE(6,40)
350- 40 FORMAT(IX,*REQUESTED REMAIN LNCHANGED.*)
360- WRITE(6,41)
370- 41 FORIAT(1X,*NOTE: ALL COEFFICIENTS ARE REQUESTED WHEN COIUTING*)
380- WRITE(6,42)
390- 42 FORMAT(1X,*DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES.*)
400- 103 CONTINUE
4 10- WRITE(6,30)
420- 30 FOR.IAT(X,*****************************************************)
430- WRITE(6,106)

440- 106 FORMAT( 1X,*TO TRANSFORI ONLY LONGITUDINAL DATA - TYPE LONG*)
450- WRITE(6, 107)
460- 107 FORMAT( lX,*TO TRANSFORM ONLY LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA - TYPE LAT*)
470- WRITE(6,108)
480- 108 FORMAT( 1X,*TO TRANSFORM BOTH LONG AND LAT-DIR DATA - TYPE BOTH*)
490- WRITE(6, 111)
500- 111 FOP.IAT( X,*KEYWORD =
510- READ(5,109) KEY
520- 109 FORMAT(A3)
530- IF(KEY .EQ. 3HIAT) GO TO 104
540- IF(KEY .EQ. 3HLON) GO TO 104
550- IF(KEY .EQ. 3HBOT) GO TO 104
560- GO TO 103
570- 104 CONTINUE
580- 2000 CONTINUE
590- WRITE(6, 2010)
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F::600- 2010 FORMIAT(lX,*ARE DIMENSIONAL BODY AXIS DERIVATIVES REQUIRED ? (YES/

620- READ(5,2020) KEYl
630- 2020 FORMAT(A3)
640- WRITE(6,2030)
650- 2030FOATl, **************************)

660- IF (KEY] .EQ. 311YES) GO TO 2040
670- IF (KEYI .EQ. 3HNO ) GO TO 2150
680- CO TO 2000

I .690- 2040 CONTINUE
700- WRITE(6,2050)K710- 2050 FORMAT(1X,*Q (DYNANIC PRESSURE -LBS/FT**2)

720- READ(5,*) Q
730- WRITE(6, 2060)
740- 2060 FORMAT(lX,*S (WING REFERENCE AREA -FT**2)

750- READ(5,*) S
760- WRITE(6, 2065)
770- 2065 FORMAT(lX,*C (WING MEAN AERODYNAMIC CORD -FT)-

780- READ(5,*) C
790- WRITE(6,2070)
800- 2070 FORMAT(1X,*B (WING SPAN -FT)

810- READ(5,*) B
820- WRITE(6,2080)
830- 2080 FORMAT(lX,*VT (TRIM VELOCITY -FT/SEC)-

840- READ (5,*) U
850- WRITE(6, 2081)
860- 2081 FORMbAT(X,*THETA (PITCH ANGLE - DEGS)-
870- READ(5,*) DTHETA
880- WRITE(6, 2085)
890- 2085 FORMAT(1X,*W (WEIGHT - LBS) -

920 200FRA~lIET MUST BE INPUT IN BODY AXIS.*)

940-210 FOMATlXIXX(SLUG-FT**2) -
980- READ(5,*) BIYY

1030- 2130 FORHAT(1X,*IYz (SLUG-FT**2) -

1050- WRITE(6,2140)
1060- 2140 FORMAT( IX,*Z ********************************

1070- WRITE(6,3030)
1080- 3030 FORIAT(l1X,*IRCRALUFT*2 AAETR*

1090- WRITE(6, 3050)Q
100- 3050 FORMAT(1X,* (DYAMIC PRETSSUE*) SP**)-*G3

1110- WRITE(6,3060) S
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I i- .lr Q- 7- .- v - -7

-* - 1120- 3060 FORMAT(1IX.*S (WING REFERENCE AREA -FT**2) *,C13.6)
1130- WRITE(6,3065) C
1140- 3065 FORMAT(1X,*C (WING MEAN AERODYNAMIC CORD -FT) -*,G13.6)

1150- WRITE(6,3070) B
1160- 3070 FORMAT(lX,*B (WING SPAIT - FT) - *,C13.6)
1170- WRITE(6,3080) U
1180- 3080 FORHAT(1X,*VT (TRIM VELOCITY - FT/SEC) - *,G13.6)
1190- WRITE(6,3081) DTHETA
1200- 3081 FORI4AT(1X,*TllETA - *,G13.6)
1210- WRITE(6,3085) W
1220- 3085 FORMAT(1X,*W (WEIGHT - LBS) - *.G13.6)
1230- WRITE(6,3100) BIXX
1240- 3100 FORMAT(1X,*IXX (SLUG-FT**2) - *,G13.6)
1250- WRITE(6,3110) BIYY
1260- 3110 FORI4AT(1X,*IYY 'SLUG-FT**2) - *,G13.6)
1270- WRITE(6,3120) Bs.L1Z
1280- 3120 FORIIAT(1X,*IZZ (SLUG-FT**2) - *,G13.6)
1290- WRITE(6, 3130) BIXZ
1300- 3130 FORMAT(1X,*IXZ (SLUG-FT**2) - *,G13.6)
1310- WRITE(6,3140)
1320- 3140 OMTlx **************************)

*1330- 3000 CONTINUE
1340- WRITE(6,3010)
1350- 3010 FOR.MAT(1X,*IS THE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO) *
1360- READ(5,3020) DATA3

*1370- 3020 FORMAT(A3)
1380- WRTE(6,3025)

* ~~~1390- 3025 O ATlx **************************)

1400- IF(DATA3 *EQ. 3HNO )GO TO 2040
1410- IF(DATA3 .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 2150
1420- GO TO 3000
1430- 2150 CONTINUE
1440- WRITE(6, 105)
1450- 105 FORMAT(1X,*ALRIA (DEG)-
1460- READ(5,*) DALFRA
1470- ALPHA - DALffiA/DFR
1480- IM(EY .EQ. 3HLAT)GO TO 460
1490- WRIT(6, 110)
1500- 110 FORMAT (1X,*CL-
1510- READ(5,*) CL

* 1520- WRITE(6, 120)
1530- 120 FORMAT( 1X,*CIA (1/DEG)-
1540- READ(5,*) CIA
1550- WRITE(6. 130)
1560- 130 FORMAT( 1X,*CLDE (1/DEG)-
1570- READ(5,*) CLDE
1580- WRITE(6, 140)
1590- 140 FORMAT(1X,*CLDF (1/DEG)-
1600- READ(5,*) CLDF
1610- WRITE(6, 150)
1620- 150 FORMAT(1X,*CLQ (1/RAD)-
1630- READ(5,*) CLQ
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* 1640- WRITE(6, 160)
1650- 160 FORMAT(1X, *CLAD (1/RAD)
1660- RF.AD(5,*) CLAD
1670- WRITE(6, 170)
1680- 170 FORIIAT(1X,*CLU (1/(FT/SEC))
1690- READ(5,*) CLU
1700- WRITE(6, 180)
1710- 180 FORMAT(IX, *CD-
1720- READ(5,*) CD
1730- WRITE(6, 190)
1740- 190 FORMAT(1X,*CDA (1/DEG)-
1750- READ(5,*) CDA
1760- WRITE(6, 200)
1770- 200 FORMAT(1X,*CDDE (1/DEG)-
1780- READ(S,*) CDDE
1790- WRITE(6,210)
1800- 210 FORMAT(1X,*CDDF (1/DEG)-
1810- READ(5,*) CDDF
1820- WRITE(6, 220)
1830- 220 FORMAT(1X,*CDU (1/(FT/SEC))-
1840- READ(5,*) CDU
1850- WRITE(6, 1000)
1860- 1000 FOMAT(1X,*C4
1870- READ(5,*) CM
1880- WRITE(6, 1010)
1890- 1010 FORMAT( 1X,*CMA (1/DEG)-
1900- READ(5,*) CMA
1910- IF (KEYl *EQ. 31114 ) GO TO 1005
1920- WRITE(6, 1030) -
1930- 1030 FORMAT(1X,*CMDE (1/DEG) -
1940- READ(5,*) CHDE
1950- WRITE(6, 1040)
1960- 1040 FORMAT(1X,*CMDF (1/DEG) -

*1970- READ(5,*) CMW?
1980- WRITE(6, 1050)
1990- 1050 FORMAT(lX,*CMQ (1/RAD)-
2000- READ(5,*) CHQ
2010- 1005 CONTINUE
2020- WRITE(6, 1060)
2030- 1060 FORMAT( 1X,*CHAD (1/RAD)-
2040- READ(5,*) CMAD
2050- WRITE(6, 1020)
2060- 1020 FORMAT(1X,*CtU (1/(FT/SEC))-
2070- READ(5,*) CHU
2080- WRITE(6, 225)
2090- 225FOMTlx **************************)

2100- WRITE(6,226)
2110- 226 FORMAT(6X,*LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIENTS*)
2120- WRITE(6,230) DALPHA
2130- 230 FORHAT(15X,*ALfiA -*,C13.6)
2140- IF (KEYl .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 1080

-V2150- WRITE(6,240) CL,CD
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-D. -. .7 : .- ..

2160- 240 FORMAT(1X,*CL - *,c13.6,6X,*CD -*,G13.6)
2170- WRITE(6,250) CLA,CDA
2180- 250 FORMAT(1X,*CLA - *,C.13.6,5X,*CD)A -*,G]3.6)

2190- WRITE(6,260) CLDE,CDDE
2200- 260 FORIAT(1X,*CLDE - *,G13.6,4X,*CDDE *,G13.6)
2210- WRITE(6,270) CLDF,CDDF
2220- 270 FORM.AT(lX,*CL.DF - *,c13.6,4X,*CDDF -*,G13.6)
2230- WRITE(6,280) CLQ
2240- 280 FOj9AT(IX,*CLQ - *,G13.6)
2250- IRITE(6,290) CLAD
2260- 290 FORMAT( 1X, *CLAD - *,G13.6)
2270- WRITE(6,300) CLU,CDU
2280- 300 FORMAT(lX,*CLU - *,G13.6,5X,*CDU -*,G13.6)

*2290- 1080 CONTINUE
2300- IF(KEY1 .EQ. 3HNO ) GO TO 1170
2310- WRITE(6, 1090) CL,CM,CD
2320- 1090 FORMAT(4X,*CL - *,G13.6,9X,*CM - *,G13.6,6X,*CD -*,G13.6)
2330- WRITE(6, 1100) CLA,CMA,CDA
2340- 1100 FORMAT(3X,*CLA - *,G13.6,8X,*CtMA - *,G13.6,5X,*CDA - *,G13.6)
2350- WRITE(6, 1110) CLDE,CMDE,CDDE
2360- 1110 FORMAkT(2X,*CLDe- - *,G13.6,7X,*CMDE - *,G13.6,4X,*CDDE - *,G13.6)
2370- WRITE(6, 1120) CLDF,CMDF,CDDF
2380- 1120 FORMAT(2X,*CLDF - *,G13.6,7X,*C,%IDF - *,G13.6,4X,*CDDF - *,G13.6)
2390- WRITE(6, 1130) CLQ,CHQ
2400- 1130 FORMAT(3X,*CLQ - *,C13.6,8X,*CMQ - *,G13.6)

* .2410- WRITE(6, 1150) CLAD, CHAD
2420- 1150 FORMAT(2X,*CLAD - *,C13.6,7X,*CMAD -*,G13.6)
2430- WRITE(6, 1140) CLU,CtMU,CDU
2440- 1140 FORMAT(3X,*CLU - *,G13.6,8X,*CMU - *,G13.6,5X,*CDU -*,G13.6)
2450- 1170 CONTINUE
2460- WRITE(6, 310)
2470- 310 OMTiX"*************************)
2480- 315 CONTINUE
2490- WRITE(6, 320)
2500- 320 FORKAT(lX,*IS THE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO)*)
2510- READ(5,330) DATAI
2520- 330 FORMAT(A3)
2530- WRITE(6,335)
2540- 335FOMTlx **************************)

2550- IF(DATA1 .EQ. 311N0 ) GO TO 2150
-%2560 - IF(DATA1 .EQ. 3HYES) GO To 340

2570- CO TO 315
2580- 340 CONTINUE
2590- WRITE(6, 345)
2600- 345 FORflAT(6X^*ONGITUDINAL BODY AXIS COEFFICIENTS (1/RAD)*)
2610-C

*2620- CIA -CLA*DPR

*2630- CLDE -CLDE*DPR
2640- CLDF -CLDF*DPR
2650- CDA -CDA*DFR

2660- CDDE -CDDE*DPR

2670- CDDF -CDDF*DFR



2680- C14A -CMA*DPR

26 90-C
2700- IF (KEYI -EQ. 3HNO )GO TO 346

2710-C
* 2720- CMDE - CKDE*D 1

2730- CMDF - CMDF*DNR
* 2740-C
*2750- 346 CONTINUE

2760-C
2770- SCZA - -CLA - CD

162780- SCZAD - -CLAD
2790- SCZQ - -CLQ

-A2800- SCZU - -CLU - 2.O*CL
-804SZE- CD

*2810- SCZDE - -CLDE

2830- SCXA - -CDA + CL
2840- SCXU - -CDJ - 2.O*CD
2850- SCXDE - -CDDE
2860- SCXDF - -CDDF
2870-C
2880- CAL - COS(ALI'HA)
2890- SAL - SIN(ALHI1A)
2900- COSSQ - CAL**2
2910- SINSQ - SAL**2
2920- COSSIN - CAL*SAL
2930-C
2940- CZ - -CL*CAL - CD*SAL
2950- CZA - SCZA*COSSQ +(SCZU+SCXA)*COSSIN + SCXU*SINSQ

2980- CZU - SCZU*COSSQ - (SCZA-SCXU)*COSSIN - SCXA*SINSQ
2990- CZDE - SCZDE*CAL + SCXDE*SAL
3000- CZDF - SCZDF*CAL + SCXDF*SAL
3010-C
3020- CX - -CD*CAL + CL*SAL
3030- CXA -SCXA*COSSQ + (SCXU-SCZA)*C0SSIN - SCZU*SINSQ
3040- CXAD -CLAD*COSSIN
3050- CXQ -CLQ*SAL
3060- CXU -SCXU*COSSQ - (SCXA+SCZU)*COSSIN + SCZA*SINSQ
3070- CXDE -SCXDE*CAL - SCZDE*SAL
3080- CXDF -SCXDF*CAL - SCZDF*SAL

* 3090-C
- ~3100- BCMA - CMA*CAL + (CMU + 2.0*0i)*SAL

3110- BCMAD - CMAD* CAL
3120- BOWU - (CMU + 2.0*CM)*CAL -CtNA*SAL

3130-C
3140- WRITE(6,350) CZ,CX
3150- 350 FODHAT(4X,*CZ -*,G13.6,33X,*CX -*,G13.6)

3160- WRITE(6,360) CZA,BOIA,CXA
3170- 360 FORkMAT(3X,*CZA - *,G13.6,8X,*CMA -*,G13.6,5X*CXA -*,G13.6)

3180- WRITE(6,370) CZDE,CXDE
3190- 370 FORMAT(2X,*CZDE -*,G13.6,31X,*CXDE -*,G13.6)
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3200- WRITE(6,380) CZDF,CXDF
*3210- 380 FORMAT(2X,*CZDF - *,G13.6,31X,*CXDF -*,G13.6)

3220- WFTITE(6,390) CZQ,CXQ
*3230- 390 FORMAT(3X,*CZQ -*,Cl3.6,32X,*CXQ -*,G13.6)

3240= WRITE(6,400) CZAD,BCMIAD,CXAD
3250- 400 FOR>IAT(2X,*CZAD -*,G13.6,7X,*C,-IAD =*,G13.6,4X,*CXAD -*,G13.6)

*3260- WRITE(6,410) CZU,BCI'IU,CXU
3270- 410 FORMAT(3X,*CZU - *,Gl3.6,8X,*C-IU -*,C]3.6,5X,*CXU -*,G13.6)

3280- WRITE(6,420)
3290- 420 OAT X **************************)

3300- IF (KEY! .EQ. 311NO )GO TO 1360
3310- ZI (Q*S*32.2)/W
3320- A -C/(2.O*U)
3330- THETA - DTHETA/DFR
3340-C
3350- Z - QSC
3360- ZA - ZL*CZA
3370- ZAD - ZL*A*CZAD
3380- ZQ - ZL*A*CZQ
3390- ZU - (ZL/U)*CZU
3400- ZDE - Zl*CZDE

* 3410- ZDF - Z 1*CZDF
3420-C

*3430- X - QSC
3440- XA - Zl*CXA
3450- XAD -ZL*A*CXAD

3460- XQ - Z l*A*CXQ
3470- XU - (ZL/U)*CXU
3480= XDE -Z 1*CXDE
3490- XDF -Z 1*CXDF
3500-C
3510- MI - (Q*S*C)/BIYY
3520-C
3530- M4 - Q*S*C*Q4
3540- MA - M1*BCMA
3550- HAD - Ml*A*BCMAD
3560- MQ - M 1*A*CHQ
3570- MU - (ML/U)*BCMU
3580- MDE - M1*CMDE
3590- KDF - M1*CMDF

* 3600-C
3610- WRITE(6, 1180)
3620- 1180 FORMAT(5X,*LONC BODY AXIS DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES*)
3630- WRITE(6, 1190) Z,M,X
3640- 1190 FORMAT(5X,*Z -*,G13.6,IOX,*M - *,G13.6,7X,*X - *,G13.6)
3650- WRITE(6, 1200) ZA,MA,XA
3660- 1200 FORJIAT(4X,*ZA - *,Gl3.6,9X,*ItA - *,G13.6,6X,*XA - *,G13.6)
3670- WRITE(6, 1210) ZDE,MDE,XDE
3680- 1210 FORMAT(3X,*ZDE - *,G13.6,8X,*MDE - *,G13.6,5X,*XDE - *,G13.6)
3690- WRITE(6, 1220) ZDF,MDF,XDF

__3700- 1220 FORMAT(3X,*ZDF - *,G13.6,8X.*lfDF - *C1l3.6,5X,*XDF - *,G13.6)
* ~ 3710- WRITE(6,1230) ZQMQ,XQ
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3720- 1230 FOR.MAT(4x,*zQ -*,C13.6,9X,*MQ -*,C13.6,6X,*XQ -*,G13.6)

3730- WRITE(6, 1250) ZAD,MAD,XAD
3740- 1250 F0R.'1AT(3X,*ZAD -*,G13.6,8X,*'lAD - *,G13.6,5X,*YAD - *,G13.6)
3750- WRITE(6, 1240) ZU,11U, XU
3760- 1240 FOKRIAT(4X,*ZU - *,c13.6,9X,*MT *,c13.6,6X,*XU -*,c;13.b)

3770- WRITE(6, 1260)
3780- 1260 FORMAT( IX, **************************"

3790-C
3800- PZA - ZA/U
3810- PZQ - (ZQ/U) + 1.0
3820- PZU - ZUlU
3830- PZDE - ZDEIU
3840- PZDF - ZDF/U
3850- PZTHETA - -(32.2/U)*SIN(THETA)
3860-C
3870- R4A - MA + IIAD*PZA
3880- PQ- MQ + MAD*PZQ
3890- RIU - MIU + MAD*PZU
3900- PMDE - MDE + MAD*PZDE
3910- R4DF - MDF + MAD*PZDF
3920- PITHETA -MAD*PZTIIETA

3930-C
3940- PXQ - XQ - U*ALPHA
3950- PXTHETA - 32.2*C0S(TIIETA)
3960- WRITE(6, 1280)
3970- 1280 FORMAT(5X,*LONG BODY AXIS PRIMED DIMENSONAL DERIVATIVES*)

3980- WRITE(6, 1290) PZA,PMA,XA
3990- 1290 FORMAT(3X,*ZA' - *,G13.6,8X,*MA' -*,G13.6,5X,*XA' - *,G13.6)
4000- WRITE(6, 1300) PZDE,RIDE,XDE

*4010- 1300 FORMAT(2X,*ZDE' - *,G13.6,7X,*MDE' -*G13.6,4X,*XDE' - *,G13.6)
4020- WRITE(6, 1310) PZDF,PNDF,XDF
4030- 13100FORMAT(2X,*ZDF' - *,G13.6,7X,*ffDF' -*,G13.6,4X,*XDF' - *,G13.6)
4040- WRITE(6, 1320) PZQ,PMQ,PXQ

*4050- 1320 FORNAT(3X,*ZQ' - *,Gl3.6,8X,*MQ' - *,G13.6,5X,*XQ' - *,G13.6)
4060- W'RITE(6, 1330) PZU,RIU,XU
4070- 1330 FORMAT(3X,*ZU' - *,Gl3.6,8X,*IJ' - *,G13.6,5X,*XU' - *,G13.6)
4080- WRITE(6, 1340) PZTHETA, RITIETA, PXTHETA
4090- 1340 FORMAT(1X,*ZTHETA' - *,G12.6,4X,*MTHETA' -*,G12.6,3X,*XTIETA'-
4100- +,G12.6)
4110- WRITE(6, 1350)
4120- 1350FOATl, **************************)

4130- 1360 CONTINUE
4140- IF(KEY .EQ. 3HBOT) GO TO 446
4150- 421 CONTINUE
4160- WRITE(6,430)
4170- 430 FORIIAT(lX,*IS ANOTHER PROGRAM RUN DESIRED ? (YESINO)*)
4180- READ(5,440) RUN
4190- 440 FORMAT(A3)
4200- WRITE(6, 445)

* ~~~4210- 445FO ATlx **************************)

4220- IF(RUN .EQ. 3HNO )GO TO 450
4230- IF(RUN .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 103
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4240- GO TO 421

4250- 446 CONTINUE
4260- WRITE(6,447)
4270- 447FOATX,**************************)

4290- 460 CONTINUE
4290- WRITE(6,455)
430D- 455 F0.,!AT(IX, *CNB I]/DEG)
4310- RF.AD(5,*) C;"b
4320- WRITE(6,470)
4330- 470 FORMAT(LX,*CNP (1/RAD)
4340- READ(5,*) CNr
4350- WRITE(6,480)
4360= 480 FORIIAT(IX,*CNR (1/RAD)

4370- READ(5,*) CNR
4380- WRITE(6,490)
4390- 490 FORMAT(1X,*CNDR (1/DEC)-
4400- READ(5,*) CNDR
4410- WRITE(6,500)
4420= 500 FOELMAT(lX,*CNDA (1/DEG)
4430- READ(S,*) CNDA
4440= WRITE(6,510)
4450- 510 FOXRMAT(1X,*CNDDT (1/DEC)-
4460- READ(5,*) CNDDT
4470- WRITE(6, 520)
4480- 520 F0RIIAT(1X,*CNDC (1/DEG)
4490- READ(5,*) CNDC
4500- WRITE(6,530)
4510- 530 FORMAT(lX,*CLB (1/DEG) -
4520- RFAD(5,*) CLB
4530- WRITE(6,540)
4540- 540 FOEUIAT(lX,*CLP (1/RAD) -

4550- READ(5,*) CLP
4560- WRITE(6, 550)
4570- 550 FORH-AT(1X,*CLR (1/RAD)-
4580- READ(5,*) CLR
4590- WRITE(6, 560)
4600- 560 FORMAT(lX,*CLDR (1/DEG)
4610- READ(5,*) CLDR
4620- WRITE(6, 570)
4630- 570 F0RMAT(lX,*CLDA (1/BEG)-
4640- READ(5,*) CLDA
4650- I4RITE(6, 580)
4660- 580 FORMAT(1X,*CLDDT (1/BEG)-
4670- READ(5,*) CLDDT
4680- WRITE(6, 590)
4690- 590 FOR?4AT(1X,*CLDC (1/DEG)
4700- READ(5,*) CLDC

* 4710- IF (KEYl .EQ. 311N0 ) GO TO 609
4720- WRITE(6,611)
4730- 611 FORMAT(1X,*CYB (1/DEG)-
4740- ReAD(5,*) CYB
4750- 609 CONTINUE
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.~.-..4760- WRITE(6,600)

4770- 600 F~lMAT(IX,*CYF (1/RAD)
4730= READ(5,*) CYP
4790- WRITF(6, 610)

*4800= 610 F0RNlAT(1X,*CYR (M/AD)-
4810- RF.AD(5,*) CYR
4820= IF(KEYI .EQ. 3!INO ) GO TO 616
4830= WRITE(6,612)
4840- 612 FOR.MAT(1X,*CYDR (1/DEG)
4850= READ(5,*) CYDR
4860- WRITE(6,613)
4870= 613 FORN\AT(1X,*CYDA (I/DEG)
4890= READ(5,*) CYDA
4890- WRITE(6, 614)
4900= 614 FORMI-AT(1X,*CYDDT (1/DEG)=
4910= READ(5,*) CYDDT
4920- WRITE(6,615)
4930= 615 FORMAT(lX,*CYDC (1/DEG)=
4940= READ(5,*) CYDC
49 50= 616 CONTINUE,
4960= WRITE(6, 620)
4970- 620 FORMIAT( lX,**************************)
4980- WRITE(6,630)
4990= 630 F0RMIAT(8X,*LAT-DIR STABILITY AXIS COEFFICIENTS*)
5000= IF(KEY .EQ. 3H1LON) uOT 3
5010= IF(KEY .EQ. 3HBOT) GO TO 635
5020= WRITE(6,631) DALIP1A
5030- 631 FORMAT(15X, *ALPHiA - *,C13.6)
5040- 635 CON4TINUE
5050- IF(KEY1 .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 711

*5060- WRITE(6,640) CNB, CLB
5070- 640 FORMA4T(3X,*CNB - *,C13.6,8X,*CLB - *,G13.6)
5080- WRITE(6,650) CNP,CLP,CYP
5090- 650 FOkMAT(3X,*CNP - *,G13.6,8X,*CLP - *,Gl3.6,5X,*CYP - *,G13.6)

* 5100- W'RITE(6,660) CNR,CLR,CYR
*5110- 660 FO.MAT(3X,*C'R - *,G13.6,8X,*CLR - *,C13.6,5X,*CYR - *,G13.6)

5120- WRITE(6,670) CNDR,CLDR
5130- 670 FORMAT(2X,*CNDR - *,G13.6,7X,*CLDR - *,G13.6)
5140- WRITE(6,680) CNDA,CLDA
5150- 680 FORMAT(2X,*CnDA - *,Gl3.6,7X,*CLDA - *,G13.6)
5160- WRITE(6,690) CNDDT,CLDDT
5170- 690 FORMiAT(IX,*CNDDr - *,G13.6,6X,*CLDDT - *,G13.6)
5180- WRITE(6,700) CNDC,CLDC
5190- 700 FORIIAT(2X,*CNDC - *,G13.6,7X,*CLDC -*,G13.6)
5200- WRITE(6, 710)
52 10- 7 10F0ATl, **************************)

5220= IF(KEY1 .EQ. 3HNO )GO TO 720
5230- 711 CONTINUE

* *5240- WRITE(6,712) C.NB,CLB,CYB
-*5250- 712 FORMAT(3X,*CNB - *,G13.6,8X,*CLB - *,G13.6,5X,*CYB - *,G13.6)

5260= WRITE(6,713) CNP,C.P ,CYP
5270- 713 FORMAT(3X,*CNP =*,C13.6,8X,*CLP - *,Gl3.6,5X,*CYP - *,G13.6)
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-'5280- WRITE(6, 714) CNI, CLR, CYR
5290- 714 F0RnAT(3X,*CNJK - *,(;13.6,8X,*CLR * ,G!3.6,5x,*CYR -*,u;13.6)

5300- WRITE(6, 715) CND., CLDR, CYOR
5310- 715 FORMOAT(2X,*CNDR -*,G13.6,7X,*CLDR - *,G13.6,4X,*CYDR - *,G13.6)
5320- WRITE(6.716) CNDA, CLDA,CYDA
5330= 716 FORMAT(2X,*CNDJ4 *,G13.6,7X,*CLDA - *,G13.6,4X,*CYDA - *,G13.6)
5340- WRITE(6,717) CNDDT,CLDDT,CYDDT
5350- 717 FORMAT(1X,*CNDDT - *,G13.6,6X,*CLDDT - *,G13.6,3X,*CYDDT - *,G13.6
5360- +
5370- WRITE(6,718) CNDC,CLDC,CYDC
5380- 718 FORMAT(2X,*CNDC - *,G13.6,7X,*CLDC -*,Gl3.6,4X,*CYDC -*,G13.6)

5390- WRITE(6,719)
5400- 719FOMTl, **************************)

5410- 720 CONTINUE
5420- WRITE(6, 730)
5430- 730 FORM1AT(1,*IS THE ENTERED DATA CORRECT ? (YES/NO)*)
5440- READ(5, 740) DATA2
5450- 740 F0RK1AT(A3)
5460- WRITE(6, 750)
5470- 750 OATlx **************************)

5480- IF(KEY .EQ. 3HBOT) GO To 755
5490- IF(DATA2 .EQ. 3HNO ) GO TO 2150
5500- IF(DATA2 .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 760
5510- GO TO 720
5520- 755 CONTINUE
5530- IF(DATA2 .EQ. 3HNO ) GO TO 460
5540- IF(DATA2 .EQ. 3HYES) GO TO 760
5550- GO TO 720
5560- 760 CONTINUE
5570- CNB-CNB*DPR
5580- CNDR-CNDR*DPR
5590- CNDA -CNDA*DFR
.5600- CNDDT-CNDDT*DPR
5610- CNDC-CN'DC*D PR
5620- CLB-CLB*DPR
5630- CLDR-CLDR*DFR
5640- CLDA-CLDA*D PR
5650- CLDDT-CLDDT*D PR
5660- CLDC-CLDC*DPR

*5670- IF(KEY1 .EQ. 3HNO )GO TO 765
5680- CYB -CY B*DPR
5690- CYDR -CYDR*DPR

5700- CYDA -CYDA*DPR

5710- CYDDT -CYDDT*DPR

5720- CYDC -CYDC*DPR

5730- 765 CONTINUE
5740- BCLB - CLB*C0S(ALFHA)-CNB*SIN(ALPIIA)
5750- BCLP-CLP*COS(ALPIIA)**2-(CLR4.CNP)*SIN(AL R{A)*COS(ALHIA)+CNR*SIN(ALP
5760- 1HA)**2

*5770- BCLRiCLR*CS(ALFRA)**2-(CNR-CLP)*SIN(ALFHiA)*COS(ALPIIA)-CNP*SIN(ALP
5780- 1HA)**2
5790- BCLDA -CLDA*COS(ALFMA)-CNDA*SIN(ALP{A)
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5800: BCLDR -CUDR*COS (AL PIA)-CNL)R*S I(AL PHA)

5820- BCLDDT -CLDDT*C0S(ALffiA)-CNDDT*S IN(ALPIIA)
5830- BCNB - CNB*COS(ALI'HA)+CLB*SIN(ALlyiiA)
5840- BCNP - CNP*C0S(ALPiIA)**2-(CNR-CLP)*SIN(ALPIIA)*C0S(ALRIA)-CLR*S INCA
5850- 1LLPHA) **2
5860- BCNR - CNR*COS(ALPIlA)**2+(CLR+CNP)*SIN(ALF A)*COS(ALHIA)+CLP*SIN(A
5870- 1LMA)**2
5880- BCNDA - CNDA*COS(ALI'UA)+CLDA*SIN(ALTnIA)
5890- BCNDR a C::D-R*COS(ALWIA)+CLD'*SlN(ALI[A)
5900- BCNDC -CNDC*COS(ALPIIA)+CLDC*SIN(ALPi1A)
5910- BCNDDT - CNDDT*COS(ALPLIA)+CLDDT*SIN(ALIHA)
5920- BCYR - CYR*COS (ALPIIA)+CYP*S 1.1(AL FAIA)
5930- ECYP -CYP*COS(ALPHA)-CY-R*SIN,(ALIIIA)
5940- WRITE(6, 770) 

S*5950- 770 F0RMAT(9X,*LAT-DIR BODY AXIS COEFFICIENT*
5960- WRITE(6, 780) BCNB,BCLB,CYB
5970- 780 FOaHIAT(3X,*CNB - *,C13.6,8X,*CLB - *,G13.6,5X,*CYB -*,c13.6)

5980- WRITE(6,790) BCNP,BCLP,BCYP
5990- 790 FOPnAT(3%,*CNP = *,Cl3.6,8X,*CLP - *,Gl3.6,SX,*CYP - *,G13.6)
6000- WRITE(6,800) BCNR,BCLR,BCYR
6010- 800 FOMAT(3X,*CNR - *,G13.6,8X,*CLR - *,Gl3.6,5X,*CYR - *,G13.6)
6020- WRITE(6,810) BCNDR,BCLDR,CYDR
6030- 810 FORMAT(2X,*CNDR =*,c13.6,7X,*CLDR - *,C13.6,4X,*CYDR - *,G13.6)
6040- WRITE(6, 820) BCNDA, BCLDk, CYDA
6050- 820 FORIIAT(2X,*CNDA - *,G13.6,7X,*CLDA - *,G13.6,4X,*CYOA - *,G13.6)
6060- WRITE(6,830) BCNDDTBCLODT,CYDDT
6070- 830 FORMAT(1X,*CNDDT - *,G13.6,6X,*CLDDT - *,G13.6,3X,*CYDDT - *,G13.6
6080- +
6090- WRITE(6,840) BCNDC,BCLDC,CYDC
6100- 840 FORMAT(2X,*CNDC - *,Gl3.6,7X,,*CLDC *,G13.6,4X,*CYDC -*,G13.6)
6110- WRITE(6,850)
6120- 850 FRA(L,"**************************
6130- IF (KEYl .EQ. 311N0 G O To 421
6140- N - (Q*S*B)/eIZZ

*6150- L - (Q*S*B)/BIXX
*6160- B - B/(2.O*U)

6170- Y = (Q*S*32.2)/W
6180- BNB - N*BCNB
6190- BNP - N*B*BCNP
6200- BNR - N*B*BCNR
62 10- BNDR - *CD
6220- BNDA - N*BCNDA
6230- BNDDT - N*BCNDDT
6240- B1NDC - N*BCNDC
6250- BLB - L*BCLB
6260- BLP - L*BhBCLP
6270- BLR - L*B*BCLR
6280- BUDR - L*BCLDR
6290- BLDA - L*BCLDA
6300- BLDDT - L*BCLDDT
6310- BLDC - L*BCLDC
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6320- YB *Y*CYB
6330- BYR - Y*B*BCYr
6340- BYP -Y*B*BCYP
6350- YDR - Y*CYDR
6360- YDA - Y*CYDA
6370- YDDT - Y*CYiXT
6380- YDC - YCD
6390- WRITE(6,2160)
6400- 2160 FORXAT(5X,*LAT-DIR BODY AXIS DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES*)
6410- WRITE(6,2170) B.", BLB, YB
6420- 2170 FORN1AT(4X,*NB - *,G13.6,9X,*LB - *,C13.6,5X,*YB - *,G13.6)
6430- WRITE(6,2180) BNP,BLP,BYP
6440- 2180 FORMAT(4X, *N P - *,G13.6,9X,*LP - *,c13.6,5X,*YP - *,G13.6)
6450- WRITE(6,2190) BNR,BLR,BYR
6460- 2190 FORMAT(4X,*NR - *,c13.6,9X,*LR - *,G13.6,5X,*YR. *,G13.6)
6470- WRITE(6,2200) BND?.t,BLDat,YDR
6480- 2200 FOkRMAT(3X,*NDR - *,Gl3.6,8X,*LDR - *,C13.6,4X,*YDR - *,G13.6)
6490- WRITE(6,22 10) BNDA,BLDA,YDA
6500- 2210 FOR.ItAT(3X,*NDA - *,G13.6,BX,*LDA - *,G13.6,4X,*YDA - *G13.6)
6510- WRITE(6,2220) BNT)DT, BLDDT,YDDT
6520- 2220 FORMAT(2X,*NDDT - *,G13.6,7X,*LDDT - *,Gl3.6,3X,*YDDT - *,G13.6)
6530- WRITE(6,2230) BNDC,BLDC,YDC
6540- 2230 FORIIAT(3X,*NDC - *,G13.6,8X,*LDC - *,G13.6,4X,*YDC- *,C13.6)
6550- WRITE(6,2240)
6560- 2240 FRlT x **************************'

6570- D -1.0 - ((BIXZ*BIXZ)/(BIXX*BIZZ))
6580- RI B1X7.IBIZZ
6590- R2 -BIXZ/BIXX
6600- PBNB - (BNB + Rl*BLB)/D
6610- PBNP - (BNP + R1*BLP)/D
6620- PBNR - (BNR + R1*BLR)/D
6630- PBNDR - (BNDR + R1*BLDR)/D
6640- PBNDA - (BNDA + R1*BLDA)/D
6650- PBNDDT -(BNDDT + R1*BLDDT)/D
6660- PBNDC - (BNDC + RL*BLDC)/D
6670- PBLB - (BLB + R2*BNB)/D
6680- PBLP - (BLP + R2*BNP)/D
6690- PBLR - (BLR + R2*BNR)/D
6700- FBLDR. - (BLDR + R2*BNDR)/D
6710- PBLDA - (BLDA + R2*BN'DA)/D
6720- PBLDDT - (BLDDT + R2*BNDDT)/D
6730- PBLDC - (BLDC + R2*BNDC)/D
6740- Ff1 YB/U
6750- PSYP -BYP/U + ALPHiA
6760- PSYR -BYRNU - 1.0
6770- PYDR -YDR/U
6780- PYDA -YDA/U
6790- PYDDT -YDDT/U
6800- PYDC -YDC/U

6810- WRITE(6, 2250)
6820- 2250 FORMAT(3X,*LAT-DIR BODY AXIS PRIMED DIMEN'SI0NAL DERIVATIVES*)
6830- WRITE(6,2260) PBNB,PBLB,PYB
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-4-a

6840- 2260 F0RNtAT(3X,*NB' -*,Gl3.6,8X,*LB' - *,G13.6,4X,*YB' - *,G13.6)
6850- WRITE(6, 2270) PBNP, PBLP, PBYPI6860- 2270 F0R>%IAT(3X,*14P' -*,c13.6,8X,*LP' - *,Cl3.6,4X,*YP' - *,C13.6)
6870- WRITE(6,2280) PBNR, PBLR, PBYR
6880- 2280 FOZ!IAT(3X,*,\R' - *,Gl3.6,8X,*LR' - *,G13.6,4X,*YR' - *,G13.6)
6890- WRITE(6, 2290) PBNDR, PBLDR, PYOR
6900- 2290 FORMAT(2X,*NDR' - *,G13.6,7X,*LDR' - *,G13.6,3X,*YDR' - *,G13.6)
6910- WRITE(6,2300) PBNDA,PBLDA,PYDA
6920- 2300 FOR.MAT(2X,*NDAW - *,G13.6,7X,*LDAI - *,Gl3.6,3X,*YOAI - *,G13.6)
6930- WRITE(6,2310) PBNDDT, PBLDDT, PIDDT
6940- 2310 FORMAT(1X,*NDDT' - *,c13.6,6X,*LDDT' - *,G13.6,2X,*YDDT' - *,G13.6
6950- +-)
6960- WRITE(6,02320) PBEDC,PBLDC,PYDC
6970- 2320 FO&%MAT(2X,*NDC' -*,G13.6,7X,*LDC' *,G13.6,3X,*YDC' -*,G13.6)
6980- WRITE(6, 2340)
6990- 2340FOAT X **************************)

7000- G0 TO 421
7010- 450 CO0NT I NUE
7020- END
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Appendix E

TOTAL Macro Program to Calculate
Transmission Zeros

The TOTAL interactive design program written by

Stanley J. Larimer is programmable. Using the CREATE com-

mand, a user can define a Macro program that automatically

runs options of TOTAL. Such a Macro program must be labeled

either AKEY, BKEY, or CKEY. Each is limited to 50 instruc-

tions which can do anything allowed in the Option mode of

TOTAL. These instructions are executed like a subprogram

anytime the key name is typed. A more detailed explanation

can be found on page A-70 of the TOTAL User's Manual.

Once in the TOTAL program, the sequences in this

appendix are input. After typing the AKEY and BKEY sequences

given, TOTAL is capable of calculating transmission zeros of

a system once it is converted to zero-B2 form. Using the

matrix partitions from the zero-B2 form, A1 is input into

HMAT, and A1 2 is input into IMAT. C is input into JMAT,

and C2 is input into LMAT. This is easily accomplished by
d2

using Option 11 to place each matrix into AMAT and then

employing a copy command to transfer it to the appropriate

storage matrix location. The proposed M matrix is input

into AMAT using Option 11, and AKEY is typed. The AKEY

Macro program stores the M matrix that is entered and calcu-

lates F and F2  (These are stored in NMAT and OMAT
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respectively.) It then automatically calls BKEY. BKEY
-n-r -11 AI2F2 -1FI

calculates the matrix Zt AI - A + A - and

obtains eigenvalues which are the transmission zeros.

The operator has only to input a new M matrix into

AMAT using Option 11 and type AKEY again to obtain the

transmission zeros for this new measurement matrix.

Upon exit from TOTAL, the user finds that local

files AKEY and BKEY have been created as unformatted files.

These can be stored and retrived for use each time trans-

mission zeros must be calculated. TOTAL requires that these

local files be attached and have the names AKEY and BKEY

before it is started. Note that A1 1, A 12, 21' and £2 must be

entered on each new entry into the TOTAL program unless

Memaux is also saved and attached as a local file prior to

entering TOTAL.
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CREATE, AKEY, COPY, AMAT, rIMATi
COPY, HMAT, BMAT, 741
COPY, CMAT, BMAT,
COPY, JMAT, AMATi 72,
COPY, CMAT, NMAT,
COPY, MMAT, AfIAT,
COPY, IMAT, BMAT, 74,
COPY, CMAT, BMAT,
COPY, LMAT, AMAT, 72,
COPY, CMAT, OMAT, BKEY

CREATE, BKEY, COPY, OMAT, AMAT, 75,
COPY, CMAT, AMAT,
COPY, NMAT, BMAT, 74,
COPY, CMAT, BMAT,
COPY, IMAT, AMAT, 74,
COPY, CMATi BMAT,
COPY, HMAT, AMAT, 73,1
COPY, CMAT, AMAT, 71,
COPY, AMAT, EMAT,
COPY, MMAT, AMAT
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.7-N-

In this example, AKEY and BKEY have been created

p rcvt ouslyj, annd saved. Th', are attached as lo cal files

A prior to starting TOTAL.

-LOCAL FILES--
$INPUT $OU'TPUT AKEY BKEY

e C01MAND- ATTACH,TOTAL,ID-AFIT,SN-AFIT
FFN IS
TOTAL
AT CY- 194 SN-AFIT
CCaM4AND- TOTALVE S O 3.WELCOIE TO TOTAL-VESO3.
(C) 1980 -STANLEY J. LARDIER

OPTION >11
INPUT OF [ A1.MAT IMATRIX:
ENTER MATRIX SIZE: ROWS,COL'.NS >5 5
ENTER 5 ELEXENTS PER ROW:
ROW 1 >0 -. 1123E-2 -1596E-3 -1.896 .9886

.ROW 2>00 00 1
Raw 3 >0 -. 5617 -. 01258 .8522 -. 5232
ROW 4 >0 -. 1211E-2 -. 9782E-4 -1.502 .7764
ROW 5 >0 .3213E-3 -. 01068 5.455 -. 7595

COL > 1 2 3 4 5

1 0. -. 1123E-02 -. 1596E-03 -1.896 .9886
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.000
3 0. -. 5617 -. 1258E-01 .8522 -. 5232
4 0. -. 1211E-02 -. 9782F-04 -1.502 .7754
5 0. .3213E-03 -. 1068E-01 5.455 -. 7595

OPTION >COPY,AiAT,11IAT
* * COPY CaIPLETE

OPTION >11
INPUT OF f AI4AT IMATRIX:
ENTER MATIX SIZE: RCXWS,COLLI1NS >5 2
ENTER 5 ELL4ENTS PER COLUIN:
COLUM4N 1 >-.1492 0 .03492 -. 03891 -24.06
COLUIN 2 >-.2449 0 .0403 -. 1706 -6.473
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•-.-COL 1 2
-'" ROW

1 -. 1492 -.2449
2 0. 0.
3 .3492E-O1 .4030E-01
4 -.3891E-O1 -. 1706

5 -24.06 -6.473

OPTION >COPY,AMAT,LMAT
COPY Ct PLETE

OPTION >11
INPUT OF [ A4AT I MATRIX:
ENTER MATRIX SIZE: R04S,COLUMNS >2 5
ENTER 5 ELEMENTS PER ROW:

RW 1 >0 0 0 1 0
Row 2 >0 0 0 0 1

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW

1 0. 0. 0. 1.000 0.

2 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.000

OPTION >COPY,AMAT,JMAT
COPY CO PLETE

OPTION >11
INPUT OF [ AMAT I MATRIX:
ENTER M4ATRIX SIZE: RO1S,COLUJNS >2 2
ENTER 2 ELE4ENTS PER ROW:
ROW 1 >-.1064 .07496
ROW 2 >0 0

COL > 1 2
RW

1 -.1064 .7496E-01

2 0. 0.

OPTION >COPY,AMAT,IM AT
COPY CO PLETE

(All the required matrices have been entered. The M matrix
is now placed in AMAT with Option 11 and AKEY is typed.)
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OPTION >11
INPUT OF [ kiAT ] MATRIX:
ENTER 1ATRIX SIZE: RCWS,COLtINS >2 5
ENTER 5 ELaIENTS PER ROW:
ROW I >0 0 0 0 0
ROW 2 >0 0 0 0 .25

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW

1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. 0. 0. 0. .2500

OPTION >AKEY

COPY CO"PLETE
COPY COM PLETE
(OiAT) (AHIAT) * (MIAT)

I 4AT J ATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. .8033E-04 -. 2670E-02 1.364 -. 1899

CCPY COt IPLETE
COPY COM PLETE
(dMAT) - (AIAT) + (I iAT)

CHAT ) MATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW

1 0. 0. 0. 1.000 0.
2 0. .8033E-04 -. 2670E-02 1.364 .8101

COPY C(4 PLETE
COPY CGI PLETE
COPY CCg PLETE

(CIAT) - (AMAT) * (MAT)
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Of AT M MArTI X:

COL > 1 2
ROW
1 0. 0.
2 -6.015 -1.618

COPY Co PLETE
COPY CCM PLETE
(01AT) - (AIAT) + (MAT)

( H4AT ] MATRIX:

COL > 1 2
R014

1 -. 1064 .7496E-01
2 -6.015 -1.618

0 COPY CO PLETE
COPY CGl PLETE
STORING INVERSE OF (AM4AT) TO (CHAT):

M[ AT ] MATRIX:

COL> 1 2
ROW

1 -2.597 -.1203
2 9.654 -.1708

COPY CO1PLETE
COPY COM PLETE
(CMAT) - AIAT) *(EMAT)

[ CMAT M MATRIX:

S.
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I

COL> 1 2 3 4 5 1
ROW

0 0. -.9664E-05 .3212E-03 -2.761 -. 9746E-O I
2 0. -. 1372E-04 .4560E-03 9.421 -.1383

p

COPY CCH PLETE
COPY CO PLETE
(C4AT) - (A'IAT) * (WIAT)

(H QAT M MATRIX:

°p

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
Ow
1 0. .4801E-05 -. 1596E-03 -1.895 .4842E-01
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. -.8903E-06 .2959E-04 .2832 -.8979E-02
4 0. .2716E-05 -.9028E-04 -1.500 .2739E-01
5 0. .3213E-03 -.1068E-01 5.455 3.241

COPY CGIPLETE
COPY C01PLETE
(L'AT) - (MAT) - (fIAT)

C" AT M MATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW
1 0. -. I128E-02 -. 1099E-07 -.7878E-03 .9402
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.000 P
3 0. -.5617 -. 1261E-O1 .5690 -. 5142
4 0. -. 1214E-02 -.7536E-05 -.2222E-02 .7490
5 0. .3469E-17 1665E-15 .5400E-12 -4.000 .

*1

COPY CCI PLETE
STORING CHARACTERISTIC EQN & EIGENVALUES OF (MAT)
TO POLYA AND ROOTA RESPECTIVELY:
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CiARACTERTSTIC EQN E IGENVALUES OF M'IAT

I'POLYA COEFFICIENTS POLYA ROOTS (ROOTA)

( 1.000 )S** 5 ( .2100E-06) + J( .3023E-O4)

( 4.015 )S** 4 ( .2100E-06) + J( -.3023E-04)

( .5936E-01)S** 3 ( -.2654E-02) + J( 0. )

( .1292E-O3)S** 2 ( -. 1218E-01) + J( 0. )

( -.4914E-13)S** 1 ( -4.000 ) + J( 0. )

( .1181E-12) POLYNC4IAL CONSTANT= 1.000

COPY CCH PLETF
COPY COIPLETE

(The roots are the transmission zeros. The first two are

assumed to be zero, thus Zt = 0, 0, -0.0026, -0.0122, -4.0.

A new M matrix is now entered, and AKEY is used to evaluate

transmission zeros with a different measurement matrix.)
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OPTION >11
INPUT OF [ AMAT ] MIATRIX:

T ETER MATRIX SIZE: ROJS,COLLMNS >2 5
ENTER 5 ELEMENTS PER ROW:

ROW 1 >0 0 0 0 0
RO.4 2 >0 0 0 0 1

COL > 1 2 3 4 5b I  ROW

1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. 0. 0. 0. .1000

OPTION >AKEY
COPY Cai PLETE

COPY Cal PLETE
(G1AT) - (MIAT) * (IBAT)

O4AT J MATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
• ''" ...L..ROW

1 0. 3. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. .3213E-04 -. 1068E-02 .5455 -. 7595E-01

COPY COMPLETE
COPY COG1PLETE
((MAT) - (4AT) + (BMAT)

[ (MAT J MATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW

1 0. 0. 0. 1.000 0.
2 0. .3213E-04 -. 1068E-02 .5455 .9241

COPY CGIPLETE
COPY CGIPLETE
COPY Cal PLETE
((MAT) - (AR1AT) * (MAT)
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. CIAT M MATRIX:

COL > 1 2
ROW

1 0. 0.

2 -2.406 -.6473

COPY COMPLETE
COPY Cal PLETE
(OIAT) f (AMAT) + (WIAT)

- [ CIAT ] MATRIX:

-. COL > 1 2

ROW
1 -. 1064 .7496E-01

2 -2.406 -.6473

COPY CQ4 PLETE
COPY Cal PLETE
STORING INVERSE OF (AMAT) TO (MIAT):

. (MAT J MATRIX:

COL> 1 2
ROW
1 -2.597 -.3008
2 9.654 -.4269

COPY CQC PLETE
-. COPY CCI PLETE

( iAT) - (AMAT) * (BIAT)

[ IAT ) MATRIX:
30
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COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROWq

1 0. -. 9664E-05 .3212E-03 -2.761 -. 2779
2 0. -. 1372E-04 .4560E-03 9.42 1 -.3945

COPY CCX PLETE
COPY CCH PLETE
(CHAT) - (ALAT) *(BIAT)

I dAT JMATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROW

1 0. .4801E-05 -.1596E-03 -1.895 .1381
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0. -.8903E-06 .2959E-04 .2832 -.2560E-01
4 0. .2716E-05 -.9028E-04 -1.500 .7812E-01
5 0. .3213E-03 -.1O6BE-01 5.455 9.240

COYC4LT
COPY CCH PLETE

(CHAT) - (AMAT) -(34AT)

[(MAT]3 MATRIX:

COL > 1 2 3 4 5
ROWA
1 0. -.1128E-02 -.1099E-07 -.7878E-03 .8505
2 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.000
3 0. -.5617 -.1261E-01 .5690 -.4976
4 0. -. 1214E-02 -. 7536E-05 -. 2222E-02 .6983
5 0. .3469E-17 -. 1665E-15 .5400E-12 -10.00

COPY CCX PLETE
STORING CHARACTERISTIC EQN & EIGENVALUES OF (AMAT)
TO POLYA AND ROOTA RESPECTIVELY:
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K

CHARACTERISTIC EQN EICENVALUES OF AMAT
POLYA COEFFICIENTS POLYA ROOTS (ROOTA)

( 1.000 )S** 5 ( .3238E-05) + J( -. 1188E-03)

( 10.01 )S** 4 ( .3238E-05) + J( .1188E-03)
( .1484 )S** 3 ( -.266OE-02) + J( 0. )
( .3231E-03)S** 2 ( -. 1218E-01) + J( 0. )
( -.7624E-12)S** 1 ( -10.00 ) + J( 0. )
( .4577E-11) POLYNCMIAL CONSTANT- 1.000

COPY COMPLETE
COPY CGIPLETE

OPTION >
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J

"* "Appendix F

A TOTAL Macro Program For Determining
the Closed-Loop System MatricesI

Macro programming of TOTAL is used to formulate the

closed-loop system matrices designated Act, Eck, and Cck"

To perform the necessary operations, a Macro program called

CKEY is developed using the CREATE command in TOTAL. The

instructions in CKEY are automatically executed anytime the

key name is typed while in TOTAL. A complete listing for

CKEY is given in this appendix.

For a system that is in zero-B2 form, the partitioned

matrix A2 1 is input into PMAT, and A22 is input into QMAT.

If AKEY and BKEY (see Appendix E) have been run, F and

are stored in NMAT and OMAT respectively; otherwise, they

must be obtained from Option 14 in the MULTI program and

input into NMAT and OMAT. The K0 gain matrix is loaded into

RMAT. K is input into BMAT, gB2 is placed in AMAT, and

CKEY is typed. TOTAL prints intermediate calculations as

they are performed. These aid in checking the proper opera-

tion of the Macro program. The final results are printed

after a message of "ECHO, OFF" is output. Following this

message F1, F2, A11, A12, g 2Kl, 2 1 -gB 2 -F 1l A2 2 -gB 2 -) 2
'

and gB2K are output in the order just listed. The message

"ECHO, ON" signals the end of the output. These matrices

.. are then assembled to yield the closed-loop Act, Bck, and
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C matrices as follows from Reference 6.

z(t) 0 -F -F .z(t)

" (t) I 0 A + 0 v(t).. -- - All A12 l)

"" -2(t &B1--11 --21-g-42-OE A22-942412 2--2() g 27

(t)

(F-2)

These composite Ac , Bci , Cc matrices can be used

in any appropriate routine to obtain the closed-loop transfer

functions by G(s) = Cci(sI - )-1

This can be accomplished with Option 25 in TOTAL.
A B and C are input, and the K and D matrices are set

to zero. Performing Option 25 will yield the system transfer

function as GTF for any input/output combination specified.

A note of caution must be provided at this point if Options

18 and 25 of TOTAL are used to obtain the closed-loop system

transfer functions. Because of the numerical method used by

TOTAL, if the closed-loop matrices are ill defined, errors

may result in the characteristic roots that are calculated.
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CREATE, CKEY, COPY, ArIATi TMATi
COPY, BMAT, SMAT, 74,
COPY, CMAT, UrIAT,
COPY, RMAT, BMAT, 74,
COPY, CMAT1 VMAT,
COPY, CMATI AMAT
COPY, NMATi BrIAT, 741
COPY, CMATi BMAT,
COPY, PMATi ArIAT, 73,
COPY, CMAT, hJMAT,
COPY, VMAT, AIIAT,
COPY, OrIAT, BMAT, 74,
COPY, CMAT, BrIAT,
COPY, QIIATi AMAT, 73,
COPY, CMAT, XMAT, ECHO, OFF,
NMAT, OMAT, HMATi IMATi

oUrIAT, IdMAT, XMAT, VMATi ECHO, ON
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